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His Grace the Duke of Westminster.

Recent graduates at Chester Cathedral.

Factfile
Established: 1839. The University is one of the longest established English 
higher education establishments still in its original form, predating all but Oxford, 
Cambridge, London and Durham.

Students: 18,800 (70% undergraduates, 30% postgraduates). 

Staff: 1,526 (full-time equivalent).

Chancellor: His Grace the Duke of Westminster KG, CB, CVO, OBE, TD, CD, DL.

Vice-Chancellor: Canon Professor Tim Wheeler DL.

Campuses: Four in Chester, one in Warrington, one in Thornton, in addition to 
NHS sites on the Wirral and in Crewe and Macclesfield. 

Partner organisation: University Centre Shrewsbury (with Shropshire Council).

Associate colleges: Isle of Man College; Reaseheath College; Wirral 
Metropolitan College; Warrington Collegiate; West Cheshire College.

Honorary Graduates include: HRH The Prince of Wales KG, KT, GCB, OM, AK, 
CD, QSO, PC, ADC; Dame Joan Bakewell, The Rt Hon Baroness Bakewell of Stockport, 
DBE; The Most Rev and Rt Hon Dr John Sentamu, Archbishop of York; Terry Waite CBE; 
Sir Ian Botham OBE; Loyd Grossman CBE, FSA; Sir Andrew Motion FRSL; Ken Dodd 
OBE; Tim Firth; Sue Johnston OBE; Phil Redmond CBE; Willie Carson OBE; Matthew 
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JP, DL; Professor Sir John Enderby CBE, FRS; Shirley Hughes OBE; Beth Tweddle OBE; 
Colin Parry OBE; The Rt Hon Frank Field DL, MP; Martin Lewis OBE; Kenneth Baker, 
The Rt Hon Lord Baker of Dorking; David Pickering FCA, DL, FIoD; Professor Alan 
Emery FRSE; Gillian Burns MBE; Sir Ranulph Fiennes OBE; and the Singh Twins MBE.



Institutional achievements

1st in the North West
for the third year running and 11% above the  
national average was Chester Students’ Union for  
student satisfaction.
National Student Survey 2015

95.1% 
of leavers are in work or further study six months after 
graduating. This means that the University of Chester 
is consistently one of the top performing North West 
universities for employability.   
Destination of Leavers from Higher Education 2015

£386 million
is the University's annual financial contribution per 
annum to the region, according to an independent 
economic impact assessment report in 2015. 

Top UK subjects
were Theology and Religious Studies, joint first for 
overall satisfaction (a further 10 subjects gained 
100% on this measure), and German joint first for 
academic support. 
National Student Survey 2015 

World-leading  
research
in 14 areas of the University’s research activity. 
Research Excellence Framework 2014

7:1 applications
are received for every undergraduate place. 

21st out of 130 in the UK
was the Chartered Association of Business Schools ranking  
for the University of Chester Business School in 2015. 

Times Higher  
Education Awards
shortlisted the University for ‘Entrepreneurial University of 
the Year’ and Dr Neil Pickles in the Department of Biological 
Sciences for ‘Most Innovative Teacher of the Year’.

32,390 hours
of voluntary work were contributed by students and staff  
to the community over the past year.

Overall  student  
satisfaction rate

Joint first place in 
the North West  
for teaching

For  academic 
support
National Student Survey 2015

88%

89%

89%
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Institutional awards

Four awards at the Educate North Awards: 

• Students’ Union of the Year –  
Chester Students’ Union

• Environment Award − Sustainability Unit

• Research Project of the Year − Professor John 
Buckley’s research on the health impact of 
standing desks

• Lecturer of the Year − Dr Neil Pickles.

Gold Investors in People Accreditation overall for  
excellent people management practice.

Ranked 33 out if 151 universities in the People 
& Planet University League with a 2:1 award for 
environmental and ethical performance.

Science, Engineering and Technology (SET) 
departments won the Bronze Athena SWAN award  
for commitment to advancing women’s careers.

Health and Wellbeing Award from Investors in People.

National Union of Students Responsible  
Futures accreditation for sustainability and  
social responsibility.

HR Excellence in Research award from the  
European Commission.

• Innovation Award for Excellence in the Student 
Experience from CUBO (College & University  
Business Officers).

For Student Support and Guidance

Marketing, Recruitment and Admissions won a 
Bronze Heist Award in the Student Voice Category, 
based purely on student responses.

British Quality Foundation
• 600 Award for Excellence
For Student Support and Guidance

• Special Award for Customer Service
• Special Award for Leadership
For Student Support and Guidance

UK Quality Assured − Institutional Audit 2010
• Positive judgement in all areas relating to 

academic standards and the quality of learning 
opportunities for students.

British Quality Foundation
• UK Excellence Award
For Student Support and Guidance
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Forewords
Canon Professor T J Wheeler DL
Vice-Chancellor and Principal 

The 175th anniversary year has been an opportunity 
to celebrate the University of Chester’s long and 
distinguished history with staff, students, alumni and 
members of the community.

Events have included The Cathedrals Group Choirs’ 
Festival, a re-enactment of the first meeting of the 
Founders on Founders’ Day, the 175 Snowdon Walk, 
Manchester Camerata’s production of On Chester On 
with local school children, charity and sporting events, 
the creation of the Anniversary Quilt, lectures from 
the Rt Rev and Rt Hon Dr Rowan Williams, a nostalgia 
event with the Chester Grosvenor Hotel, a series of 
watercolour paintings of graduation from former 
student Thomas Plunkett (now President of the Royal 
Watercolour Society) and a visit from HRH Prince 
Edward, Earl of Wessex to the Riverside Campus.

Alongside the anniversary celebrations, there 
have been exciting new developments across the 
University. The historic Chapel on the Parkgate Road 
Campus, which opened in 1847 and was largely built 
by the students at the time, has been completely 
refurbished, along with the adjoining Staff Common 
Room. The purchase of Temperance Hall on George 
Street in Chester has allowed the establishment of a 
dedicated International Centre as a ‘one-stop shop’ 
for international students in the city centre. The 

most significant acquisition is the impressive former 
Western Command/Lloyds Banking Group HQ in 
Handbridge which is now known as the Queen’s Park 
Campus and is the base for the University of Chester 
Business School. 

The ongoing development of Thornton Science Park 
as an integral part of the Northern Powerhouse was 
highlighted through visits from the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, the Rt Hon George Osborne MP, and the 
Minister for Science and Universities, Science and 
Cities, the Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, who both announced 
significant funding for the site. This is through the 
Cheshire and Warrington Growth Deal, the National 
College for Onshore Oil and Gas, an Energy Security 
and Innovation Observing System and an Intelligent 
Energy Systems Demonstrator. This shows how the 
Faculty of Science and Engineering and the High 
Growth Centre are working alongside industry and 
academic partners at the site to create a culture of 
research and innovation for the benefit of the North 
West and beyond.

None of the achievements of the 175-year history of 
the University would have been possible without the 
dedication and enthusiasm of all the staff, students 
and advocates of the institution. This ongoing 
support will remain vital to the institution’s success 
as it continues to adapt to the changing landscape 
of higher education and heads towards the 200th 
anniversary milestone. The Rt Rev Dr Peter Forster and Canon Professor T J Wheeler DL.
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The Rt Rev Dr Peter Forster 
Lord Bishop of Chester,  
Lord President of the University 
Council and Pro-Chancellor

As the University of Chester’s 175th anniversary 
celebrations have drawn to a close, it is an ideal 
opportunity to reflect on its foundation as the first 
purpose-built teacher training college in England. In 
my role as the Chairman of the University Council, 
I can take pride in how the four eminent Founders 
and the Church of England took this innovative step 
to provide qualified teachers for the vast Diocese of 
Chester’s rapidly expanding network of elementary 
schools and how the institution has subsequently 
diversified and expanded into a significant University 
with international status.

The anniversary events have reflected both 
aspects of the history and the different roles of this 
modern University, yet the mission and values that 
inspired those Founders still remain fundamental 
to everything it does. As a result, it has retained a 
distinctiveness which is epitomised by its vibrant and 
caring community of staff and students and their 
involvement in the surrounding communities.  

Human society is a society of explorers, and such a 
society will cherish all its places of learning, and not 
least its universities − they are crucial to civilisation 
itself. Having celebrated the past 175 years of 
this particular seat of learning, we can now look 
forward to the future with optimism as the next 
chapter unfolds. 

Chester Students’ Union 
Sabbatical team

Once again we have achieved a record breaking year 
in 2014–15. We were awarded ‘Students’ Union of 
the Year’ at the Educate North Awards, and for the 
third consecutive year we are top Students’ Union in 
the North West for student satisfaction in the National 
Student Survey.

It is the aim of Chester Students’ Union to be 
accessible and transparent about the complex 
nature of our role in the student experience, and as 
a democratic membership organisation we know 
how critical it is to listen to our members and 
represent them as elected leaders. We play a crucial 
role in engaging with students, as well as making 
that engagement as easy and natural as possible. 
In collaboration with the University, we achieve our 
goals through a shared vision of the institution as 
a community that is not afraid to challenge itself, 
and strive to make the experience outstanding and 
rewarding for our students. 

As a charitable organisation, we are constantly 
looking to expand our commercial function and 
improve the accessibility of the various other services 
we run, such as our Advice and Representation 
Centre (ARC), Sports and Societies, and Student 
Opportunities. This is done by gathering valuable 
student feedback through many different methods, 
including our annual Students’ Union Survey, the 
open door policy, Student Academic Representatives 
(StARs), and our Union Council Zones, including our 

Union Development Zone, which specifically focuses 
on how we can improve our organisation. It is the 
partnership with our student members that allows 
them to become actively involved in our organisation 
and the academic community. Through the 
collaborative StARs scheme we can ensure that every 
student has a voice on matters such as the design of 
their course and the effectiveness of representation at 
an institutional level. Building upon the success of the 
StARs scheme, around 900 students were elected as 
academic representatives, an incredible increase from 
previous years. 

Participation and engagement are the foundation 
of everything we do. This is illustrated by the total 
membership of Sports and Societies reaching 3,510, 
breaking the record for involvement in student-led 
activities. We have focused primarily on student 
participation, retention, charitable fundraising, 
and community engagement activities. These 
priorities will continue, along with exceeding 
participation for our Sports teams and Societies, 

increasing involvement in Students’ Union events 
and campaigns, and developing new ways of 
engagement. Ultimately, we want to surpass 
previous participation in Students’ Union events and 
campaigns, and develop new ways to engage with 
the Students’ Union as a whole.

Another successful highlight from 2014–15 was 
our third Above and Beyond Awards, in which 
students acknowledge exceptional staff. Attended 
by academics and students, the Awards encourage 
best practice and are a positive way of engaging 
with students to celebrate the outstanding success 
of departments and faculties. In addition, we 
work in partnership with the award nominees 
to integrate student-led views into both staff 
development and the institution’s learning and 
teaching strategy. We always make every effort to 
improve the experience of our students throughout 
their studies and hope that 2015–16 will prove to 
be the best ever for both Chester Students’ Union 
and the students it represents.

Chester and Shrewsbury Students' Union teams.
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Mission, Vision and 
Foundational Values
Mission

Founded in Faith ó Creating Community ó 
Serving Society

The University, a Church of England institution 
founded in 1839, continues to be guided by Christian 
values and is justifiably proud of the open, inclusive 
and supportive environment that characterises the 
institution. The University welcomes students and 
staff of all faiths or none.

It seeks to provide all its students and staff with 
the education, skills, support and motivation to 
enable them to develop as confident world citizens 
and successfully to serve and improve the global 
communities within which they live and work.

This Mission, which has helped shape our development 
and diversification, continues to actively inform its 
future planning and enrichment as a University.

Vision

At the heart of the University’s vision is an unwavering 
commitment to ensuring an outstanding student 
learning experience, developing the expertise of staff, 
providing teaching excellence, and actively growing 
research and scholarship.

Through these actions, the University hopes to make a 
positive impact on the lives of students, staff, and the 
communities that it serves, enabling the institution 
to make a significant and growing contribution to the 
region, nationally and internationally.

In valuing and celebrating its long history and 
traditions, the University is committed to engendering 
a sense of pride and shared ownership in all that it 
does. It is dynamic and enterprising in its approach to 
developing new opportunities.

Student Tabitha Meadows with the Graphics team from Learning and Information Services, who 
created the Mission, Vision and Foundational Values roundel.
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Foundational Values

Mindful of the University’s history and Christian foundation:

We recognise the dignity and worth of every individual.
Therefore we value every member of the University;
we endeavour to help each student and member of staff to 
discover his or her gifts and talents and grow to full potential;
and we foster well-being for all.

We recognise the vital role of education in the service  
of society.
Therefore we encourage the acquisition of knowledge 
and the development of skills;
and we acknowledge a responsibility to look for every 
opportunity to put that knowledge and those skills to good use 
throughout the community.

We recognise the inherent value of the pursuit of truth 
and freedom of enquiry.
Therefore we find joy in discovery;
we take pleasure in invention;
we celebrate human creativity;
and we seek wisdom, embracing it wherever we find it and 
strive to apply it to every aspect of life.
In humility, we aspire to honour these values and hold 
ourselves accountable to them. 

Some of the University Council members for 2014−15.
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The applicant experience
The relationship between the University and its prospective 
applicants is fostered carefully to ensure that students 
have access to all the facts they need to make an informed 
decision on their higher education options. This rapport 
continues throughout the student journey so that people 
feel supported and part of the University community and 
the local area. 

Being shortlisted for four national awards was the 
achievement for the University’s Marketing, Recruitment 
and Admissions (MRA) team for their pioneering work 
on the applicant experience. The Heist Awards celebrate 
excellent practice in higher education marketing and 
the recognition reflects the MRA team’s innovative 
approaches to attracting students to the institution. 
The team was rewarded by a coveted Bronze award for 
the Student Voice Category, which was based purely 
on student responses. Ric Bengree, MRA Director, said: 
“We are delighted that this award not only recognises 
the excellent work that the University does to engage 
with our students through the creative use of multiple 
channels, but also that our students feel that what we 
say is a true and accurate reflection of the University of 
Chester experience. To achieve that recognition from our 
own students is particularly pleasing!”

The shortlisted entry for the Best Use of Digital/Social 
Initiative was the Applicant Space microsite which 
formed an essential part of the 2015 ‘University of 
You’ undergraduate student recruitment campaign. 
The Applicant Space provides a ‘one-stop shop’ for 

prospective undergraduate students where they 
can discover more about the University and engage 
with the team. The site’s target audience is any 
prospective student and other parties within their 
‘decision-making group’. It is an all-encompassing, 
multimedia, integrated project that covers all aspects 
of undergraduate recruitment and the content is re-
invented three times during the decision-making cycle, 
to match the different stages for prospective students. 

Intelligence and insight is gathered through a number 
of feedback and research mechanisms including the 
Prospect Student Panel and student focus groups. 
As a result, the site presents the kind of information 
that is required during a long decision-making 
process and the focus on utilising user-generated 
content and student testimonials gives an authentic 
portrayal of study at the University. The site uses the 
latest responsive design technologies and methods 
and offers a high quality of user experience across all 
devices and screens. The response from applicants 
to the microsite has been very positive and so it has 
been adapted for the 2016 recruitment campaign.

Bronze Heist Award.

The shortlisted entry in the Best ‘Low Budget’ 
initiative was the Prospect Student Panel which has 
informed the way in which the University interacts 
with its prospective students. This builds upon the 
existing follow-up interviews with respondents 
who had completed the online Open Day Survey. 
The Prospect Student Panel consists of a group of 
prospective students, who could inform the activities 
of the team and test work quickly and effectively. 
Three cohorts of prospective students participated 
over three months and provided insights into their 
lifestyle, habits, general views on universities and the 
team’s marketing campaigns.

The Prospect Student Panel offered feedback 
on the recall and awareness of the marketing 
campaign materials and messages, what applicants 
are seeking from university websites and applicant 
spaces, university league tables, the popularity of 
different social media applications and prospective 
students’ habits on social media channels. It 
provided a pool of applicants for focus groups and 
strengthened the relationship with applicants. This 
closer relationship with prospective students also 
encouraged discussion and further ideas within 
the MRA team in direct response to the market 
research results. 
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The final shortlisted entry was the launch of the 
University Centre Shrewsbury (UCS) in the Best 
Corporate Campaign or Initiative. The establishment 
of this completely new institution, in partnership with 
Shropshire Council, necessitated the development 
of a completely new recruitment campaign in 
a very short space of time. The team aimed to 
position the institution as offering a different kind of 
university experience closely aligned with business 

and focused on the reality of the workplace, while 
raising awareness of UCS locally and nationally and 
developing a brand that could stand alone in the 
future. The campaign included a new mobile-first 
corporate website clearly defining the ethos and the 
positioning of the institution, an animated video 
about the student experience, a photo shoot, social 
media presence, outdoor advertising, press releases, 
UCAS pre-application data direct marketing campaign 

and schools and colleges liaison programme. The 
awareness-raising campaign has developed a strong 
independent brand, reached a global audience, 
generated undergraduate applications and raised 
interest among local stakeholders, businesses, 
organisations and academics.

All these examples show how the University’s 
Applicant Experience is tailored to the specific 

needs of prospective students. The fact that these 
initiatives have been acknowledged in a national 
context demonstrates that the MRA team’s process 
of continuous improvement does make a real 
difference to the effectiveness of its interaction with 
students and that this relationship is then further 
developed as students make the transition into 
higher education. 

Appendix B : Social Media

We knew it was important to not only raise awareness of this new brand but to 
also enable our stakeholders to engage with this new university through our 

social networks. We quickly set about creating some engaging online content 
and ran several PPC campaigns to quickly grow the number of followers we 

have on social media.  We also invested heavily in targeted social media, such as 
The Student Room, in order to raise awareness wit this key demographic group.
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The Students’ Union is an integral part of the student 
experience and Chester Students’ Union won 
Students’ Union of the Year at the prestigious Educate 
North Awards. Jonathan Harper, Chester Students’ 
Union President, said: “We are delighted and proud to 
receive this award. The staff and officers have worked 
really hard this year, as every year, to enhance the 
student experience for all of our members, so it is a 
real honour to be given this recognition.” The 2015 
National Student Survey also confirmed that CSU is 
the top Students’ Union in the North West for student 
satisfaction for the third year running and 11% above 
the national average. 

Students were recognised for their outstanding 
accomplishments in many fields at the annual 
Valedictory Service and Prizegiving. The Kirsty Craig 
Associates Award for Enterprise was awarded to 
Public Health Nutrition students Emily Hunn, Charlotte 
Wales, Seona Dunne and Abbigail Forshaw, who 
founded the Food Fest Society, a monthly celebration 
of produce, which combines locally sourced goods 
with educational activities. The winners of the 
University Award for Citizenship were Hannah 
Freeman, Chris Dickinson and Dorcas Mwangi. History 
students Hannah and Chris were recognised for their 

actions when they saw an elderly woman crash her 
mobility scooter into a local canal. The pair jumped in, 
rescued the woman and cared for her, alongside the 
University’s porters, until an ambulance arrived. 

Kenyan student Dorcas Mwangi used her experience 
of the Westgate shopping mall terrorist attack to call 
for peace between faiths. The Politics student hid 
under suitcases and then helped others run out of the 
shopping centre. Dorcas appeared on CBS Atlanta, 
CNN live and BBC World after the event and her music 
commemorating the experience was broadcast on 
Kenyan television. She feels that the incident has 
resulted in a deeper faith, the need to focus upon 
her family and “to pursue one’s passion and dreams 
in life, irrespective of the difficulties”. She is now 
undertaking a law conversion course and concludes 
that “my biggest lesson was to be confident and to 
believe in myself”. 

The Faculty of Health and Social Care prize for the 
student who has demonstrated particular impact 
on practice development was awarded to Elanor 
Parks, an Adult Nursing student. She co-presented a 
paper at the 44th Annual British Gerontology Society 
Conference, has been involved in a further research 

Student life
Life as a student at the University offers a wealth of 
opportunities for personal development and to contribute 
to the rich diversity of the University and its surrounding 
communities.

Chester Students’ Union.

Valedictory award winners with staff.
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project and had systematic research summaries 
published in leading journals. She obtained funding 
from the Cochrane Foundation to visit the Joanna 
Briggs Institute at the University of Adelaide for a full 
systematic review of patient and staff perceptions 
of different styles of nursing uniform, represented 
colleagues on programme committees, and took part 
in Nursing and Midwifery Council reviews of Faculty 
programmes. 

A society that puts togetherness first has gone from 
strength to strength and now attracts counsellors 
from across the wider community. Former teacher 
Veronica Colam set up the University’s Counselling 
Community while studying for her MA in Counselling 
Studies and after only six months the group 
had 35 members. The Society offers ‘bitesize’ 
seminars, followed by discussions on current topics 
in counselling, which count towards the annual 
requirement for continuing professional development.

Media students have won an array of awards: Radio 
Production students Siân Heron and Harry Colley won 
a Jerusalem Award for the Best Easter Programme, 
while Radio Production students won silver in the 
Best Chart Show category of the Student Radio 
Awards. Television Production students Christian 
Tarpey and Rachel Hubbell also took second place 
in the BBC Worldwide Showcase format-pitching 
competition. The Cat Radio, the Department’s 
student-run radio station won silver in the Student 
Radio Chart Show category at the Student Radio 
Awards. As part of the National Student Radio Chart 
Show which broadcasts live across the country from 

different student-run radio stations, the Cat Radio’s 
Chart Show entry was presented by Harry Colley and 
Phoebe Bennett and produced by Georgina Sullivan. 
The students received the award from BBC Radio 1’s 
Nick Grimshaw and Global Radio’s Dave Berry at the 
Indig02 in London. 

Commercial Music Production students staged their 
annual showcase Aspiration Live at the Warrington 
Campus. Featuring unsigned, home-grown musical 
artists, this was produced and managed by the 
students. This is the first time the popular live event 
has been staged ‘at home’. It was supported by the 
release of a single ‘Down To The Sound’ by Owen feat. 
the JFMC. 

Television Production and Film Studies student Josh 
Clarke joined Media lecturers Brian Machin and 
Wayne O’Brien to record conversations between Alun 
School pupils and residents of Llys Jasmine Extra Care 
Home in Mold. The film documented local families’ 
experience during the First World War, and its impact 
on children. Alun School History teacher Lynn Payne 
said: “The team was a real credit to the University, and 
our students learned a lot about filming techniques 
and how to behave professionally.” 

The North West Media Showcase 2015 saw 200 
guests attending the opening night at the Warrington 
Campus, including students and their families, lecturers 
and industry guests. These included sports journalist 
Stephen F Kelly, photographer Helen Hann and John 
Ryan, former manager of BBC Radio Manchester. 
The event featured live music, live TV and digital 

Veronica Colam.

Aspiration Live.

Dorcas Mwangi.
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photography screenings and live radio broadcasts, as 
well as exhibitions and awards presentations – the 
culmination of a year’s creativity by BA, MA and 
PhD students in TV Production, Digital Photography, 
Journalism, Sports Journalism, Digital Marketing and 
Radio Production. The event, which was organised 
by students, also saw the launch of a CD of original 
music produced by BA Commercial Music Production 
students, alongside the 60-page event catalogue. 

Student Quality Ambassadors (SQAs) Aimee Mortimore, 
Stacey Bagley, Amy Wixie, Lindsey Boyd, Christopher 
Malcolm and Jennifer Brand are part of a North West 
regional scheme which encourages Higher Education 
Institutions and service provider organisations to work 
in partnership, to improve quality care and compassion 
in the healthcare and social sector. All the SQAs are 
in their first or second year of the BN (Hons) Nursing 
programme from Learning Disability, Mental Health 
and Adult Nursing. The project aims to encourage 

students to raise quality in practice and offer a ‘fresh 
eyes’ approach. Activities have included presenting at 
the University’s Compassionate Caring in the Clinical 
Environment Conference with delegates from Houston, 
Texas, meeting senior staff at events at the Countess of 
Chester Hospital to raise awareness of the Care Maker 
role and working with students at the University; some 
have also become Dementia Friend Champions.

A team of student nurses and graduates at Mid 
Cheshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust (MCHFT) 
at Leighton Hospital won ‘Best Student Poster’ for 
their entry into the MCHFT 10th annual exposition. 
The team of SQAs used the 15 Steps Challenge 
to consider quality from a patient’s perspective 
and highlighted their improvements in areas such 
as the patient garden areas and clinic rooms. A 
spokesperson for the SQAs said: “The relationship 
that the SQAs at MCHFT have built with the Trust is 
profoundly supportive and encouraging.”

The Chief Executive of the Royal College of Midwives, 
Professor Cathy Warwick CBE, officially launched 
the University’s first Midwifery Society. Established 
by students Lindsey Hughes, Sammy Edwards and 
Rachel Jones, the aims are to organise study days, 
set up student support networks, share experiences, 
knowledge and skills and make friends. The launch 
was attended by Midwifery students, staff and 
practising midwives from the region who heard an 
inspirational speech from the guest speaker on the 
theme of courage and compassion in midwifery 
practice, as well as presentations from the founding 
members of the Society. Another Society activity 
was a ‘Cake Off Bake Off’ competition to celebrate 
International Day of the Midwife. 

The University and Chester Students’ Union 
undertook their most comprehensive exercise to 
remind first-year students of their responsibilities 
towards the areas in which they live, their fellow 

students and themselves. Working in conjunction 
with agencies such as Cheshire Police, they promoted 
important messages about acceptable conduct, 
personal safety and developing a sense of belonging. 
Initiatives included a video made by residents 
about life in the Garden Quarter, a more effective 
collaborative agreement between the University, 
police and environmental health officers, more 
extensive training for hall wardens and promoting 
the importance of volunteering.

Taiwo Sangster, a Nigerian Fine Art student and 
Matt Oxley, a Graphic Design with Fine Art student, 
collaborated on a design project inside St Michael’s 
Church in Chester. The building is the home of Chester 
History and Heritage, a local and family history 
resource centre run by Cheshire West and Chester 
Council. The pair presented their proposals for a 
unique two-dimensional artwork as part of their Fine 
Art and Photography Experiential Learning module. 

Student Quality Ambassadors at Mid Cheshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. Professor Cathy Warwick (second right) with the Midwifery Society.
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A collaboration between eight Department of 
Art and Design students and Beehive Healthcare 
allowed them to contribute to the design process 
for a new clinic environment. The company offers 
traditional and complementary therapies and 
students researched ways in which the environment 
can contribute to faster recovery, alongside practical 
considerations. Student Hannah Bowers said: “The 
more I researched the subject, the more fascinated 
I became. Working on this project has not only 
broadened my skillset, but also improved my 
healthcare knowledge.”

Twins Rebecca and Robyn Tunnicliff were recipients of 
the prestigious Institute of Biomedical Science (IBMS) 
President’s Prize and they graduated with First Class 
honours degrees in Biomedical Science. Robyn is now 
working as a Microbiologist at Helvic Laboratories in 
Stoke, while Rebecca is an Experimental Officer for 
drug development company Covance in Harrogate. 

Events Management student Zara Rimmer secured 
an enviable work placement as Event Assistant for 
the British Racing Drivers’ Club (BRDC) at Silverstone 
Circuit and met Damon Hill OBE and Lewis Hamilton. 
An initial offer of five weeks’ work experience was 
extended to three months and culminated in an 
invitation to assist with the presentation of awards 
at the BRDC Awards Lunch in London. Zara feels her 
course prepared her well for becoming a freelance 
events manager and said: “The University of Chester 
was my first choice and is a fantastic university. All 
the tutors have excellent experience in events which 
makes the course interactive.”

Lisa Conway, who is studying full time for an MSc 
in Management and Marketing, has also set herself 
up as a self-employed management consultant. She 
won an ‘Above and Beyond’ award for her role as 
a Postgraduate Student Academic Representative 
(StAR) and is a Visiting Lecturer. Not only was she 

recognised by fellow students, but as Lisa Conway 
Associates, she was able to use her skills and previous 
experience, plus the new insight and perspectives 
gained from the MSc programme, for her consultancy 
work. This included establishing a new Adult Learning 
Partnership and Strategy for Warrington with 
Warrington Borough Council, Warrington Collegiate 
and Priestley College. Gareth Hopkins, Assistant 
Director at Warrington Borough Council, said: “Lisa 
has also gone above and beyond in her work here 
in Warrington which will have real benefits for our 
residents. I am delighted, but not surprised, that she 
has won this prestigious award at our University.”

A student nurse and Army Reservist trained alongside 
US Navy personnel in California as part of her Pre-
Registration nursing placement and finished with 
adventure training in the Grand Canyon. Private Gerri 
Carr serves with 208 (Liverpool) Field Hospital as a 
medic and was one of around 100 soldiers to travel to 

The Chester History and Heritage project. The Beehive Healthcare project. 

“As well as seeing some 
great results through my 
business, I’ve continued 
to exceed my own 
expectations academically. 
I had been out of 
education for 20 years, but 
whether that’s one year 
or 30 years on I would 
absolutely encourage 
other mature students to 
embrace this route.”
Lisa Conway

Lisa Conway (right) receiving her award from 
Kirsty Taylor. 
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Camp Pendleton, San Diego, where they joined with the 
US Navy in an exercise to test performance. This means 
treating patients under canvas, at short notice anywhere 
in the world alongside partner nation medics. She also 
went to the British Army Training Unit Suffield (BATUS) 
medical centre in Alberta, Canada for her four-week 
diverse practice placement. She said: “The practice 
experience was a great insight to nursing within the 
military. It was a big contrast to what I have experienced 
within my NHS placements.” She hopes to remain a 
reservist after qualification because “this has been such 
a benefit for me and my student experience”.

Students participated in a host of activities to raise 
awareness of people living with disabilities. Organised 
by disabled student representatives, Darren Asante 
and Laura Stott and CSU, the week-long campaign 
saw able-bodied and disabled students making 
pledges of support, wearing purple and taking part in 
wheelchair sports. The week culminated at Northgate 
Arena with students participating in Wheelchair 
Basketball, and Rugby alongside Paralympian athletes. 
Psychology student Darren Asante said: “It was 
incredibly humbling to see people embrace, take part 
in and support the disability awareness campaign.” 

Team Chester is celebrating its best ever sporting 
year, proving that the sports clubs are ‘Altogether 
Better’ and benefiting from professional coaching. 
After reaching the final of the Northern Cup, Men’s 
Basketball has been promoted to the Top Tier of the 
Northern League, finishing top of Tier Two and also 
reached the semi-final of the National Founders’ 
Cup. Men’s Rugby Union and Women’s Football won 

their leagues and have been promoted to Tier Two 
in the Northern League. Netball came runners-up 
in their league, also reaching the semi-final of the 
Northern Cup.

The Men’s Rugby Union team overcame tough 
competition to come second in the National Union 
of Students ‘Sports Club of the Year’ award. The 
ceremony recognised the dedication of clubs, 
societies, teams and individuals for their work, 
ranging from widening participation to ‘thinking 
outside the box’. The teams were shortlisted to just 
five candidates for the celebration evening and the 
Men’s Rugby Union team’s efforts in increasing its 
membership, creating a development squad, coaching 
in local schools and raising money for charity 
was rewarded by second place. Men’s Rugby also 
starred in Volkswagen’s World Rally Championships 
advertising campaign which gained more than 
150,000 views on YouTube.

The award for Cheshire Lawn Tennis Association’s 
School/College of the Year went to the Tennis Club 
for its rapid progress, which has seen membership 
more than doubling since 2012, while both the Men’s 
and Women’s first teams now play in Division 1 of 
the British Universities and Colleges Sport leagues. 
The Club has established strong links within the 
community with regular junior coaching with student 
coaches and an expanding tennis programme on 
campus for students, staff and members of the public. 
The ceremony attracted every Cheshire tennis club 
and the award was received by Tennis Coordinator 
Peter Leatherbarrow from a representative of the Private Gerri Carr. Disability awareness campaign.

The Men’s Rugby Union team.
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Tennis Foundation, which supports the growth of 
university tennis nationwide.

The Team Chester Rowing teams put on their most 
successful performances to date in an exciting series 
of Head of the River Races (HoRR). The Women’s crew 
was second in the North of England HoRR, while the 
Men came third out of 400 international crews. The 
Women’s crew maintained its strong performance to 
pick up first place in the Runcorn HoRR and climbed 
79 places from its previous position in the London 
HoRR. Other successes included Women’s Hockey, 
Squash and Futsal winning their leagues. This year 
was the first time that the Futsal team had been part 
of the British Universities and Colleges Sport league. 
Away from the traditional sporting arena, the CSU’s 
Cheerleaders Chester Vixens won the National Grand 
Champions title at the UK University Cheerleading 
Nationals in Birmingham. 

Gordon Reay, Student Sports Development, 
Performance and Coaching Manager, said: “I am 
very proud of all of the students who have dedicated 
their time to the pursuit of excellence. It’s not easy, 
especially in the current climate, to get the right 
work–life balance, however these students have 
shown that hard work and dedication can pay off and 
it can be done!”

Student Lindsay Benson’s research project was 
selected as a ‘Theme Highlight’ at the Annual 
Nutrition Society Conference in Nottingham, at which 
she was asked to do an opening oral presentation. 
Lindsay investigated the effect of four weeks of 

dietary supplementation with omega-3 fish oils in 
trained male athletes and found that supplementation 
reduces post-exercise fatigue and delayed onset 
muscle soreness.

The LGBT Society was heavily involved in Chester 
Pride, which celebrates diversity and supports the 
LGBT community. The Chester Students’ Union 
President, Jonathan Harper, was on the committee 
and students helped with fundraising at events 
leading up to the parade, created floats and 
participated in many aspects of the celebration.

Students and staff from the University of Chester 
Business School used their collective skills to build 
rafts and then row across Manley Mere to celebrate 
the end of their first year. Twenty Marketing, Events 
Management and Tourism students battled against 
their tutors and were rewarded with a barbecue after 
their exertions.

BA Childhood and Youth Professional Studies students 
worked with Rachael Johnston, who suffers from 
borderline personality disorder (BPD), to try and 
challenge some of the misconceptions associated 
with the mental illness. Through listening to Rachael’s 
story, students were given a range of concepts in the 
context of multi-agency working to explore, including 
the direct impact that they can have on children, 
young people and their families and the management 
of mental health problems by professionals. 

An Adult Nursing student at the Clatterbridge NHS 
Campus won her employer’s ‘Dignity in Care’ award for 

The Tennis Club award. The Netball team. 

University of Chester Business School students.
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her 14 years of service at Birch Heath Lodge care home 
in Christleton. Georgia Gerrard is studying for her degree 
in Adult Nursing and was nominated by her manager, 
colleagues, residents and their families. Georgia said: “I 
absolutely love my job and had never imagined winning 
a prize for it. I am so touched to have been recognised 
for my hard work. I cannot wait to obtain my degree 
in Adult Nursing. I have worked so hard to get here. 
Ultimately I would love to be a Macmillan Nurse.”

An inspirational student, who has had to adjust to 
living with a serious heart condition, has used her 
degree to achieve a lifelong ambition of working 
with animals. Laura Stott, who graduated with a 
BSc in Psychology, was diagnosed with Long Q-T 
Syndrome (Sudden Death Syndrome) at the age of 
15. This meant that keen athlete Laura had to stop 
all forms of sport and exercise, take beta-blockers 
and has an Implantable Loop Recorder (ILR) fitted. 
She refused to let the condition become a hindrance 
as she led disability awareness campaigns and ran 
the University Psychology Society (CUPS). This led 
to several awards, including Most Inspiring Person 
at CSU’s Above and Beyond Awards and Person of 
the Year at CSU’s Clubs and Societies Awards. She is 
now using the knowledge gained during her degree 
to study the behaviour of wolves at the University 
of Veterinary Medicine in Vienna. “Over time, my 
disability has impacted my life in a positive way. 
If it had not been for my condition I wouldn’t have 
studied Psychology which meant that I would 
never have realised my passion for it, nor for the 
University of Chester as a whole.”

Lauren Stevens, an International Development 
and Spanish student, pursued her interest in other 
cultures by spending her third year abroad working 
as an English Language Assistant for the British 
Council in Melilla, a Spanish enclave in Morocco. 
Having only studied Spanish at University, it was 
an ideal opportunity to strengthen her language 
skills and gain valuable experience. On her return, 
Lauren’s strong belief in social justice meant that 
she was accepted on to the ONE Youth Ambassador 
Programme. ONE is an international campaigning 
and advocacy organisation of more than six million 
people taking action to end extreme poverty and 
preventable disease, particularly in Africa. The role of 
the 250 Ambassadors worldwide is to lobby decision 
makers, work with the media to raise the profile of 
ONE’s campaigns and encourage the public to sign 
petitions. Through her role, Lauren was able to attend 
a live Question and Answer session with Bill Gates 
at Facebook London about his charitable foundation. 
Lauren received an Outstanding Contribution to 
Community Award for her voluntary efforts which 
included the People and Planet Society, Amnesty 
International, the Neuromuscular Centre, Chester Aid 
to the Homeless, RECORD, Street Pastors, La Cruz Roja 
(Spanish Red Cross) and the ONE Campaign. She was 
also involved with Amnesty International during her 
time at Chester. She is now studying for an MA in 
Global and Transnational Studies at the University of 
Tampere in Finland.

Lauren Stevens.
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She said: “Studying at the Warrington Campus definitely allowed 
me to do that. My courses were a great training ground to work in 
broadcast journalism and I’ve got a great group of friends who, despite 
living all over the country, still keep in touch!” Georgie, from Oxford, 
studied Radio Production with Journalism. “Being able to mix and 
match my degree was very important to me. I knew I wanted to do 
Radio Production, but wanted another string to my bow, so I picked 
Journalism as a complementary skill. This proved useful later in my 
degree, when I was able to choose the exact modules I wanted from 
each pathway.” 

She says embarking on a life at university was daunting at first. “I 
wanted a ‘campus’ university instead of a city one, where everything 
is centred in its own village-like environment, and that’s exactly what 
the Warrington Campus was. The ability to really immerse myself into 
campus life and having so many different opportunities − sports, the 
bar, your course, meeting all different kinds of people − really helped 
me settle in”. Georgie, 23, played an active role in the Campus’s sports 
community through joining the Netball team and became Vice Captain 
in her second year. She was a Hall Warden during her final year, and saw 
this as an opportunity to ensure students across all years “had a university 
experience as good as mine”.

 Georgie says the support she received from her tutors was “amazing”. 
“My Radio Production lecturers and technicians really supported me, 
they understood that I was really eager to succeed and rewarded my hard 
work with opportunities. The honest and knowledgeable advice they 

Georgie Sullivan
The Warrington Campus exceeded Georgie Sullivan’s expectations of university 
as a place to “make radio and a good bunch of friends”. 

gave helped improve my radio skills and enabled me to be successful 
when I finished University.” Her passion for radio was the main force 
during her time at university. “I was very involved in the University’s 
radio station, the Cat Radio and I loved my time working with other 
students who were as passionate about radio as I am”, she said.

“In my final year, it was a great privilege to lead Cat Radio as Station 
Manager, welcome new students, support and train presenters and 
producers and publicise the station around the whole University. 
Some of the achievements I am most proud of are organising a 
six-hour outside broadcast and the first Cat Radio Awards and 
producing the Student Radio Association’s Chart Show for The Cat, 
which won us silver at the Student Radio Awards! In my second 
year I was also North West Regional Officer for the Student Radio 
Association, supporting 12 other student radio stations across the 
North West.”

On graduating, Georgie became a Broadcast Assistant at BBC 
Radio Oxford, helping produce weekday breakfast, afternoon and 
weekend programmes. She says: “The University’s Work-Based 
Learning programme allowed me to work in the industry for a 
month, gaining experience and contacts. I believe this, alongside 
the skills learned and honed on my course and the personal skills, 
confidence and independence, proved invaluable and helped me 
get my first real job in radio.”
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Student support
We pride ourselves on the quality of the support that 
we provide for our students. The Student Support and 
Guidance Department (SSG) is on hand to offer information, 
advice and guidance to all students on every aspect of their 
life throughout their time at University. Our aim is to ensure 
that everyone is able to have an enjoyable and enriching 
student experience.

SSG focuses on preparing students to take a full and 
active role, not just in their futures but also their 
communities. The roles in the team include welfare, 
student finance, student skills development, sports 
performance, complaints and discipline, mentoring 
and volunteering. It also provides an ‘out-of-hours’ 
pastoral service for all residential students. 

The Department’s customer service provision has been 
recognised by the achievement of many awards and 
accolades including the North of England Excellence 
Award for Customer Service. Most recently SSG won 
the Innovation Award for Excellence in the Student 
Experience from CUBO, recognising the value and impact 
of the Department’s innovative Wellbeing project and 
was shortlisted in the Most Improved Student Experience 
category of the Times Higher Education Awards. 

The SSG team won the British Quality Foundation’s UK 
Excellence Award for its outstanding performance and 
sustained business excellence. The Department was 
presented with the award by HRH The Princess Royal 
at the UK Excellence Award Ceremony in London’s 

Park Lane. The Rev Dr Lesley Cooke, Dean of Students 
said: “We are absolutely delighted to have been 
awarded this accolade as it highlights the contribution 
SSG makes to the lives of our students and to the 
work of the University. This award recognises the 
commitment of our staff to ensuring the provision of 
an exceptional student experience.” 

The University’s approach to supporting students 
to realise their full potential starts before they apply 
and remains a priority throughout their involvement 
with the institution. The University has ensured 
that its strategy for 2015–16 is in line with the new 
National Strategy for Access and Student Success. 
This is achieved through extensive outreach work 
with schools and colleges, student retention and 
success initiatives, and activities to enhance students’ 
progression into employment. 

For 2015–16, the estimated average fee paid by 
students at the University after waivers will be £8,712. 
While tuition fees will be set at £9,000 for home 
and EU students studying full time for first degrees 

(and £7,650 for foundation degrees), the estimated 
average cost per student studying at Chester after 
allowance for financial support will be £8,712, which 
through the Student Loans Company is only repaid at 
an affordable rate once a graduate earns a salary of 
£21,000 or more.

In keeping with the Mission, Vision and Foundational 
Values, which advocate extending opportunities for 
education to all, the institution provides an extensive 
range of targeted measures to help provide financial 
support for more than 40% of students, particularly 
those from less advantaged backgrounds.

The University is keen that tuition fees will not 
discourage students from entering higher education. 
The Office for Fair Access is an independent body, 
set up to promote widening participation in higher 
education for under-represented groups following 
the introduction of tuition fees, and the University 
has been working with the organisation to find its 
most comprehensive support package for students for 
2015–16. This includes the following measures:

• Chester Bursary: An award to the value of £2,000 
in cash will be given to any new full-time 
undergraduate degree entrant paying a tuition 

British Quality Foundation UK Excellence Award. 
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fee of more than £6,000, who has a declared 
household residual income of £25,000 or less. 
This will comprise of a cash and ‘in-kind’ benefit 
totalling £1,000 in Year 1, with £500 in each of 
Years 2 and 3 of the programme.

• Chester Link Bursary: For those who have 
attended one of the University’s targeted partner 
schools, academies or colleges, awards of £2,000 
in part cash and part ‘in-kind’ benefits will be 
paid, with £1,000 in the first year of study and 
£500 in each of Years 2 and 3. Eligibility criteria: 
New full-time undergraduate degree entrants 
paying a tuition fee of more than £6,000, and who 
have a declared household residual income of 
between £25,000 and £42,600, will be eligible for 
consideration. This scheme is open to any student 
who completed their Level 3 studies at one of 
the targeted schools, academies or colleges up to 
two years prior to the start of their undergraduate 
programme (or completed Level 2 studies within 
the previous four years in the case of schools that 
do not offer Level 3 studies).

• Chester Excellence Scholarships: Students who 
attain grades of ABB (or equivalent) and have a 
household income of less than £42,600 will be 
eligible for an Excellence Scholarship. (This would 
be in addition to a Chester Bursary or a Chester 
Link Bursary.) The total value of this Scholarship 
is £2,000, which will be given part as cash and 
part ‘in kind’, with £1,000 in the first year and 
£500 in each of Years 2 and 3. Only students 
paying a tuition fee of £9,000 will be eligible for 

this Scholarship and the University expects to 
spend approximately £500,000 on this bursary for 
students entering the University in 2015–16.

• Care Leavers Bursary: For new undergraduate 
students who are verified care leavers, this Bursary 
will be available on a first come, first served basis. 
The scheme will normally provide care leavers 
with £7,000 of benefits over the three years of 
their programme, with £2,000 cash and £1,000 
fee waiver being given in Year 1 and £1,000 cash 
and £1,000 fee waiver being given in each of 
Years 2 and 3 of their programme. The benefits 
may be given part as cash and part ‘in-kind’. 
The University expects to spend approximately 
£90,000 on this bursary scheme in 2015–16.

• There are also post-entry prizes and scholarships.

All full-time students starting their first year at 
University in September 2015 were eligible for the 
University of Chester Aspire Books offer and this 
consisted of a package of essential textbooks for their 
undergraduate course to the value of approximately 
£100. This scheme is run jointly between the 
University and John Smith’s bookshop, to improve 
access to learning tools and thus support students 
with their studies.

Three students have been successful in gaining 
the University’s Foundational Excellence Awards 
to support their postgraduate study. Jack Taylor 
completed the BA (Hons) Popular Music Performance 
and was inspired to follow his dream of being a music 

teacher by a 10-day tour of Brazil, playing concerts 
and giving workshops in Belo Horizonte and Sao Joao 
Del Rei. He worked as a Musical Director teaching 
band masterclasses, English music and its culture to 
Brazilian students and also spent 14 days teaching 
and volunteering at the Kathmandu Jazz Conservatory 
in Nepal. He is now studying for an MA in Popular 
Music. Harriet Hunt is studying for an MA in Urban 
Regeneration and Management at the University of 
Liverpool, following on from her Events Management 
degree in Chester, experience in staging a charity 
event at the Trafford Centre and working at Universal 
Studios in Florida. Danielle Pickett completed her 

degree in English Literature, undertook nearly 200 
hours of volunteering as a School Mentor in Cheshire 
and Wirral schools and became one of the first 
Senior School Mentors on the programme. She was 
a student helper at the Talking Bodies Conference, 
gained the Chester Difference Award for her extra-
curricular achievements and is now studying for the 
MA in Nineteenth-Century Literature and Culture in 
the Department of English.

Through the generosity of the University of Chester 
Alumni Association, parents, governors and staff, 
the University provides three annual awards of £500. 

Jack Taylor. 
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These University Foundation Awards for Excellence 
are intended to assist outstanding students of the 
University with study overseas, support for a higher 
degree or for sporting competition at international 
level. The Cestrian Award comprises an annual 
allocation of up to £1,000 available for students or 
staff requiring financial assistance for a specified 
activity, without which they would struggle to 
achieve their goal. The recipient in 2015 was Jason 
Hill, a Porter at the Parkgate Road Campus, who 
used the money for a trip to climb Mount Kilimanjaro 
in memory of his mother and to raise funds for 
Breakthrough Breast Cancer. 

The University Mission Committee has limited 
funds for University Mission Awards which provide 
support for student projects and activities which 
are consistent with the University’s Foundational 
Values and Mission Statement; for local community 
projects and voluntary work by students in Chester, 

Warrington and the surrounding area; for students 
who are past participants of projects, activities 
or volunteer work, which are consistent with the 
University’s Foundational Values and Mission 
Statement, who are returning to do volunteer work 
or study related to their activity; and for students 
competing in sporting activities at national or 
international level. 

Santander Universities has increased support to 
the University as part of its commitment to 77 
UK universities and 1,200 worldwide in countries 
including Argentina, France, Russia, Spain, 
China, Portugal, the USA, Germany, Mexico and 
Singapore. This partnership with higher education 
institutions, which has seen donations of more 
than £1 billion since 1997, provides scholarships, 
mobility grants, support for special projects and 
academic and non-academic awards, As Chester is 
a participating university, its students can benefit 

from the range of funding options. For example in 
2014-15, students and staff received 6 Community 
Service Awards, 7 Community Project Fund grants, 
11 International Research Excellence Awards, 11 
Ambassador Awards, 4 Awards for Excellence in 
Enterprise and Entrepreneurship and 26 SME (small 
and medium-sized enterprise) Internships.

Since 2010, the University has supported the Helena 
Kennedy Foundation’s Article 26 project to promote 
access to higher education for people seeking 
sanctuary in the UK. The University aims to make 
higher education a reality for one student per year 
who is seeking sanctuary in the UK and who does not 
have access to student finance. The bursary comprises 
a full tuition fee waiver and limited financial support 
to help meet study and travel costs. 

SSG advises on the range of options to supplement 
students’ income while studying at the University 

including: a selection of on-campus jobs (UniJob) or 
external opportunities for part-time work; Financial 
Assistance Funds; Childcare or Adult Dependant’s 
Grants; Parents’ Learning Allowance; Disabled Students’ 
Allowance (DSA); NHS Student Bursary Scheme; and 
bursaries from external sponsors or charitable trusts.

The University is acutely aware that individuals from 
different cultural and educational backgrounds have 
differing needs, so advice, support, counselling, 
and learning opportunities are available throughout 
each course. There is also the opportunity to study 
abroad for a semester, for a year, or for a full-time 
undergraduate or postgraduate degree, in order to 
experience higher education in another country. 
The University upholds the highest professional 
standards and is committed to meeting the needs of 
students and international partner organisations with 
sensitivity and care.

Jason Hill.Danielle Pickett.
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Chaplaincy
Our four values of Worship, Learning, Friendship and Mission remain key to our expression 
of Chaplaincy within the University community, while the transformation of the historic 
Chapel has further enriched the spiritual experience for all at the Parkgate Road Campus.

Worship: The pattern of University services marks 
significant occasions and the following are some 
highlights of our worship calendar:

• The annual Founders’ Day service formed part of 
the University’s programme of events to celebrate 
the 175th anniversary of its foundation. The 
service at Chester Cathedral was an opportunity 
for staff and students to hear the dramatic 
retelling of the story of the University’s Foundation 
meeting in 1839 and an address by the Rt Rev and 
Rt Hon Dr Rowan Williams, Gladstone Professor of 
Literature and Theology. 

• The annual Valedictory and Prizegiving Service 
celebrating the many successes of students.

• A service of rededication of the University Chapel, 
in which the Rev John Carhart spoke about his 
time as Chaplain to the then Chester College in 
the 1960s.

Learning: The University hosted The Cathedrals’ 
Group Chaplains’ conference, Chaplaincy: Context, 
Culture and Concerns, alongside the conference for 
the Vice-Chancellors. The events culminated with the 
Choirs’ Festival at Chester Cathedral and a service of 

celebration for choirs, Chaplains and Vice-Chancellors 
of The Cathedrals Group.

Friendship and Mission: The popular Chaplaincy 
Centre on the Parkgate Road Campus is used by 
students on a daily basis for study, to socialise and for 
debate on a range of topics. The Warrington Chapel 
hosted a Chill-Out Zone during the May Ball, where 
students could take a break from their revelries, and 
take advantage of the free snacks and soft drinks.

The major change in 2014−15 was that the work on 
the historic Chapel on the Parkgate Road Campus 
resulted in the temporary relocation of the University 
community to the Church of St Thomas of Canterbury. 
This became a time of reflection on what it means 
to be and serve as a Christian in a higher education 
setting, alongside our Christian brothers and sisters 
in the Christian Union and the Catholic Society. The 
extensive renovation of the Chapel saw the cleaning 
of the internal and external stonework, woodwork 
and floor tiles, the installation of atmospheric lighting 
and a state-of-the-art audio-visual system, together 
with new carpets and seat cushions. The first event 
to be held in the beautifully restored Chapel was the 
2014 Staff Carol Service.

Warrington Chapel Chill-Out Zone with Fr Ian Delinger.
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Chapel renovations. The restored Chapel.
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Volunteering
Community involvement has always been a key part of 
student life and this is demonstrated by the fact that staff and 
students contributed 32,390 hours of voluntary service in 
2014−15, thus following in the footsteps of their predecessors.

The voluntary efforts of students, staff, alumni and 
community volunteers on University projects were 
celebrated at an event attended by local dignitaries, 
including Councillor Bob Rudd, the Lord Mayor 
of Chester. In addition to the presentation of 147 
University of Chester Volunteer Awards, a further 
36 students received Chester Difference Awards, 
which encourage students to develop a wide range 
of extracurricular skills to enhance their CVs and 
future employability. Speeches were delivered by 
two of these Chester Difference Excellence Award 
winners: Katherine Harris, (Human Nutrition) and 
Freya Flindell, (Sports Development). Two other 
speakers were Drama and Theatre Studies students 
Ellen-Louise Buckley and Keeley Wilkinson who, 
with Alice Walker-Shakespeare, ran a drama project 
for Young Carers that was funded through the 
Santander Universities Community Project initiative 
with help from Student Skills Development. This 
involved a trip to a matinee musical, a series of 
follow up drama workshops and a fundraising 
performance by the Drama Society. Rob Berrie, 
Volunteer Co-ordinator at Cheshire Young Carers, 
said: “The support we have received from the 
student volunteers, the Drama Society and the team 
at Santander has been simply amazing. The project 

developed and delivered by Ellen, Keeley and Alice 
made a significant difference for the young carers 
taking part, providing them with much-needed 
respite from home and enabling them to develop 
both their performance skills and confidence.” 

The Valedictory Service and Prizegiving was 
another opportunity to raise awareness of student 
involvement in the community. The Ede and 
Ravenscroft Award for Excellence was awarded to 
Nutrition and Dietetics students Benjamin Carr and 
Jason Parry, who organise the ‘Good Grub Club’ – a 
student-led project that works closely with Chester 
Aid to the Homeless (CATH). Ben and Jason run the 
Club, its operations and volunteers “to show CATH 
clients how to prepare healthy and delicious meals 
on a low budget and it puts the clients at the 
heart of the sessions, giving them the opportunity 
to really get involved and engage in the learning 
environment”. In addition to the organisation 
and supervision of regular Friday sessions at the 
Harold Tomlins Centre, Ben and Jason have also 
re-branded the Club, giving it and its members a 
clear identity. Another Ede and Ravenscroft Award 
for Excellence was awarded to Emily Scott, who 
is responsible for organising a range of voluntary 

initiatives to support communities. Through 
regular speeches at district and national Rotary 
conferences, Emily promotes the work of the 
Chester Rotaract Club and is also a volunteer for the 
Local Catholic Agency for Overseas Development. 

A generous student donated her Valedictory Service 
Outstanding Contribution to Community Award 
prize money to The Brain Tumour Charity, in addition 
to clocking up 269 hours of voluntary work. Sian 
Williamson supported causes such as Beating Bowel 
Cancer, local mental health charities and Chester 
Aid to the Homeless as well as helping fellow peers 

through the University’s ‘U.N.I’ befriending scheme. 
She acted as Vice-President of the University’s 
Psychology Society in her second and third year and 
shaved off her hair to help raise money for The Brain 
Tumour Charity. Inspired by fellow student Hannah 
Jones, who was diagnosed with a brain tumour six 
years ago, Sian raised more than £2,000 for the cause 
through multiple fundraising efforts. She became 
involved in volunteering as a way to overcome 
shyness and make friends and is now studying 
for a Master’s degree in Health Psychology at the 
University of Bath.

Volunteer Celebration Evening.
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Seven students received an Outstanding Contribution 
to Community Award for their voluntary 
contributions: Rachel Wilkinson with 51st Ormskirk 
Beaver Scouts; Alice Walker-Shakespeare with CHICKs 
(Country Holidays for Inner City Kids); Heather 
Dunn with Dogs Trust Merseyside; Sophie Ball with 
Terrapins Disabled Swimming Club, Cheshire Young 
Carers and Vintage Blacon; Karen Elliott with Green 
Chester, StARs, People and Planet Society, Canal and 
Rivers Trust and Student Ambassadors; Chris Spencer 
with Youth Federation, Mulberry Day Centre and 
Northwich and District Youth Centre; and Amy-Louise 
Reid, School Mentoring.

Louise Williamson graduated with First Class Honours 
from her BSc in Adult Nursing and won the Faculty of 
Health and Social Care’s Tom Mason Award alongside 
looking after her children and volunteering for a 
number of services in the community. She began 
her involvement with a Macclesfield drop-in centre 
for 12- to 25-year-olds and progressed to Street 
Angels, which gives assistance in town centres 
between 10pm and 3am. She then decided to set 
up Treehouse, a Saturday night food kitchen, aimed 
at the homeless, those in financial difficulties and 
socially isolated individuals. Partnerships have 
been developed with Samaritans, four Macclesfield 

churches, Cheshire Police, drug and alcohol services, 
social workers, foodbanks and other charities and 
her long-term aim is to open a night shelter. Louise’s 
love for nursing and academic success has resulted in 
her working on a Medical Assessment Ward and in a 
prison and she hopes to specialise in drug and alcohol 
services in the future. 

Second-year Events Management students were 
tasked with creating, planning, marketing and 
delivering fundraising events for a range of local and 
national charities and collected more than £6,000. 
These 15 events attracted more than 1,000 guests 

“I would encourage 
any student to become 
involved in some kind of 
voluntary work. The best 
part for me was seeing 
other people grow as a 
result of my efforts and 
it enriched not only my 
university experience but 
will also enrich the rest 
of my life. I thoroughly 
believe in being the 
change you want to see in 
the world.”
Sian Williamson

Sian Williamson. 

Some of the Valedictory award winners with staff.
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and included: a First World War Commemoration 
Event; a Talent Showcase; a Silent Movie Night; a 
Glamoresque Evening and a Murder Mystery Dinner. 
Charlotte Cairns, whose group organised an American 
Pancake Brunch and raised £563.39 for Warrington 
Foodbank, said: “It was a really tough process but also 
the most rewarding thing I have done at University so 
far. I’d love to do it all over again!” Jade Barrett, Area 
Fundraising Manager from the Clatterbridge Cancer 
Charity said: “It has been such a pleasure working 
with five of the event groups. In total they have 
raised almost £2,000 for Clatterbridge, which is just 
phenomenal. The students are focused, organised and 

very enthusiastic about making a real difference to the 
lives of local cancer patients.” 

Ninety Events Management students were praised 
for their role in making some of the city’s most high 
profile events a success. Councillor Bob Rudd, Lord 
Mayor of Chester and Chairman of Cheshire West and 
Chester Council, presented certificates to the Events 
Society volunteers to thank them for their help in 
delivering the Christmas Lights Switch On and parade 
in Chester, the Chester Lantern Parade, The Frodsham 
Christmas Festival, the Winter Watch Parades and 
Roman Saturnalia. 

The Events Society also co-ordinated a week of 
fundraising activities for Children in Need, including 
a Rowathon in CH1 Bar, and bucket collections at the 
nearby Cheshire Oaks Outlet Village and managed to 
raise an outstanding £1,312. 

Fundraising by staff and students in the Faculty 
of Health and Social Care has contributed £5,000 
towards the purchase of a new bus for Kisiizi Hospital 
in Uganda, to allow student nurses to visit patients 
in outlying districts. The Kisiizi School of Nursing 
and Midwifery at the Hospital has been the focus 
of fundraising efforts within the Faculty since 2009 Chester Diamond Events Team.

Happy Go Lucky Events team.

The Events Society certificate presentation. The American Pancake Brunch.
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after it started as a joint venture with the Countess of 
Chester Hospital to help with improving healthcare. 
The bus now means that all Kisiizi students will 
be able to have a three-month community health 
placement which will be vital experience in applying 
theory to practice in a community setting.

The promotion of a major fundraising event was 
valuable experience for international student Danielle 
Needels who graduated with an MSc in Digital 
Marketing. She worked with the former High Sheriff 
of Cheshire, Mrs Susan Sellers, to promote and 
market, ‘Art in the Park’ which showcased the creative 

talents of more than 40 professional artists from 
across Cheshire and raised funds for the five Cheshire 
hospices. Mrs Sellers said: “Danielle’s experience 
in social marketing has enabled us to reach a far 
wider audience than we ever would have by more 
traditional means.” 

Three Midwifery students raised £500 through 
completing an assault course in aid of their local 
maternity unit. Lorna Sidebottom, Rebecca Oliver 
and Helen Ward traversed the Total Warrior course 
in the Lake District and the money raised went 
towards their grand total of more than £900 towards 

the purchase of a wireless cardiotocography (CTG) 
monitor to improve the quality of care. Karen Lunt, 
Senior Lecturer in Midwifery said: “Rebecca, Lorna 
and Helen have really gone that extra mile and have 
shown determination and endurance in completing 
these additional challenges. Between them they 
demonstrate real teamwork and these characteristics 
will stand them in good stead in their future roles.”

Careers and Employability Department staff undertook 
two development programmes to encourage life-
planning, team-building and community engagement. 
The SMILE challenge saw groups of staff start with a 

£10 note and 100 minutes to make as many people 
smile as possible. Activities included the purchase 
of seeds and equipment to help create a garden at 
the Canal Street Day Centre for adults with learning 
difficulties and buying charity shop books for the 
library of Lauren Court, an elderly people’s care home. 
A team building day also saw 17 staff volunteers 
decorating new bedrooms at Barrowmore, a charity 
in Great Barrow that offers supported accommodation 
for vulnerable people with disabilities. 

The Chester Difference Award team, together with 
current participating students, held a Christmas 

Danielle Needels. Midwifery students. Volunteering at Barrowmore.
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Charity Bake Sale to raise money for their chosen 
charity, Ambitious about Autism. The event raised 
more than £307 for the charity which was match-
funded by Santander Universities, bringing the total 
raised to more than £615. Ambitious about Autism 
is the preferred charity of TalkTalk Business which 
endorses the Chester Difference Award.

Staff in the Faculty of Health and Social Care held a 
cake sale and arts and crafts display for local cause 
CHAPTER that raised £200. The charity assists in 
supporting people who, because of mental illness, 
need help in regaining confidence, accessing 

training and employment, particularly in the 
Chester and Ellesmere Port areas. 

The Chester International Links Association (CILA) 
held its International Youth Games on the Parkgate 
Road Campus and the Events Management Society 
helped to organise and run the event. CILA is a not-
for-profit association which promotes connections 
between Chester, Sens in France, Senigallia in Italy 
and Lörrach in Germany. The teams, aged 13 to 
15, were welcomed by the Lord Mayor of Chester 
Councillor Bob Rudd and played football, swimming, 
indoor rowing, dodgeball, rugby, rounders and 

other sports. Events Management students Laura 
Stopczynski and Evelyn Robinson were singled 
out for their help in organising and running the 
successful tournament.

A 1980s event was organised by Tracey Nolan 
(Senior Lecturer in Mental Health and Learning 
Disability) in Heswall which raised £1,100 for 
Age Concern’s Devonshire Centre in Claughton 
Village (Birkenhead). This changes people’s 
lives by providing daily respite to patients with 
Alzheimer’s, dementia and early onset dementia 
and gives carers a much needed break.

Eleven pre-registration nursing students held a cake 
sale at the Riverside Campus raising £128 for Jamie’s 
Fund, which aims to improve mental health facilities 
at Kisiizi Hospital, Uganda. Four Pre-registration 
nursing students also held a ‘Christmas jumper day’ 
with a raffle, book stall and other activities, which 
collected £318 for Jamie’s Fund and the Busoga 
University Support Trust in Uganda.

Rachel Paddock (Administrator at the Riverside 
Campus) completed the Race for Life in Delamere Forest 
raising more than £200 for Cancer Research UK. Mental 
Health Lecturers Lyndsey Hill and Jo Lowndes held a 

Fundraising for CHAPTER. Jamie’s Fund cake sale.
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cake sale at the Warrington Campus for the Alzheimer’s 
Society and raised £91. Lyndsey has supported the 
cause for six years ‘following my gran’s experience’, 
and she also completed the Great Manchester Run for a 
further £306.

The University of Chester Rotaract is a branch of 
the international service organisation for people 
aged 18−30, offering a wide range of activities 
that support charities such as Shelterbox, Chester 
Aid to the Homeless, the Newlife Foundation for 
Disabled Children and Guide Dogs UK. The President, 
international student Jennifer Burlingame, spoke 
at an international Rotoract conference in London, 
members walked the Millennium Dome in London 
for the Roll Out the Barrel Trust, and many have 
volunteered at local events such as the Chester 
Disabled Games and Chester Charity Beer Festival.

Twinning a toilet at Riverside with one in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo was a different way 
of marking graduation for Tracey Jones and Chris 
Barker (Personal Academic Tutors for the March 2012 
Pre-registration Nursing cohort). This is run by the 
charities Tearfund and Cord to enable people living 
in poor communities to have clean water, a decent 
public convenience and to learn about hygiene.

The University Mission Awards (UMAs) provide 
support to students participating in projects 
consistent with the University’s Foundational Values 
and Mission. Oliver Emptage used his Award to 
travel to South Africa to participate on a poverty 
and conservation voluntary programme in Kynsna. 

This creates self-sustaining projects for local people 
to install water pumps, build schools, promote 
conservation and raise awareness of HIV/AIDS, all 
of which can make a real difference to their lives. 
Oliver was involved with sports activities for local 
children, highlighting and developing HIV/AIDS 
information projects and contributing in the process 
of constructing schools and hygiene facilities.

William Goddard and Tara Rowley both received 
UMAs for an experiential trip to the Philippines, 
where they undertook survey work on the island of 
Malapascua. The opportunities for marine surveying 
allowed them to enhance their understanding 
and practice, while providing valuable data on the 
environmental effects of the tourist industry on this 
area. The students worked closely with the local 
community to work towards an eco tourism future for 
the island.

Brazzaville in the Republic of Congo was the 
destination for Jenny Waters, who volunteered 
at the Polio Centre at Cardinal Emilie Biayenda 
Orphanage. This has more than 60 children from a 
few weeks old to teenagers, many of whom have 
HIV/AIDS and Polio. Jenny helped with the education 
and care of the children, visited schools and had the 
opportunity to promote awareness of the plight of 
the country’s orphanages at a US Embassy reception. 
She said of her trip: “I want to thank the University 
for this incredible experience and for the small 
difference it allowed me to make for these children. 
Also I’d like to give a special mention to Jonathan 
Harper for the kind words in his blog, inspiring other 

students as well as giving me the courage to go out 
and do more. I truly believe that we can all inspire 
each other in this digital age and to help change the 
world for the better, and leave our mark on it. In the 
words of Mahatma Gandhi ‘In a gentle way, you can 
shake the world.’” 

Fundraising for the Willink Unit at the Royal 
Manchester Children’s Hospital was the ultimate goal 
for mountaineers Luke Jones and Paul Butcher, as they 

climbed Ama Dablam in the Himalayas. Luke, Senior 
Lecturer in Initial Teacher Training, and alumnus Paul 
Butcher, a teacher at Abbey Gate Junior School, aimed 
to raise money for the GEM (Genetics, Enzymes, 
Metabolics) appeal, a charity for research into Hunter 
Syndrome. Luke’s godson suffers from the condition 
and the Willink Unit provides specialised care, as well 
as research into new treatments. The pair successfully 
reached the mountain’s summit and so raised a 
massive £70,000 for the GEM Appeal.

Luke Jones and Paul Butcher.
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Employability
University of Chester graduates continue to work towards 
fulfilling their career ambitions and enhancing their 
skills through innovative initiatives such as UniJob, The 
Chester Difference Award and Enhance your Employability. 
As a result, the latest figures show that 95.1% of our 
graduates are in employment or further study six months 
after graduating, which means that the University is 
consistently one of the top performing North West 
universities for employability. 

The Careers and Employability team includes 
experienced Career Consultants who deliver expert 
advice and guidance in order to empower students. 
This includes assistance with interpreting employers’ 
requirements, developing their personal strengths 
and successfully marketing themselves to employers. 
In 2014–15 the team provided more than 2,000 

individual advice sessions to students and graduates, 
together with more than 300 presentations and 
workshops. Staff also work alongside local and 
national employers and external organisations, such 
as AGR (Association of Graduate Recruiters), to help 
students and graduates understand current trends in 
the graduate labour market. For example, a visit to 
Lincoln’s Inn for 10 first-year Law students involved 
a range of talks and the chance to meet barristers to 
discuss professional training. Other events included a 
student Question and Answer session with a panel of 
psychologists and employer-led Assessment Centre 
training by Baker Tilly. 

UniJob, the University’s on-campus student 
recruitment service, aimed to celebrate the 
University’s 175th anniversary by filling over 
175 on-campus vacancies and exceeded this 
with a record 255 vacancies. Felicity Davies, 
UniJob Co-ordinator, said: “It is fantastic that the 
University has been able to provide so many paid 

“UniJob is an excellent 
opportunity to try new 
experiences and types of 
roles. The team is fantastic 
and it is an asset to the 
University.”
Holly Dougan, UniJob student

Martin Metcalfe with Events Management students who gained 12-month placements  
at Disneyland in Florida.

Sustainable Business Training.
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opportunities for students to develop workplace 
skills, providing a stepping stone for their future 
careers.” The Faculty of Education and Children’s 
Services used the UniJob service to recruit nine 
students for its Student Engagement Officer project 
which is designed to enhance the student learning 
experience within a shared academic community. 
Ewen McKinnon, UniJob Manager, said: “UniJob 
is an excellent opportunity to collaborate, work 
in partnership and develop new ways of working 
– the Student Engagement Officer project is an 
excellent example of this.” 

The Chester Difference Award (CDA) is the University’s 
employability award, created to provide recognition 
for the many extra-curricular activities for students 
and it is endorsed by TalkTalk Business at Warrington. 
Following a successful pilot, the CDA was rolled out 
to all students. There were 329 participants and 
23 achieved The CDA, 11 The CDA Plus and 12 The 

Chester Difference Excellence Award. Freya Flindell 
said: “My CDA journey has propelled me into the job 
market having gained a position at TalkTalk Business 
months before I graduated.”

Internship opportunities for 26 students and 
graduates were co-funded by Santander Universities 
in 20 SMEs, with roles including financial services, 
graphic design, marketing and product design in a 
range of industry sectors. This support means that 
students have paid work experience in which they can 
enhance their skills in a practical environment.

The Graduate Head Start (GHS) scheme, a unique 
three-day programme of employability-enhancing 
careers support, continued with strong attendance 
and success rates. It has now supported over 590 
graduates, with 68% of participants having gained 
employment or enhanced employment following 
their participation. One recent GHS graduate said: 

“This was a really well laid out programme, I found 
everything very useful and everyone involved 
supportive and helpful. I especially enjoyed the 
fact the class size was small so we could get a bit 
more personal contact. The mock interview was 
absolutely invaluable.”

The established Enhance Your Employability (EYE) 
programme is free to all University of Chester students 
and takes advantage of a range of internal and 
external expertise. Students select sessions to build 
up a strong tailored portfolio of skills and knowledge, 
including CVs, interviews, assessment centres, 
professional communication, managing change, 
leadership and project management. Matthew Banks, 
a final year History student said: “The best thing I 
have learnt from EYE training is that university isn’t 
just about getting a degree, it’s about developing 
yourself as a person, learning new skills and trying 
new things.” Christine Gaskell MBE, Chair of Cheshire 

and Warrington Local Enterprise Partnership, said: 
“In a highly competitive employment market, there 
are certain key skills which we know employers are 
looking for; EYE training is a great way for students 
to get ahead of the game by developing these skills 
while studying.” 

The University continues to lead in employability 
innovation through its groundbreaking 
WorkShadowing programme. More than 200 
experiences were organised in 2014–15, with the 
service also securing funding for eligible students’ 
travel expenses. Kelly Ryder, WorkShadowing 
Co-ordinator said: “We are delighted to offer all 
students and recent graduates the opportunity to 
access one-day WorkShadowing experiences, from 
a network of over 250 professionals, representing 
a microcosm of the global employment market.” 
Joy Ellingham, an International Business student 
said: “My host was welcoming and eager to support 

Enhance Your Employability Training.The Chester Difference Award team.
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me as a contact and mentor in the future. Through 
WorkShadowing, I learnt which areas of HR work I 
wanted to concentrate on in my career.”

Funding of around £2.4m has been secured from the 
Skills Funding Agency for Higher Level and Graduate 
Apprenticeships across the University. The initial focus 
is on business and leadership apprenticeships, with 
sector-specific and energy-related apprenticeships to 
be added to the scheme in the future. 

Enterprising students had the opportunity to travel 
to the Global Entrepreneurship Congress 2015 
(GEC2015) in Milan after businesses from across the 
region pledged support. The Italian Job 2015 saw 
nine teams and 20 individuals embarking upon the 
challenge to meet the mission of transforming an 
initial investment of £10 into the profits necessary to 
fund travel to the GEC2015 through entrepreneurial 
means. With the support of Riverside Innovation 

Centre (RIC), 12 individuals travelled to Italy to attend 
the main summit, network with local entrepreneurs 
and business owners and experience Milan’s business 
culture. Kirsty Badrock, Innovation and Enterprise 
Co-ordinator said: “We are extremely grateful for the 
overwhelming amount of support the project has 
received from local businesses.” Anthony Georgiou, 
a Business Management and Entrepreneurship 
student, said: “The Italian Job is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity. Working through the real-life problems 
of the business world when developing my new app, 
and reaching the end of the project successfully gave 
me the opportunity to attend the GEC2015 in Milan 
and be surrounded by great entrepreneurial minds 
from around the world.”

The Business School’s Enterprise Challenge 
highlighted the entrepreneurial talent of six teams of 
students, who pitched their ideas to judges from the 
business community. The winners of the competition, 

which was sponsored by Santander Universities, were 
Michael Williams, Alex Franklin and Brendan Hennelly 
of AM Custom Clothing, which trades in eco-friendly 
and ethical clothing and is based at the RIC. Runners-
up were Business Management and Entrepreneurship 
students Josh Brown and Tom Haworth, who run 
TechnoSpark, another successful student start-up, 
which sells unique promotional products. Samuel 
Williams was Highly Commended for his initiative in 
using his business PROCAMHIRE to support the cost 
of study. One of the competition judges was Alan 
Pickup (CEO of Accrington Stanley), who said: “All of 
the finalists were exceptional, and more especially so 
considering their age. Deciding on the winners was 
very challenging, as each pitch impressed the judges 
in a different way.”

TechnoSpark also triumphed in the Cheshire Business 
Leaders Young Entrepreneurs of the Year Award at 
the High Sheriff’s Award for Enterprise. Founders 

Josh and Tom completed their studies in Business 
Management and Entrepreneurship and started 
their own company producing branded novelty 
USB pen drives. They have now branched out into 
headphones and video brochures, and recruited a 
third Business School graduate to meet demand. 
After winning a competition for free office space 
through the Accelerate programme, they have 
benefited from support from both Business School 
and the RIC and are now honing their skills further 
by undertaking the Chester Business Master’s 
programme. Connie Hancock, Head of Business and 
Finance at the Business School, said: “These students 
had already made their mark by engaging in the 
Student Start-Up final with Tom winning Northwest 
Entrepreneurial Student of the Year for 2014 and Josh 
being named as a finalist in the role of Managing 
Director. They are successful in business because 
they have given their all in every aspect of their 
entrepreneurial endeavours.”

The Italian Job 2015. Internship students at WM360.
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Through the University’s five-week Work Based 
Learning (WBL) scheme, 11 of the 1,300 University 
students on placements worked at Chester Zoo, 
one of the UK’s most popular tourist attractions, in 
a variety of roles. WBL forms part of the students’ 
degree course and encourages them to apply their 
academic knowledge in the workplace, while 
building on their existing personal and professional 
skills. For example, Events Management and 
Tourism student Zuzana Mihalikova felt her 
experience at Chester Zoo gave her an in-depth 
insight into how a large organisation works through 
promoting the Zoo’s ‘Go Orange’ campaign, 

which involved creating e-newsletters for schools 
interested in fundraising for orang-utans. Julia 
Ball, the University’s WBL Manager said: “The 
scheme gives employers the chance to inject fresh 
ideas and new perspectives to working practices. 
It helps them develop their future workforce, with 
access to potential new members of staff – and it 
also introduces mentoring and staff development 
opportunities into their organisations.”

Santander Universities UK provided funding for the 
Venture3 programme to support entrepreneurs 
and students. Three Accelerate events over the year 

provided intensive training from business owners, 
mentors and industry experts and shortlisted 
candidates were invited to pitch for a business 
support package and/or space to develop their idea 
in an Acceleration Unit at the RIC. Six businesses 
were successful:

• Josh Moffat – £2,000 and office space for Airwave 
Surfboards. 

• Emma Woollard – £1,000 and office space for 
English with Emma. 

• Matt Clarke – £500 for the development of his 
‘Renegade Pilot’ comic series. 

• Hayley Riley and Louise Evans – £1,500 and office 
space for Haylo Theatre, plus the prize for ‘Best 
Social Impact’. 

• Jessie Harris, Nick Wright, Lesley-Staum Lewis and 
Gemma Bamford – Acceleration space for Quintus 
Theatre Company. 

• Owen Chamberlain – Acceleration space for 
Ensemble10.

Charlotte Copeland, of Safe Haven Trauma Centre 
received the book prize for the ‘Best 60 Second Video 
Pitch’ and the shortlisted entrepreneurs received 
ongoing support from the RIC and Venture3 team. 

Placement students at Chester Zoo.
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Kirsty Badrock, the University’s Innovation and 
Enterprise Co-ordinator, said: “Accelerate showcased 
a tremendous amount of entrepreneurial spirit and 
we are incredibly grateful to all of our partners who 
have contributed to this comprehensive programme 
of support.”

One of these Accelerate winners, Owen Chamberlain, 
graduated with a MA in Creativity and Education, 
having worked as a teacher, studied and pursued his 
passion for business. He is specialising in arts-based 
business innovation methods and working with 
the Centre for Research in Education, Creativity 

and the Arts through Practice. His business makes 
research-based visual reports that use video, music 
and photography to make the process transparent, 
accessible and engaging. Owen said: “My MA studies 
enabled me to put academic knowledge into practice, 
and I look forward to developing by making a positive 
impact both in education and business. Having already 
started my Doctorate in Education (EdD), I am looking 
forward to the challenges this will bring, and the new 
experience of being a part of a business start-up”.

Big Heritage, one of the first businesses to be 
established through the Accelerator programme, has 

returned to the RIC. Founder Dean Paton has also 
employed four former Archaeology students to join 
his social enterprise, which is a non-profit community 
interest company engaging schools, museums and 
communities with the past. Dean graduated with a 
first class degree in Archaeology, and is working to 
change the perception of archaeology into an inclusive 
and inspiring discipline, which connects communities 
across the UK. Dean founded the company while 
in full-time employment, and after the initial spell 
at the RIC, converted a shop on the Wirral to house 
his growing team. He has used the Work Based 
Learning and Santander SME Intern Programmes at 

the University and now has five members of staff 
who share his vision to improve people’s lives through 
heritage. The success of Big Heritage is shown by its 
range of national awards, including a ‘Social Impact 
Award 2013’ the ‘Creativity Award’ at the Social 
Enterprise Network Powerful Together Awards, and 
the ‘Interpretation for a Target Audience’ award at the 
Association for Heritage Interpretation 2015 Discover 
Heritage Awards. The latter is for the Roman Medicine 
Roadshow, which Big Heritage created and deliver 
on behalf of The Wellcome Trust to primary and 
secondary schools across the North West. Dean is now 
a Research Associate of the Department of History and 

Cheshire Business Leaders Young Entrepreneurs of the Year: Josh Brown and Tom Howarth (TechnoSpark). Big Heritage at the Riverside Innovation Centre.
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Accelerate winners Hayley Riley and Louise Evans (Haylo Theatre).

Accelerate winner Owen Chamberlain (Ensemble10).
Accelerate winners Jessie Harris, Nick Wright and Lesley-Staum Lewis (Quintus Theatre Company). 
(Image courtesy of Paige Edge Photography).

Accelerate winner Josh Moffat (Airwave Surfboards).
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Students in the Barclays Technology Challenge.

Archaeology, a three year role, which will enable him 
to expand his research activities across Europe. Dean 
added: “The success of Big Heritage, and the jobs we 
have created, would not have happened without the 
support of the Riverside Innovation Centre, and the 
wider community at the University of Chester.”

The Informatics Centre is a web design and 
application development business, based within 
the Faculty of Science and Engineering at Thornton 
Science Park, which offers students the opportunity 
to work on live projects. It tailors packages through 
designing bespoke websites, implementing digital 
marketing and building iOS and Android apps with 
the aim of creating business solutions through 
academic excellence. Examples include Tele-HEalth 
Monitoring following dischargE after Stroke (THEMES) 
for the stroke team at the Countess of Chester NHS 
Foundation Trust and in the community to maintain 
regular contact with patients after discharge 
from hospital; a redesign of the largest animal 
contraceptive database for zoos, EGZAC; and the 
creation of a student information system, initially for 
use within the Faculty of Science and Engineering, but 
with a view to commercialisation. 

The Informatics Centre worked with 36 Work Based 
Learning students to develop a prototype mobile app 
and website for an executive product manager at the 
BBC. The project was aimed at providing effective 
fitness regimes using scientifically proven training 
methodologies, rather than traditional methods 
that are known to be ineffective for the majority of 
people. The students gained valuable experience and 

an insight into the software development industry, as 
well as benefiting from the expertise of the BBC and 
other industry mentors.

Two student teams from the Department of Computer 
Science took part in the Barclays Technology 
Challenge and produced a prototype system and 
business plan in four weeks with assistance from 
the Informatics Centre and industry mentors. After 
receiving the project brief at the launch day, the 
students worked in their spare time on the project 
which was presented to an expert panel at the BBC. 

A Master’s graduate has identified key areas 
in which organisations can implement robust 
succession strategies to ensure the future health 
of their business through his research project. 
Mark Jamieson, who graduated with a Master’s 
degree in Organisational Consultancy and Executive 
Coaching via the Work Based Integrative Studies 
(WBIS) programme, found that there is a real 
need for organisations that thrive on having the 
best available talent to adopt sequential talent 
management measures, which include attraction, 
recruitment, retention, talent identification, 
development and succession. Mark, a partner at 
a real estate specialist in London, undertook the 
course in preparation for a change of professional 
direction. Throughout the WBIS Programme and 
in discussions with interns and students at his 
company, he found that there was a clear demand to 
promote the value of knowledge in the workplace as 
well as academic research to improve the financial 
prospects of the organisation.

Research conducted by a Master’s graduate has led to 
ground breaking work in Special Educational Needs 
and Disability (SEND) pedagogical practice. Peppy 
Hills, Director of Arts at Sunfield Special School in 
Worcestershire and Co-Founder of street theatre 
company, Curious Cargo, carried out the research 
for her Master’s Degree in Creativity and Education 
for the Professions. Peppy based the study on her 
own practice and examined the use of improvisation 
in dance and movement sessions with students 
with complex learning needs. She discovered 
that the students were much more positive and 
engaged through the improvisation and student-led 
techniques, which has had a number of positive 
impacts on her school.

Mature student Colin Tate used his Doctorate in 
Business Administration research to assess the 
business acumen and attitudes to the changing 
healthcare landscape of more than 50 general 
practitioners. His aim is to help GPs understand their 
future role within the NHS, in a bid to help shape 
the future delivery of primary care health services 
across the UK. A long career as a GP practice director 
helped Colin realise that as the NHS evolves, GP 
partners need to become business leaders as well as 
clinicians. Colin studied for an MBA at the University 
before beginning the four-year doctorate and said 
of his experience: “Studying for my doctorate has 
been a two-way process – I’ve been able to use my 
working experience for the benefit of my research and 
vice-versa, using what I’ve learned at university in my 
day job.” Students at the BBC on Finals Day  

for the Technology Challenge.
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Phil Thebridge
Entrepreneurial Marketing and Tourism student Phil Thebridge 
wasted no time in putting his skills to good use as just months after 
graduating, the 23-year-old Phil launched his own business.

Phil, from Sutton Coldfield, has cerebral palsy and says his disability and 
strong Christian faith gave him a different view of student life. He chose 
to study at Chester because the small city offered a more intimate student 
experience. He said: “I loved the friendly atmosphere on campus and its 
small size meant I was never too far away from the hub of university life. 
It just felt the right place to be.”

“The University had the right subject combinations and a very helpful 
disability team providing all the support I needed. Chester is a beautiful 
historic city and the University’s strong Anglican community, with its 
Chaplaincy, Christian Union and connections to local churches and the 
Cathedral, was just what I wanted.” Phil was an active member of the 
Chapel and Chaplaincy Committee and said “It was fabulous to be part of 
this small community and the Chaplaincy staff gave me lots of support, 
which was very helpful and much appreciated.”

Phil’s Tourism studies involved many day and overseas trips, including 
to Prague and Germany. He said: “This was great for hands-on 
experience and obviously designed to give us different experiences and 
help us understand the current issues in tourism. The trips really made 
the theory come alive. My Work Based Learning placement was with 
Enable Holidays in Birmingham, a tour operator specialising in holidays 
for people who are mobility impaired. I did a feasibility study for them 
to see whether they could offer holidays to Kenya.” 

And his Marketing course prepared Phil for a career in business. 
He said: “My degree definitely armed me with the marketing 
skills I need. The Collaborate business start-up programme, run 
by the Riverside Innovation Centre, gave me a feel for what it’s 
like to run a business and showed me the things I needed to 
consider when starting my own.” Phil launched Shopport, an 
eBay business and said: “Shopport aims to support local retailers, 
causes and charities in Sutton Coldfield, through selling theirs and 
fundraisers’ products online. I got the idea from watching a BBC 
TV programme about the online shopping boom and thought: ‘I 
can do that!’” It is important to Phil to support local businesses 
and charities, which, he says, are the “backbone of a successful 
economy and thriving community”.

“There are lots of good businesses that don’t have the time or 
knowledge to sell online.” He added: “My studies at Chester 
showed me how marketing works, particularly the psychology 
behind what people buy, and this knowledge has underpinned 
my business. I’ve got other business ideas I would like try, 
including developing a supportive community for disabled people. 
Academically, I would like to do a Master’s degree in Tourism, 
as I want to further build on what I learnt and achieved at the 
University.”
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There was cause for celebration at the University 
after staff members scooped up honours at the 
prestigious Educate North Awards. Dr Neil Pickles 
received the Lecturer of the Year award for his 
commitment to innovative teaching methods 
and passion for effective learning. Professor John 
Buckley’s work in assessing the health impact of 
standing desks was named Research Project of the 
Year in the same week as the publication of the 
first UK guidance to curb the health risks of sitting 
for long periods. Professor Tim Wheeler, Vice-
Chancellor, said: “The success of the University at 
the Educate North Awards is testament to the hard 
work of everyone at the institution and is a fitting 
celebration as we mark our 175th anniversary.”

A Bronze Athena SWAN award was the reward 
for the commitment of the Science, Engineering 
and Technology (SET) departments to advancing 
women’s careers. The submission was led by 
Professor Sarah Andrew, with help from senior staff 
and Kathryn Leighton, HR Manager, and included an 
in-depth investigation into how well equality and 
inclusivity are promoted, how women are supported 
at key career points, and plans to address any gender 
imbalances. The awards are sponsored by the 

Equality Challenge Unit, a charity working to support 
equality and diversity for staff and students in higher 
education institutions across the UK. They recognise 
commitment to furthering women’s careers in 
Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths and 
Medicine (STEMM) employment in higher education 
and research. The University also gained the Equality 
Challenge Unit’s institutional Gender Equality Mark 
(GEM) Bronze Award for the Arts, Humanities and 
Social Sciences, which similarly addresses gender 
inequalities, and especially the under-representation 
of women in senior roles.

A Visiting Writing Fellow, whose novel has been 
picked up by Steven Spielberg’s DreamWorks, says 
that the University will always hold a special place 
in her heart. Dr Francesca Haig was, until recently, a 
Senior Lecturer, and a Programme Leader on the BA 
(Hons) Creative Writing course and her first novel, 
The Fire Sermon, is described as a post-apocalyptic 
novel with elements of fantasy and science fiction. 
It is the first in a trilogy and translation rights to the 
series have been sold in more than 20 countries. 
The second in the series, The Map of Bones, will be 
published in April 2016. Francesca received practical 
support from the University with funding for 

Staff
In addition to their core role of enriching the student 
experience, staff members achieve excellence in many 
fields through their range of skills, expertise and 
specialist knowledge.

Dr Neil Pickles (right).

Working towards the Bronze Athena SWAN award.

Professor John Buckley.
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writing time at Gladstone’s Library and still returns 
periodically to the University to share her experiences 
with students.

Children and staff at the University’s Warrington 
Campus Nursery celebrated after receiving an 
‘Outstanding’ rating from Ofsted inspectors. The 
Nursery was considered outstanding across all areas 
of quality and standards in early years provision. 
The Warrington Campus Nursery is owned and 
managed by the University for up to 48 children, 
including those of University students and staff. 
Kerry Williams, Manager of the Warrington Campus 

Nursery since 2006, said: “We all work extremely 
hard so I’m thrilled with the outcome of the Ofsted 
inspection and delighted that all our hard work has 
been recognised with this outstanding result.”

Staff in the Department of Clinical Sciences 
have been involved in a number of national and 
local initiatives around health: Professor Lynne 
Kennedy was an invited consultant for the Task and 
Finish Group for the Medical Research Council’s 
development of a Research Methodology Framework 
for the Arts in Health; invited speaker at a conference 
held on behalf of Alcohol Concern; a host for the 

European Training Consortium in Public Health 
and Health Promotion summer school courses; 
and involved in a consultancy on supporting the 
development of a community farm for the people of 
Cheshire. With Dr Tom Butler she contributed to the 
drafting of the Public Health England consultation 
on the national healthy eating guidelines and was 
involved with the draft consensus position on 5 A 
Day and Eatwell Plate reviews. With Senior Lecturers 
Claire Glazzard and Tom Butler, she was invited to 
provide information to inform policy briefings from 
the Association for Nutrition on the new government 
dietary guidelines from the Scientific Advisory 
Committee on Nutrition (SCAN) for Carbohydrate 
and Sugars. With Visiting Lecturer Helen Seppanen, 
Lynne has been working with the Shrewsbury 
Trussell Trust to help support developments around 
Food Banks. She has also been engaged with local 
Community Interest Group, Health Box and has been 
interacting with local communities in Ellesmere Port 
and Cheshire to develop a Lottery bid to support 
the development of a ‘wellbeing high street’. With 
Senior Lecturer, Dr Orla Flannery, she has been 
supporting the obesity strategy for Cheshire West 
and Chester as members of the Local Authority 
Public Health Team’s task group, responsible for 
addressing obesity through healthier eating and 
physical activity strategy.

Claire Wright and Dr Tom Butler, Senior Lecturers 
in Nutritional Sciences, worked collaboratively with 
‘Food Active’ the public health network, as part 
of the Health Equalities Group for the North West 
of England to raise awareness among University 

Warrington Campus Nursery.

“I have worked in a 
number of academic 
departments at a number 
of universities, and I just 
loved the University from 
the moment I went for 
an interview there. I love 
the commitment of its 
staff and its students, and 
I have found it such an 
inspirational place.”

Dr Francesca Haig

Dr Francesca Haig. 
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students and staff of the sugar content of soft 
drinks; this work has created other opportunities 
for community engagement in what has become 
a high profile national campaign: GULP (Give Up 
Loving Pop). 

A BBC interview featured Dr Sarah Millsopp, Lecturer 
in Biological Sciences, speaking on her research 
on companion animal behaviour counselling and 
implications for pet welfare. Sarah’s work has 
appeared in a number of newspapers locally and 
nationally, and the work has also been included on the 
website of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. 

As part of his research for a co-authored book on 
Scouse pop, Dr Paul Skillen, Programme Leader for 
Education Studies, has written and presented a six-part 
series, broadcast on Bay TV Liverpool and other regional 
stations. This examines the unique creative youth 
culture of Liverpool in the 1980s and the many famous 

pop groups from the city during that period, such as 
The Christians, The La’s, and The Lightning Seeds. 

The Learning and Teaching Institute continued 
to offer its Continuing Professional Development 
Framework scheme, which allows University staff 
with teaching experience to gain Fellowship of the 
Higher Education Academy at various levels. This 
national formal recognition for quality-enhanced 
approaches demonstrates the professionalism that 
staff bring to teaching and support for student 
learning. Three staff gained an Associate Fellowship, 
20 a Fellowship and eight a Senior Fellowship. A 
further 14 staff, who had undertaken modules as 
part of the MA in Learning and Teaching in Higher 
Education, also achieved a Fellowship.

The EuroMed Conference in Kristiansand, Norway 
was the venue for Caroline Rowland, Professor of 
Leadership and Management in the Business School 

to receive her award for outstanding paper of the year 
published in the EuroMed Journal of Business. The title 
was ‘Perceived Unfairness in Appraisal: Engagement 
and Sustainable Organizational Performance’. She also 
received the Journal of Management Development’s 
Outstanding Paper of the Year for her paper 
‘Management Learning, Performance and Reward: 
Theory and Practice Revisited’. 

Professor David Clough, who is currently President of 
the Society for the Study of Christian Ethics, was one 
of two theologians invited to address a meeting of 
senior executives from major mining companies and 
church leaders at Lambeth Palace. The businesses 
sought help from the churches in reflecting on the 
future of their industry and ways in which working 
practice can be improved. His presentation outlined 
the challenge for mining in contributing to the 
long-term socio-economic well-being of the affected 
communities. Professor Clough visited a remote mine 

in Western Australia and met with church leaders, 
academics and NGO representatives. 

Three Doctorates of Education have been awarded 
in the Faculty of Education and Children’s Services. 
Johanna Bacon, Associate Dean of Education and 
Children’s Services, was the first EdD graduate from 
the Faculty, quickly followed by Bethan Hulse and 
Sally Bamber, both Senior Lecturers. EdD students 
continue to have access to a range of resources and 
conferences thanks to the programme’s partnership 
with RECAP, the Faculty’s research centre into 
Education, the Arts and Creativity though Practice, 
together with organisations such as Tate Liverpool.

Dr Basma Ellahi (Reader in Public Health) was a 
co-host for the Oldham Education Awards with 
Kevin Fitzpatrick from BBC Radio Manchester. These 
awards, run by the charity One Community UK, aim 
to recognise the achievements of school, college or 

Professor Caroline Rowland. Traci Whitfield.Paul Skillen (left).
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university students, improve educational aspirations 
and promote community cohesion. 

Traci Whitfield (Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of 
Health and Social Care) has become the Director of 
Junior Chess and Education for the English Chess 
Federation, as one of the few women at the top 
levels of the British game. This new role makes 
her responsible for the education, training and 
practice of all players under the age of 18, including 
organisation of teams for the World Youth Chess 
Championship and the World U16 Olympiad. 

A Senior Lecturer in the Department of 
Interprofessional Education at the Warrington 
Campus, took part in the Macmillan Cancer Support 
advertising campaign, to help employers enable 
their employees to return to work. Julie Holland, 
who returned to work at the University after womb 
cancer in 2012, volunteered for the campaign 
through Macmillan’s online support service Cancer 
Voices. Julie said: “Being supported as an individual 
to return to work in a staged and flexible manner 
enabled me to see my return to work as a positive 
part of my recovery, in which my employer valued 
me. The impact of this cannot be underestimated in 
supporting both my physical and mental well-being.”

A sixth marathon to add to his Five World Marathon 
Majors was the challenge for Joe McArdle, Director 
of External Relations, Contracts and Professional 
Standards Records Body (PRSB) requirements in the 
Institute of Medicine. With the addition of a sixth 
race in 2013, Joe ran in Tokyo in 2015 to complete 

his achievement, in London again raising £1,000 for 
Laughter Africa, and in the St Patrick’s Half Marathon 
in Houston, sponsored by one of the University’s 
American partners, Memorial Hermann Hospitals.

Two Faculty of Health and Social Care staff were 
identified as outstanding health visitors and 
invited to join the prestigious Institute of Health 
Visiting’s Fellowship programme. Helen Carr, Deputy 
Head of the Department of Community Health 
and Wellbeing, and Deborah Haydock, Deputy 
Programme Leader for Specialist Community Public 
Health Nursing, joined two other Visiting Lecturers, 
Jo Chwalko (Wirral Community Trust), and Dianne 
Jones (Cheshire and Wirral Partnership Trust), at the 
conferment ceremony at Church House, Westminster. 
The quartet are now part of a new countrywide 
group of expert and confident health visitor leaders 
who make a real difference to the health of children 
and their families.

A Lecturer in Performance Analysis and Biomechanics 
in the Department of Sport and Exercise Science 
has revealed some of the tricks of the mind that 
boxers can use in order to master the science of the 
sport through articles for specialist websites and 
magazines. Edd Thomson, who competed as an 
amateur boxer for more than 10 years, continues 
to maintain an active role in the sport as a coach 
and applied performance analyst with the Wirral 
Community Police Amateur Boxing Club. He is 
currently undertaking a PhD on the demands of 
amateur boxing performance and works with 
performance analysts at GB Boxing.

Julie Holland. Joe McArdle.

Institute of Health Visiting Fellows. Edd Thomson.
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In the first ever appraisal of the use of video blogs in 
archaeological fieldwork, Professor Howard Williams, 
of the Department of History and Archaeology, 
has underlined the value of ‘vlogging’ as a way of 
engaging communities in the history and archaeology 
of their area. Professor Williams co-authored a 
journal article called ‘Vlog to Death: Project Eliseg’s 
Video-Blogging’ in Internet Archaeology with Chester 
graduate and commercial archaeologist Joe Tong, 
Llangollen Museum’s Suzanne Evans, and Professors 
Nancy Edwards and Gary Robinson, both of Bangor 
University. The article assesses the use of vlogs as part 
of the collaborative fieldwork of the University and 
Bangor University at the Pillar of Eliseg, Denbighshire.

Stewart Ainsworth has spent much of his career 
encouraging communities to get involved in 
archaeology, most notably as a member of Channel 4’s 
Time Team. As Visiting Professor with the Department 
of History and Archaeology, he has helped to design 
and is mentoring two major archaeological landscape 
recording projects. The use of Light Detection and 
Ranging (lidar), to detect archaeological sites and 
landscapes in upland environments was pioneered 
by Stewart in his previous professional capacity as a 
Senior Investigator for English Heritage, but the use of 
community volunteers in this process of discovery over 
very large landscapes is breaking new ground. The 
first, covering an area of some 300 sq km of the Allen 
Valleys and Hexhamshire area south of Hadrian’s Wall 
is part of ‘Altogether Archaeology’ a wider ranging 
community project which also includes excavation 
and survey training. This has been run in collaboration 
with the North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty (AONB) Partnership, Durham County Council, 
the Heritage Lottery Fund and the Environment 
Agency. Some 750 new archaeological sites have been 
discovered in the three-year project, including whole 
new areas of Prehistoric and Roman period settlement. 
An area of 250 sq km is also being explored on the 
Welsh border in the ‘Open Hills and Commons’ 
project in Shropshire and the Welsh Border area in 
collaboration with the Stiperstones and Corndon Hill 
Country Landscape Partnership Scheme, Shropshire 
Hills AONB, Shropshire County Council and the Heritage 
Lottery Fund. This area is rich in prehistoric hill forts, 
medieval castles, and in common with the first project, 
extensive areas of lead mining.

Dr James Pardoe, Senior Lecturer in Heritage, is a 
member of the Arts and Humanities Research Council/
Heritage Lottery Fund Gateways to the First World 
War Research Network, member of the Association 
for Heritage Interpretation, judge for its ‘Discover 
Heritage Awards’ and adviser for the Big Heritage 
‘Pop-up Museums’ and Chester Unlocked projects. He 
is Visiting Professor at the Wyzsza Szkola Gospodarki 
(University of Economy), Bydgoszcz, Poland, and a 
member of the International Projects Collaboration 
Team at the University of South Africa (Pretoria), as 
well as acting as Associate Editor for the International 
Journal of Civic, Political, and Community Studies and 
International Journal of Literary Humanities.

Senior Lecturer in the Department of History and 
Archaeology, Dr Donna Jackson, put her general 
knowledge to the test during a prize winning TV 
appearance. Donna, who lectures in Modern History, 

Professor Stewart Ainsworth.

Jackie Spencer and Dr Donna Jackson.

Dr James Pardoe.
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won £1,750 with her friend Jackie Spencer when they 
appeared on BBC’s Pointless with Alexander Armstrong 
and Richard Osman. In addition to the prize money, the 
pair enjoyed the filming experience and won coveted 
Pointless trophies.

Cynthia Burek, Professor of Geoconservation in the 
Department of Biological Sciences, has been elected on 
to the board of the internationally recognised UNESCO 
Geopark, ‘GeoMôn’ on the island of Anglesey. In her 
role as Director of GeoMôn, Cynthia is responsible 
for education and works with people of all ages to 
teach them about the fascinating geo-heritage of the 
Welsh island. She also spoke at the Sutton Coldfield 
branch of the British Federation of Women Graduates 
(BFWG) to mark International Women’s Day. As part 
of the Memorandum of Understanding between the 
University and the BFWG, Professor Burek was one of 
two keynote speakers and has also been nominated 
for appointment as a trustee of the BFWG scholarship 
fund, responsible for awarding grants to female PhD 
students for academic excellence.

An invitation to a closed Ministerial debate at the 
House of Commons was forthcoming for Dr Edna 
Astbury-Ward, Senior Lecturer in the Department 
of Midwifery, Child and Reproductive Health. The 
discussions focused around regulation of the current 
abortion law, which was introduced in 1967. As well 
as addressing questions from the Chamber, Edna 
advised Parliamentarians about the current legal 
situation of UK Abortion Law, so that the information 
gathered could be presented to Parliament by the Rt 
Hon Kate Green MP.

A Granada TV News appearance saw Matt Bowen, 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Mental Health and 
Learning Disability, speaking about borderline 
personality disorder (BPD). The programme featured 
a young woman with BPD who was making a 
documentary about the condition as part of a project 
to challenge the stigma faced by sufferers. 

Richard Mottershead, Senior Lecturer, Mental 
Health and Learning Disability, contributed to the 
Government Review on Former Members of the 
Armed Forces and the Criminal Justice System. 
Richard collected data and opinions from across 
England, Wales and Scotland, to determine if the 
American Veteran Therapy Court System could be 
adapted and adopted within the UK and received 
official thanks from the Minister of State for Policing, 
Crime and Criminal Justice and Victims.

The Isle of Man Awards for Excellence saw Julie 
Bailey-McHale (Head of Interprofessional Education) 
and Donna Hart (from the Isle of Man teaching 
team) win their category for their book Mastering 
Mentorship: A Practical Guide for Mentors of Nursing, 
Health and Social Care Students. The award was 
presented by Jon Culshaw and the event was 
streamed online. The book includes case studies 
from University students undertaking the Learning 
and Assessment in Professional Education module. 

Catering staff have triumphed in a range of 
competitions to test their skills. Jackie Rowlands, 
Second Head Chef, was presented with a Salon 
Culinaire Gold award at the 22nd University Caterers 

Professor Cynthia Burek (left). Dr Edna Astbury-Ward.

Frank Dace and Richard Williams.
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Organisation (TUCO) Awards. A Silver award 
was presented to Karl Blythin, Chef, two Bronze 
awards were given to Lisa Collis, Executive Head 
Chef and a Merit award was presented to Richard 
Williams, Chef. The Mark Price Award for Best 
Newcomer Team in the TUCO Chefs Challenge was 
awarded to Lesley Barnes, Head Chef at Thornton 
Science Park and Darren Boddy, Head Chef at 
White’s Dining Rooms. At the Flintshire Chef of 
the Year competition, Frank Dace took the overall 
accolade with Richard Williams in third place. In 
the Blakemore Foodservice Catering Awards hosted 
by Rob Brydon, the team won the ‘Catering Service 
Award’ and the ‘Overall Winner of the Private 
Sector’. Ian White, Domestic Bursar/Director of 
Hospitality and Residential Services said: “I am very 
proud of their achievements for the Department and 
also the University.”

Staff were recognised for their exceptional 
contributions to University life as Chester Students’ 
Union (CSU) celebrated its third annual Above 
and Beyond (AAB) Awards. These highlight the 
work of teaching and non-academic staff who 
seek to improve students’ learning and overall 
experience throughout their studies. More than 320 
staff members were nominated from across the 
University and the winners were:
• Most Helpful Feedback – Dr Tom Butler, Clinical 

Sciences and Nutrition.
• Most Inspiring Lecturer – Dr Gareth Jones, 

Biological Sciences.
• Most Innovative Lecturer – Connie Hancock, 

University of Chester Business School.

• Outstanding Personal Academic Tutor/
Professional Mentor – Jeremy Peach, Centre for 
Work Related Studies.

• Outstanding Postgraduate Supervisor – 
Dr Chantal Davies, Law.

• Outstanding Academic Support – Shirley 
Bowers, Midwifery.

• Outstanding Non-Academic Support Staff – 
Dr Casey Beaumont, Study Skills.

The Chester StARs (Student Academic 
Representatives) of the Year Awards were awarded 
to Lisa Conway, University of Chester Business School 
MSc student and Emma Hood, Psychology student. Dr Gareth Jones (left). Shirley Bowers (left).

Dr Tom Butler. Jeremy Peach (right). Connie Hancock (left).
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The Show and Tell app.

Thresher Shark. 

Research and innovation
Building upon the results of the 2014 Research Excellence 
Framework, in which all 16 areas of research activity 
featured internationally excellent research, the University 
continues to foster a vibrant research community, which has 
resonance on a local, national and global scale.

The two-year review of the European Commission’s 
HR Excellence in Research award saw the University 
retaining the accolade for its commitment to 
improving the working conditions and career 
development for research staff. The review requires 
institutions to highlight the key achievements and 
progress made since gaining the award and to 
outline the focus of its strategy, success measures 
and next steps for the following two years. A total of 
206 European organisations now hold the award – 
91 of which are in the UK – and the international 
programme Vitae, run by CRAC, a not-for-profit 
registered UK charity, confirmed that a further 11 
UK universities, including the University, still qualify. 
Professor Neville Ford, Executive Dean of Research 
said: “We are delighted to retain this award, which 
recognises the University alongside much larger 
research intensive institutions, for our achievements 
to date and initiatives that will enhance the 
development opportunities for researchers at every 
stage of their careers.”

Shortlisting for the Best New Technical Innovation 
category in the National Autistic Society’s (NAS) 
Autism Professionals Awards 2015 was the reward for 

Dr Tracy Piper-Wright, Senior Lecturer in Photography, 
and her researchers. She is leading a digital project 
that will eventually help autistic children prepare for 
events that might otherwise cause anxiety. Tracy, 
in collaboration with arts organisation Circus Starr, 
technology developer Therapy Box and the National 
Autistic Society, has helped create Show and Tell, an 
interactive visual story app that aims to widen the 
scope of arts participation and engagement among 
autistic people, through the use of technology. The 
development of Show and Tell is supported by the 
Digital R&D Fund for the Arts – Nesta, Arts and 
Humanities Research Council and public funding by 
the National Lottery through Arts Council England.

Research into the hidden world of the elusive and 
vulnerable thresher shark, led by Dr Simon Oliver, 
featured on an international television network. 
The Lecturer in Biological Sciences is the founder 
of the Thresher Shark Research and Conservation 
Project, and his work appeared in the programme 
Ninja Shark on Discovery Channel as part of the 
network’s Shark Week. Dr Oliver and his team have 
been studying thresher sharks in the Philippines since 
2004 and the programme looked at six different 
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types of sharks and their different hunting strategies 
through the attachment of acoustic telemetry tags. 
They monitored the sharks over three months and 
found that the Thresher shark is unique as it hunts 
with its tail. The programme was broadcast to 70 
million people in 22 different countries and gained 
worldwide media attention. Earlier in the year, 
the team also managed to capture the first ever 
photograph of a Thresher shark giving birth.

The Centre for Ageing Studies is one of several expert 
bodies in the region contributing to the Brighter Lives 
Project, funded by the Big Lottery’s Ageing Better 
programme. This five-year programme has been 
set up to research social loneliness and the Centre, 
led by Professor Paul Kingston, will be carrying out 
scientific evaluation of the project. The team will work 
in partnership with older people across Cheshire to 
enable them to develop and strengthen the skills 
necessary to undertake robust, high-quality research. 
The team and older people will work together to 
collect and analyse data on loneliness, community 
engagement, social connections and individual 
well-being. The aim is to produce a comprehensive 
report on the social connectivity of older people living 
in Cheshire that will be used in the development of a 
community engagement plan for the local community. 
Vicky Ridgway, Senior University Teaching Fellow in 
the Faculty of Health and Social Care, has also been 
awarded a social research grant for a study on the 
revision of the Attitudes towards the Older Person scale. 

Impacts of climate change are an increasing concern 
globally but nowhere more so than for the Small Island 

Developing States of the Caribbean. However, a team of 
researchers from Biological Sciences, led by Dr Howard 
Nelson, Lecturer in Conservation Biology, is working to 
help Grenada plan for predicted climate impacts. The 
team includes Professor Andrew Lawrence, Dr Matt 
Geary, Lecturer, and Dr Ellie Devenish-Nelson, Visiting 
Lecturer, and they are providing technical expertise 
on ‘mainstreaming priority biodiversity conservation 
and ecosystem services action for Grenada’s dry forest 
ecosystem, including its priority Key Biodiversity Areas 
(KBAs)’. This project is a partnership led by the Grenada 
Dove Conservation Programme in collaboration with 
the Grenada Department of Forestry and National 
Parks with funding from the Critical Ecosystem 
Partnership Fund (CEPF). The team has conducted 
vegetation surveys, climate modelling and stakeholder 
consultations in order to provide recommendations 
to the Grenadian government on adaptation actions 
for addressing the impacts of climate change on dry 
forest. Dr Nelson and Dr Devenish-Nelson met with the 
Permanent Secretaries of the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry & Fisheries in Grenada and Dr Nelson 
appeared on Grenadian national television.

The North Wales & North West Urological Research 
Centre (NW2URC) is a research group working with 
the Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board (BCUHB) 
and the Department of Urology, Wrexham Maelor 
Hospital. The team, headed by Dr Stephen Fôn Hughes 
(Department of Biological Sciences) and Mr Iqbal 
Shergill (Consultant Urological Surgeon, Wrexham 
Maelor Hospital), consists of four physicians and eight 
basic science researchers, who primarily investigate 
the conditions of urological patients. Current research 

Critical Ecosystem Partnership Fund project.

Knitting workshop.
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includes the association between blood, urine and 
tissue markers and treatments for benign and malignant 
(cancer) conditions of the kidneys, bladder and prostate 
in urology patients. This work may lead to important 
interventions relating to both treatment and diagnosis.

Internal funding from the Research and Knowledge 
Transfer Office allowed Drs Katherine Harrison and 
Cassie Ogden (Senior Lecturers in Sociology) to 
undertake empirical research with knitters. They piloted 
the project with a practical knitting workshop at the 
Staff Conference and then conducted focus groups 
with knitters in Chester, Wrexham and Manchester 
in order to investigate knitters’ self-perceptions 
and the changing place of knitting in relation to 
contemporary attitudes towards domesticity, gender, 
entrepreneurialism and craft education. Drs Harrison 
and Ogden presented the findings at the annual 
conference of the British Sociological Association (BSA) 
and at In the Loop: Knitting from Craft to Couture, both 
in Glasgow, and publications are in progress.

Dr Chris Baker is the William Temple Professor of 
Religion and Public Life in the Department of Theology 
and Religious Studies, which is jointly funded by the 
University, the William Temple Foundation and the 
Church of England to build upon the growing partnership 
between the Foundation and University in the area of 
religion and public life. As part of this role, Professor 
Baker has begun a two-year research collaboration with 
Professor Adam Dinham from Goldsmiths, University of 
London, for the Arts and Humanities Research Council 
entitled ‘Re-imagining Religion and Belief for Public 
Policy and Practice’. This maps the many different ways 

religion is being researched and theorised across the Arts 
and Humanities. The findings of this research will be 
shared with national government, local authorities, civil 
servants and the public sector, as well as other global 
centres in North America and Scandinavia. 

The Chester Centre for Islamic Studies (CCIS) was 
established within the Department of Theology and 
Religious Studies to promote the academic study 
of Islam through outreach activities with Muslim 
communities and organisations. Led by Professor 
Oliver Scharbrodt, it aims to become an internationally 
renowned centre of excellence, which also makes 
research accessible to those outside academia. 

A Natural Sciences PhD student from the Faculty of 
Science and Engineering won a prize for her research 
work on biofilms in the first few months of her 
postgraduate project. Radhika Bava was awarded 
second prize at the Society of Chemical Industry (SCI) 
Early Career Research Meeting, organised jointly by the 
SCI Process Engineering Group and the SCI Liverpool 
and North West Section, for her work on understanding 
the initiation of biofilm development using atomic 
force microscopy. This is important for avoiding 
contamination in processing systems and also for 
controlling infections in medical devices and implants. 

Early Career scholar Dr Simon Grennan is the Principal 
Investigator for a major two-year Arts and Humanities 
Research Council-funded project to understand and 
bring to public view the work of late-19th century 
London cartoonist and actress Marie Duval. Simon 
leads a team of performer and scholar Dr Julian Waite Marie Duval drawings.

Dr Simon Grennan (Image courtesy of 
Neill Binns).

Radhika Bava.
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(Department of Performing Arts) and Roger Sabin, 
Professor in Popular Culture at Central Saint Martins – 
University of the Arts London. The project will create 
a new public online archive of Duval’s drawings, an 
academic book and an exhibition touring in the UK, 
France and Germany.

A six-month Leverhulme International Academic 
Fellowship enabled Dr Peter Cox, Senior Lecturer in 
the Department of Social and Political Science, to 
work at the Rachel Carson Center for Environment 
and Society (a joint project of the Ludwig Maximilian 
University, and the Deutsches Museum) in Munich. 
The research considered ‘Developing cross-disciplinary 
research into bicycling and the environment’ and 
a range of research methods was explored to 
investigate the bike-mobile traveller. Outputs have 
included international conference presentations, 
professional development workshops and the 
organisation of two conference sessions, as well as 
hosting Dr Tadej Brezina from TUWien on the return 
leg of an Erasmus teaching and learning exchange. 
The work also informed the final drafting of Cycling 
Cultures, which was launched at the Velo-City 
conference in Nantes, and other published outputs.

An innovative, mixed methods study of the work 
of Manchester Camerata in the University’s School 
Partnership network was the subject of the Music 
into Art project led by Professor Rob Hulme, Lorraine 
M Harnett, Researcher, and Lynn Sampson, Director 
of Partnership, Faculty of Education and Children’s 
Services with Professor Paul Connolly (University 
of Belfast). The project has involved a Camerata 

composer and a musician working with Art teachers 
in four Chester partnership schools: Helen Smith, 
Bishops’ Blue Coat High School; Tracy French and 
Lindsey Bennett, Upton-by-Chester High School; 
Lauren Hulme, University Church of England Academy, 
Ellesmere Port and Anna Kershaw, Chester Catholic 
High School. The aim has been to evaluate the impact 
of making music in learning art. The activity was 
integrated into Year 9 or 10 art classes in the schools 
and their work has mapped the link between the 
activity, enjoyment of art and the achievement of 
learning outcomes in both stages. There has been 
positive evidence on the link between creative activity 
in the classroom and achievement for students of all 
abilities, such as an improvement in grades and more 
interaction by students who are often disengaged. 
As a result, a school governor commented that: “We 
need this sort of research to prove that working across 
subjects can improve results.”

The evaluation of the impact of the Healthy Exercise 
Nutrition for the Really Young (HENRY) Programme 
was carried out by a team from the Faculty of 
Education and Children’s Services, comprising Emma 
Arya-Manesh and Thomas Simcock, Researchers, 
Dr Jane McKay, Senior Lecturer, and Lynn Sampson 
for Wirral Borough Council. HENRY is an eight-week 
intervention programme, run through Children’s 
Centres across Wirral, which takes a holistic approach 
to preventing obesity by improving parenting skills 
and well-being alongside promoting healthier 
lifestyles through nutrition and physical activity. The 
University carried out a mixed methods evaluation, 
basing its approach on previous studies of the HENRY 

Programme nationally, between 2008 and 2014. This 
study focused on the impact of HENRY on parents and 
families, and the perspectives of facilitators delivering 
the programme across Wirral and the research is of 
significance given the national concerns about the 
health impact of obesity.

A Health Education North West (HENW) 
funded project will be carried out by Lou Taylor, 
Postgraduate Tutor, Mental Health and Learning 
Disability, Naomi Sharples, Associate Dean, Kim 
Greening, Senior University Teaching Fellow, Public 
Health and Wellbeing, and Charlotte Eost-Telling, 

Research Assistant, to review preceptorship 
programmes in North West NHS trusts and develop 
an evidence-based preceptorship framework. The 
Faculty of Health and Social Care also successfully 
obtained funding from HENW to develop a 
programme increasing the skills of community 
practitioners, who are supporting people with 
complex and urgent needs. 

A team of researchers from the Faculty of Science 
and Engineering trialled an electric car to test range 
accuracy and drive technological innovation. Dr 
Graham Sparey-Taylor, Senior Lecturer in Mechanical 

Electric car testing. 
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Engineering, and colleagues at the Thornton Science 
Park, road tested a Nissan Leaf from Lookers Chester 
for six months. Professor Nick Avis, Dean of Science 
and Engineering, added: “We are delighted to gain 
access to this electric car platform to allow us to 
establish our scientific test programme and assess 
present commercial offerings. This will provide 
benchmark data for future technological innovation.”

A PhD study by Sam Moss, Lecturer in Sport and 
Exercise Sciences, will form part of a national strategy 
for improving Great Britain’s chances of performing 
at the elite level in the emerging sport of handball. 
Sam’s PhD thesis explored strategies to enhance the 
performance and improve the talent development of 
English handball players. This recommended greater 
emphasis on developing effective talent selection 
criteria and ensuring that resources are provided for 
players with the greatest potential. Sam said: “Before 
I began the project, the England Handball Association 
had received no previous sports science support, so 
I had the chance to really contribute to something. I 
have always been interested in working with athletes 
and helping them to achieve their potential, so it 
suited me perfectly.”

A long-term study on the benefits of standing desks 
is underway at Virgin Media offices in Sheffield, led by 
John Buckley, Professor of Applied Exercise Science, 
supported by Karen Cregan, Assistant Director, HR 
Management and Payroll Services. Professor Buckley, 
who teaches at University Centre Shrewsbury, is 
steering a research team to uncover the impact of 
a working environment that reduces the amount of 

time people spend sitting. The research will explore 
the effects on health, well-being and productivity 
through ongoing tests on 24 customer service agents. 
The results will build upon the previous short-term 
studies and allow Virgin Media to develop future ways 
of working and to improve the physical workplace 
environment.

The new Chester Research Unit for the Psychology of 
Health (CRUPH), in the Department of Psychology, 
conducts psychological research and consultancy to 
help improve professional practice in the fields of health 
and well-being. Its members work with healthcare 
providers, third-sector organisations and internationally 
renowned experts to ensure that the Unit’s work 
addresses issues of both local and global importance. 
Its launch was attended by University staff, external 
academics, clinicians, and members of the public, who 
were able to find out about the services and research 
expertise available for external organisations. These 
include the Healthy Habits Laboratory, which studies 
the application of cognitive behavioural techniques 
for health promotion and has particular strengths 
in third-wave techniques, such as mindfulness and 
acceptance. The Psychosocial Oncology Research Group 
explores how the psychological and supportive care 
needs of those affected by cancer, including patients, 
their families, and their healthcare providers can be 
met. The Healthcare Delivery and Ethics Research Group 
is interested in the psychosocial aspects of healthcare, 
including the doctor-patient relationship, psychological 
factors affecting care of patients and professionals, 
and healthcare delivery in primary, secondary and 
community settings.

“Our health psychology work examines psychological 
processes in both laboratory and real-world situations to 
ensure that it can easily be applied in making effective 
changes to improve the health and well-being of our local, 
national, and global communities.”

Professor Nick Hulbert-Williams, Director of CRUPH (left)

The Chester Research Unit for the Psychology of Health.
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Sam, from Warrington, was one of the first undergraduates to study 
Politics at the University. He said: “The fact that I’ve been with the 
Department for Social and Political Science (SPS) since the very beginning 
of its Politics programme is important to me. A PhD was always my end 
goal, and none of the other institutions I visited felt as homely as Chester. 
I know the staff here and they know me, so it made sense to build on 
those ties during my research. He said: “Returning to Chester means I 
can also continue to be part of the subject’s progression within SPS, and 
the University as a whole. It’s an honour to be doing research for the 
Department and my input is hopefully helping boost its profile, while at 
the same time, improving the experience for other students studying here.”

Sam, 23, values his relationships with staff. “I’m treated as a valued 
member of the team and that helps create a comfortable atmosphere, 
whereby you can approach people with confidence. Connecting with 
new friends can be difficult, especially when doing a research degree, but 
the University organises welcoming events to introduce people in similar 
situations. For example, when I started as an undergraduate, I attended an 
event for commuting students. I met my best friend for the first time, and 
just last year, I was best man at his wedding!”

He also appreciates his tutors’ direction. “They help me to contemplate 
the bigger picture when considering new ideas, keep my feet on the 
ground when I get carried away and encourage me to think about life 
after my studies, making sure I am getting all the necessary training and 
development for a career in academia. They have helped me to navigate 
a tough, complex and fast-paced academic environment.” Sam says that 

Samuel Mercer
The strong ties Politics graduate Sam Mercer gained while studying at 
Chester made his decision to come back for PhD research a “no-brainer”.

in terms of careers guidance “Chester has always been fantastic”. 
He continued: “After I completed my first degree and again when 
I embarked on PhD research, the Careers and Employability team 
guided me. The University offers a lot of training and development 
opportunities, helping gear research students for academic 
conferences, careers and teaching.”

In 2013, Sam was awarded the University’s inaugural Valedictory 
Prize for Politics. He has written regularly for the student newspaper 
and honed his journalistic skills by contributing to local newspapers 
and online political blogs. He has also served as a Student Academic 
Representative for the Politics cohort. He said: “I was able to offer 
some key suggestions to help create an even better learning 
experience for the students following behind us.” He continued: 
“It’s no exaggeration to say that studying at Chester has surpassed 
any expectations I had. I’ve made friends that I will keep for life, 
and opportunities have presented themselves along the way that I 
couldn’t have hoped to get anywhere else.”

“More importantly though, Chester took the curiosity that I first 
acquired during A-Level study, and opened it to fields of knowledge 
that still inspire me. I hope that I can continue to be a part of SPS 
here in some form or other when I have finished my PhD, as I’d like 
to see how the teaching of Politics here develops. There’s no doubt 
that Politics students now and in the future will find studying here 
a fulfilling and thought-provoking experience – and to know that I 
played a small role in that is amazing.”
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Publications 
The range of books edited or written by staff members 
shows the active research culture of the University and this 
is underlined by the institution’s ongoing commitment to 
publishing original research and creative work through 
the University of Chester Press and the International Flash 
Fiction Association.

University of Chester Press
• Jaki Brien, formerly Faculty of Education and 

Children’s Services (Editor) – Out of this Word: 
Stories and Poems for Children from the Cheshire 
Prize for Literature 2014.

• Dr Peter Cox, Senior Lecturer, Department of 
Social and Political Science (Editor) – 
Cycling Cultures. 

• The Rev Professor Peter Madsen Gubi, 
Department of Social and Political Science 
(Editor) – Listening to Less-Heard Voices: 
Developing Counsellors’ Awareness. 

• Dr Guy Hodgson, formerly Head, Department of 
Media – War Torn: Manchester, its Newspapers 
and the Luftwaffe’s Blitz of 1940. 

• Dr Paul Taylor, Deputy Head, and Dr Paul Wagg, 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Social and 
Political Science, (Editors) – Work and Society: 
Places, Spaces and Identities. 

International Flash Fiction Association
• David Swann, Senior Lecturer, University of 

Chichester – Stronger Faster Shorter: Flash 
Fictions, first collection of stories from the 

International Flash Fiction Association, founded 
by Drs Peter Blair and Ashley Chantler, Senior 
Lecturers, Department of English.

External publishers
• Professor Christopher Baker, Department of 

Theology and Religious Studies and William 
Temple Foundation, Thomas A James, Covenant 
Presbyterian Church, USA and John Reader, 
Ironstone Benefice, Diocese of Oxford and 
William Temple Foundation (Editors) – 
A Philosophy of Christian Materialism – 
Entangled Fidelities and the Public Good. 

• Dr Alec Charles, Head, Department of Media – 
Out of Time: The Deaths and Resurrections of 
Doctor Who.

• The Rev Dr Robert Evans, Senior Lecturer, 
Department of Theology and Religious Studies – 
Reception History, Tradition and Biblical Interpretation: 
Gadamer and Jauss in Current Practice. 

• Professor Fabrizio M Ferrari, Department of 
Theology and Religious Studies – Religion, 
Devotion and Medicine in North India. The Healing 
Power of Śītalā. 

Cheshire Prize for Literature anthology launch.

Work and Society launch. Professor Craig Twist and Dr Paul Worsfold.
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• Dr Simon Grennan, Postdoctoral Research Fellow, 
Department of Art and Design – Courir deux lièvres.

• Kate Horsley, Visiting Lecturer and Writing Fellow 
in Creative Writing – The Monster’s Wife – 
shortlisted for the Scottish First Book of the 
Year Award.

• Professor Peter Stokes, Deputy Dean, Faculty of 
Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning and 
Dr Tony Wall, Reader, Associate Professor and 
Deputy Head of Department, Centre for Work 
Related Studies – Research Methods.

• Drs Paul Taylor and Sharon Morley, Deputy Heads, 
and Karen Corteen, formerly Senior Lecturer, 
Department of Social and Political Science 
(Editors) – A Companion to Criminal Justice, 
Mental Health and Risk.

• Professor Craig Twist, Reader, and Dr Paul 
Worsfold, Senior Lecturer, Department of Sport 
and Exercise Sciences – The Science of Rugby.

• Dr Tony Wall, Reader, Associate Professor and 
Deputy Head of Department, Centre for Work 
Related Studies, and John Knights, Chairman, 
LeaderShape – Leader si nasce: Come trovare 
quello di successo.

• Dr Tony Wall, Reader, Associate Professor and 
Deputy Head, and David Perrin, Head, Professional 
Development, Centre for Work Related Studies – 
Slavoj Zizek: A Zizekian Gaze at Education.

Scriptural Traces
Critical Perspectives on the Reception 
and Influence of  the Bible

SCRIPTURAL TRACES offers a forum for the critical examination of all aspects 

of the reception, influence, and impact of the Bible from the ancient world to the 

present day: its transmission and reception in later cultural and religious contexts, 

its appropriation and impact as Jewish and Christian scripture, and the influence and 

transformation of biblical texts and traditions in politics, law, literature and the arts. 

The nature and the practice of  Wirkungsgeschichte (reception history) are matters of  

debate and disagreement in contemporary Biblical Studies. Robert Evans addresses 

three crucial questions in the discussion: the relationship between reception history 

and historical-critical exegesis; the form of  reception history itself, with a focus 

on the issue of  which acts of  reception are selected and valorized; and the role of  

tradition, pre-judgements and theology in relation to reception history. 

Evans champions the hermeneutics of  Hans-Georg Gadamer as a theoretical 

resource for understanding biblical interpretation, and a way of  holding together 

with integrity the varied activities undertaken within the discipline. Gadamer 

offers a discourse that encompasses text and reader, their respective historical and 

cultural contingencies, and the traditions of  interpretation that lie between them 

– all the elements at stake in the interpretation of  biblical texts. Evans reveals 

significant dimensions of  the theory of  Gadamer and Jauss until now neglected 

in contemporary discussion. Each aspect of  the argument is illustrated, tested and 

further explored with reference to the post-history of  exhortations in the New 

Testament to ‘be subject’. These have been widely cited and applied for 2,000 years 

– in literature, law and politics as well as in theological traditions. The work thus 

makes a contribution to both theory and practice.

RoBERT EvANS is Senior Lecturer in New Testament Theology at the University 

of  Chester, UK. 

90100

9 780567 655486

ISBN 978-0-567-65548-6

BIBLICAL STUDIES www.bloomsbury.com
Cover image: “Dialogue” bronze sculpture, mounted on slate. Edition of 8. 
Sculptor :Nancy Schön / www.schon.com
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External engagement 
University staff members and students disseminate 
their research and knowledge at conferences and events 
across the globe and the following examples give 
an indication of the scope of these interactions with 
audiences in many settings. 

Professorial Inaugural lectures
• Professor Nick Avis, Executive Dean, Science and 

Engineering – ‘Research with Impact’.
• Professor Lawrence Bellamy, Associate Dean, 

University of Chester Business School – 
‘Operations, Strategy and Risk: A Process Journey’.

• Professor Michael Boulton, Department of 
Psychology – ‘Friends and Enemies: Peer 
Relationships and Well-Being in Childhood 
and Beyond’.

• Professor Ros Bramwell, Head of Psychology – 
‘Mind, Bodies and Social Meaning: How 
Psychology Research Can Give Us New 
Perspectives On Well-Being’.

• Professor Elizabeth Harlow, Department of 
Social Work and Interprofessional Education – 
‘Managing Head and Heart: Organisations and the 
Provision of Social Work over Time’.

• Professor Andrew Lawrence, Department of 
Biological Sciences – ‘Sex and Drugs and Rock 
‘n’ Roll’.

• Professor Andrew Lovell, Department of 
Mental and Learning Disability – ‘Discursive 
Fractures: Man Against Himself and 
Others (Revisited)’.

• Professor Annette McIntosh-Scott, Executive 
Dean, Faculty of Health and Social Care – 
‘Education Matters: On Learning, Teaching and the 
Student Experience in Healthcare Education’.

• Professor Alexis McLean, formerly Dean, 
International Office – ‘Internationalisation and 
Theory Building’.

• Visiting Professor Paul Vallely, Department of 
Theology and Religious Studies – ‘Pope Francis 
and the Future of Catholic Social Thinking’. 

Essar Chester Literature Festival
• Chantal Davies, Senior Lecturer, University of 

Chester Law School – ‘“I am Not Making This Up”: 
Cats, Crooks and Myths About the Law’.

• Dr Wendy Dossett, Senior Lecturer, Department 
of Theology and Religious Studies – ‘“May the 
Force Be with You”: Using Popular Culture in 
Addiction Recovery’.

• Dr Tim Grady, Deputy Head, Department of History 
and Archaeology – ‘The Battlefield Experienced: 
German Jews and The Great War’.

• Dr Christopher Hull, Senior Lecturer, Department 
of Modern Languages – ‘Our Graham Greene 
in Havana’.

Professor Andrew Lawrence. Professor Annette McIntosh-Scott.

Professor Andrew Lovell. Professor Dean Garratt.
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• Faculty of Humanities – ‘Poetry of the Great War: 
The Monstrous Anger of the Guns’.

Warrington's Works Research Festival
• Dr Lawrence Bellamy, Associate Dean, Faculty of 

Business and Management, and Vish Maheshwari, 
Programme Director, Warrington School of 
Management – ‘Role of Employer Branding in 
Talent Management: A Mauritian Context’.

• Prof Malcolm Carey, Department of Social Work 
and Interprofessional Education – ‘Fragmentation 
in Social Work and Care Around Ageing’.

• Jason Clare, Senior Lecturer, Department of Sport 
and Community Engagement – ‘Collaboration 
with Christ Church CE Primary School’.

• Pauline Doherty, Senior Lecturer, Department of 
Social Work and Interprofessional Education – 
‘An Evaluation of Post Adoption Support Services’.

• Geoff Elvey, Head of Policing Provision and 
Development – ‘Institute of Policing’.

• Katharine Evans, Director of Safeguarding 
Programmes, Department of Social and Political 
Science – ‘Teaching and Learning About 
Safeguarding Practice: A Shared Resource for 
Students and Staff’.

• Shelley Hanvey, Executive Secretary/Personal 
Assistant, Directorate Support Services – 
‘University-Community Engagement: Ferrara and 
the Uni-Town Network’.

• Deirdre Hewitt, Senior Lecturer, Education and 
Children’s Services – ‘Take a Walk in the Wood’.

• Paul Humphries, Senior Lecturer, Sport and 
Community Engagement – ‘Talent Identification 
and Development in Junior Rugby League: 

Warrington Wolves Cubs and Origins Programme 
(A Case Study)’.

• Jim Mason, Senior Lecturer, Department of Media – 
‘Can the Sound of PWL Records From Between 
1987 and 1990 be a Powerful Influence on a 
Successful Record Released Today?’

• Dr Simon Gwyn Roberts, Senior Lecturer, 
Department of Media – ‘Community and 
Continuity: Sport, Media and Regional Identity’.

• Ryan Roddy, Technician, Department of Sport 
and Community Engagement – ‘What Makes the 
Unpredictable, Predictable? The Development of 
Performance Analysis in Sport and its Application 
Within Elite Level Squash’.

• Dr Naomi Sharples, Associate Dean, Faculty of 
Health and Social Care – ‘Short Break Holidays 
for Children and Young People with Sensory 
Impairments: An Evaluation’.

Chester Research Unit for the Psychology 
of Health
• Dr Lee Hulbert-Williams, Lecturer, Department 

of Psychology – ‘Beating the Holiday Bulge with 
Mindful Eating’.

• Professor Nick Hulbert-Williams, Department of 
Psychology – ‘Beating Stress and Inefficiency: 
Superhuman Productivity without Superpowers’.

Department of Social and Political Science 
Public Lecture Series
• Dr Katherine Harrison and Dr Cassie Ogden, 

Senior Lecturers, and Dr Karen Corteen, formerly 
Senior Lecturer – ‘Have You Thought About Bad 
Taste, Cultural Attitudes towards Excrement and 

Corporate Victimisation in Professional Wrestling?’
• Dr Alessandro Pratesi, Lecturer, Dr Paul Wagg, 

Senior Lecturer, and the Rev Professor Peter Gubi – 
‘Have You Thought About Happiness, Madness 
and Spirituality?’

• Dr Jo Turner, Dr Joe Rigby and Dr Rosa Fernandez – 
‘Have You Thought About a World Without 
Prisons, a World Without Borders and a World 
Without Carbon Markets?’

7th Congress of the European Society on 
Family Relations, Madrid
• Dr Jan Bailey, Researcher – ‘The Impact of Migration 

on the Traditional Family Living Arrangements of 
Older Chinese Migrants Living in the UK’.

• Professor Susan Mary Benbow, Visiting Professor –
‘Families Living with Dementia: “She is the 
Mainstay in my Life”’.

• Professor Benbow and Professor David Jolley – 
‘Primary Care Memory Clinics: Putting Patients 
and Families in Charge’.

• Dr Sharmi Bhattacharyya, Visiting Lecturer, and 
Professor Benbow –‘The Impact of Genetic Testing 
for Neurological Disorders on Family Relationships’.

• Dr June Keeling, Reader – ‘The Perceived Needs of 
Midlife Women in the Post-Victimisation Phase of 
a Violent Relationship’.

• Dr Lou Taylor, Postgraduate Tutor, Mental Health 
and Learning Disability – ‘The Transition into 
“Retirement” Learning as a Means to Maintain Social 
Capital in Later Life: A Bourdieusian Perspective’. 

• Rumandeep Tiwana (Tom Mason Scholarship 
PhD student), Professor Benbow and Professor 
Paul Kingston – ‘Later Life Acquired Dual Sensory Introducing Have You Thought About…?

Professor Lawrence Bellamy.
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Impairment: There’s More to it Than Just Losing 
Your Hearing and Sight’.

• Dr E Tolhurst and Professor Benbow – 
‘Dementia and the Family: Developing a Textured 
Relational Framework’.

• Dr Tolhurst and Professor Benbow – ‘The Person 
with Dementia as “A Child”: An Exploration of 
How Discourses on Gender, Motherhood and 
Adulthood Influence Caring’.

• Dr Tolhurst and Dr Bhattacharyya – ‘“They’ve Got 
Their Own Lives to Lead”: Dementia and Barriers 
to Seeking Intergenerational Family Support’.

• Andi Mabhala, Senior Lecturer, Department of 
Midwifery, Child and Reproductive Health – 
‘Are Inequalities in Health Still Relevant in the 
Public Health Agenda: A Qualitative Study?’ – 
International Festival of Public Health, Manchester.

• Gabrielle Rabie, Senior Lecturer, Public Health and 
Wellbeing – ‘Understanding Adolescent Behaviours 
and Child Exploitation’ – International Festival of 
Public Health, Manchester; ‘Brain Development in 
Adolescents’ – Cheshire Constabulary. 

• Professor Elizabeth Harlow and Pauline Doherty, 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Social Work and 
Interprofessional Education, Andrew Mitchell, 
Senior Lecturer, Mental Health and Learning 
Disability, and Paul Moran, Senior Lecturer, Faculty 
of Education and Children’s Services – ‘Evaluation 
of the Northwest Post-placement Adoption 
Support Service: Some Preliminary Conclusions 
in Brief’ – Finding a Way to Excellence: Centre for 
Adoption Support Conference, Warrington. 

• Vicky Ridgway, Senior University Teaching Fellow, 
Interprofessional Education – ‘Social Work 

Students’ Perceptions of Old Age: A Multi-Method 
Study from a UK University’ – British Gerontology 
Society Annual Conference, Southampton.

• Professor Basma Ellahi, Faculty of Health and 
Social Care – Scientific Writing for Publication 
Workshop – 6th African Nutrition Epidemiology 
Conference, Accra, Ghana. 

• Val Ebrahimi, Senior Lecturer, Interprofessional 
Education, Catharine Chalton (Home Instead) 
and Julie Westlake (Wirral University Teaching 
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust) – The 
Pragmatism of Reablement: A Call for a Mind 
Shift – First Joint Conference of the Royal College 
of Nursing’s Older People’s Forum and the British 
Society of Gerontology. 

• Dr Hazel Chapman, Senior Lecturer – ‘Registered 
Nurses’ Experiences of Respect Towards Service 
Users: An Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis’ – Royal College of Nursing International 
Nursing Research Conference, Nottingham.

• Vicky Ridgway, Senior University Teaching Fellow – 
‘Revision of an Attitude Towards the Older Person 
Scale’ – and with Liz Cooper, Head, Department of 
Adult and Acute Care, and Elanor Parks, BNursing 
student – ‘Undergraduate Nursing Students’ 
Perceptions of Their Nursing Home Placements’ – 
44th Annual British Gerontology Society Conference, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

• Professor Andy Lovell, Department of Mental Health 
and Learning Disability – ‘Failing to be Heard: 
Parental Experience of Caring for a Child on the 
(Autism) Spectrum’ – Keynote speaker at Health 
Care: Engaging with Families And Communities 
Conference, University of South Australia.

• Di Phipps, Head of Department, Mental Health 
and Learning Disability, with Sally Kellet, Service 
User from FOCUS – ‘Reflections on Collaborations 
in Conducting and Advancing Service User and 
Carers Involvement in Research’ – Authenticity to 
Action ‘Involve and Evolve’ Conference, Preston.

• Paul McKie, Senior Lecturer in Corporate Business – 
‘Thinking Outside the Box’ – Years 12 and 13 
and incoming sixth formers at Bishop Heber High 
School, Malpas. 

• Professor Phil Harris, Executive Director, Business 
Research Institute, Westminster Chair in Marketing 
and Public Affairs – guest speaker – graduation 
ceremony at the Renmin University of China, Beijing; 
invited speaker with Visiting Professor Henry 
Hong Sun – Beijing Forum – ‘Crisis Management: 
Reflections from International Political Marketing 
and Public Affairs’; regular commentator on Public 
Affairs and Political Marketing for Dialogue on 
Channel One, for national Chinese TV network CCTV.

• Professor Graeme White, Emeritus Professor of 
Local History – ‘On Chester On: College, University 
and City Over 175 Years: Chester College: The 
Formative Years, 1839–1914’, ‘Chester College: 
The Transformative Years, 1914–1974’ and ‘From 
Teacher Training College to the University of 
Chester, 1974–2014’ – three Grosvenor Museum 
Lunchtime Lectures.

• Dr James Pardoe, Senior Lecturer, Department 
of History and Archaeology, and C Stone – 
‘Authenticity, Commodification and Sustainable 
Development: Construction of Destination Image 
for Chester, UK’. Heritage 2014, 4th International 
Conference on Heritage and Sustainable 

Warrington Works Research Festival.

Professor Phil Harris (centre).
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Development, Guimarães, Portugal – ‘UK 
Literary Houses and the Home’ – ‘Home and 
the Imagination’ (Session Chair) – 2nd Biennial 
Interdisciplinary Conference on Themes 
Surrounding the Home, University of South Africa, 
Pretoria; BBC Radio Shropshire, BBC1 (Midlands 
Today), BBC Radio 4 (Today Programme) – 
University Centre Shrewsbury debate.

• Professor Howard Williams, Department of 
History and Archaeology – The Archaeology of 
Early Christianity: Cheshire and the Pillar of Eliseg 
Conference – Society of Church Archaeology’s 
Annual Conference, Chester; ‘Boundaries before 
the March, Boundaries on the March: Monuments, 
Movement and Memory’ – Contest and 
Collaboration: Chester Conference on the March 
of Wales.

• Ruth Nugent, Leverhulme Trust PhD student, 
Department of History and Archaeology – ‘The 
Memorials of Chester Cathedral’ – Society of Church 

Archaeology’s Annual Conference, Chester.
• Dr Matt Davies, Senior Lecturer, Department of 

English – Panel member for ‘A Literary and Literal 
Celebration of the Legendary Fall’ – Louder Than 
Words Festival, Manchester. 

• Gill Miller, Senior Lecturer, Department of 
Geography and Development Studies – ‘Trading 
with the Dragon’ – Regional Geography Society 
meeting with the Institute of British Geographers.

• Professor Elaine Graham, Department of Theology 
and Religious Studies – ‘Whatever Happened to 
the Laity?’ – Annual Cathedral Lecture as Canon 
Theologian at Chester Cathedral. 

• Dr Jane Bulkeley, Senior Lecturer, Education and 
Children’s Services (co-presenter) – ‘Researching 
a New Model of Independent Learning Positioning 
in Education’ – 6th TEAN (Teacher Education 
Advancement Network) Conference: Knowing 
about Teaching, Birmingham. 

• Dr Mike Morris, Deputy Head, Department of 

Sport and Exercise Sciences – ‘System Accuracy 
Evaluation for the GlucoRx Nexus TD-4280 
Blood Glucose Monitoring System’ – American 
Diabetes Association’s 74th Scientific Sessions, 
San Francisco.

• Dr Sonya Hill, Lecturer in Animal Behaviour 
and Welfare (invited speaker) – Association for 
the Study of Animal Behaviour’s Postgraduate 
Workshop, Durham; British Science Association’s 
Science Communication Conference, Manchester 
Metropolitan University. 

• Dr Howard Nelson, Lecturer, Department 
of Biological Sciences – moderated public 
‘Jamaica Day’ session and chaired the ‘Status of 
Caribbean Forest Endemic Birds’ session – 20th 
BirdsCaribbean International Conference, Jamaica. 

• Clare Soulsby, Senior Lecturer, Department of 
Clinical Sciences and Nutrition – ‘Nutrition and 
Cancer’ – Health and Wellbeing Event, West 
Cheshire Macmillan Cancer. 

• Dr Orla Flannery, Senior Lecturer, Department of 
Clinical Sciences and Nutrition – Childhood Obesity 
interviews and presentations – BBC Radio 5; Shane 
O’Connor Breakfast Show for BBC Coventry and 
Warwickshire, BBC local radio for Worcester and 
Hereford, South West HWBB Chairs’ Childhood 
Obesity Conference on behalf of the South West 
Health & Wellbeing Board Chairs’ Network.

• Professor Lynne Kennedy, Head, Department of 
Clinical Sciences and Nutrition – Keynote Speech – 
Food Poverty Think Tank, Public Health Wales and 
Welsh Government and Public Health Wales, Cardiff.

• Professor John Buckley, Department of Clinical 
Sciences and Nutrition – ‘Health Benefits of 
Standing Desks’ – panel member at The Times 
Cheltenham Science Festival, appearance on BBC 
Breakfast to coincide with British Heart Foundation’s 
‘On Your Feet Britain Campaign’, in partnership with 
the Get Britain Standing Campaign.

Louder Than Words Festival panel (Image courtesy of Melanie Smith).Chester Conference on the March of Wales.
Dr Howard Nelson and 
Dr Ellie Devenish-Nelson.
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Conferences
The University hosts conferences which bring students, 
staff and visitors together to exchange knowledge, 
expertise and best practice and this external engagement in 
turn enhances the research culture of the institution.

The future of the energy sector in the North of 
England was discussed by panels of experts at two 
key events at Thornton Science Park (TSP). Nine of 
the region’s top universities, along with leading 
national industry figureheads, met to discuss plans 
for Innovate UK’s Energy Systems Catapult, and ways 
in which to harness the combined strengths of the 
collective in shaping the future of the UK energy 
industry. The Energy Systems Catapult (a technology 
and innovation centre fostering collaboration 
between business, engineering and science) means 
that academia will underpin private sector innovation 
for the future of the energy industry in the North 
through a consortium of university and business 
partners. TSP is ideally placed to provide a major 
research and innovation hub for the Northern energy 
sector with its capital equipment, facilities and 
experience. This hub blends academic excellence with 
commercial enterprise, and has a key role to play in 
changing the landscape of the national energy agenda 
and the creation of a Northern Powerhouse.

Engineering and manufacturing leaders from across 
the North West joined academics at TSP to explore 
the future of engineering in Cheshire. Chester Forum 
Five − A Difference in the Making: Engineering 

Cheshire’s Future Securing and Sustaining 
Competitive Advantage was organised by the 
International Centre for Corporate and Public Affairs 
Research, in collaboration with the Faculty of Science 
and Engineering. It focused on the future for the 
engineering and manufacturing sectors within the 
regional economy and speakers included: Ian Myson 
from the Chartered Management Institute; Alan 
Curtis, University of Warwick, High Value Marketing 
Centre; Clive Drinkwater, Regional Director of UKTI; 
and Rob Williams of Airbus. 

Cheshire’s potential to play a pivotal role in delivering 
a successful Northern Powerhouse was discussed 
by key decision-makers and academics at a major 
strategic business conference. Chester Forum Six − 
Growing the Economy and Generating Prosperity: 
Reflections Post the 2015 General Election hosted 
high profile academics and senior management 
figures from public and private sector organisations, 
such as Rt Hon John Denham, former Secretary of 
State for Universities and for Communities and Local 
Government, Simon Bowen, MD of URENCO UK and 
Professor John Mahon, from the University of Maine. 
Discussion topics included the devolution of power 
from Westminster to the North of England, the 

Energy Systems Catapult event. 

Chester Forum Six.
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development of the Northern Powerhouse, and how 
the progression of young people and new businesses 
is vital to the long-term development of the region. 
The conference, held at MBNA’s headquarters in 
Chester, was organised by the University’s Business 
Research Institute (BRI) in partnership with the 
International Centre for Corporate Public Affairs 
Research, and the Faculties of Business, Enterprise and 
Lifelong Learning (BELL) and Science and Engineering. 

The University hosted a round of a national 
competition to find the UK’s most innovative 
companies in the energy and services sector. 
Launched by ENGIE (formerly GDF SUEZ, the world’s 
‘leading provider’ of energy efficiency services), 
companies, start-ups and entrepreneurs were invited 
to pitch their innovative projects or ideas to a panel of 
experts at TSP and at The Core in Newcastle, followed 
by a final in London. The winning submissions had 
the opportunity to compete for investment from 

ENGIE’s New Ventures Investment Fund, which has 
€100m to invest in innovative businesses.

The Faculty of Science and Engineering hosted 
‘Bloodhound SSC – the next land speed record car’ at an 
event arranged by the Institute of Mechanical Engineers 
(IMechE). Bloodhound SSC (supersonic car) is a unique, 
high technology British engineering project that is 
designing and building a jet - and rocket-powered car 
to raise the world land speed record to 1,000 mph. 
Through its sponsorship, IMechE hopes to inspire the 
next generation of scientists and engineers and Tony 
Parraman, Bloodhound’s Head of Sponsorship Liaison, 
gave an insight into the challenges of the project. 

More than 150 professionals from across Cheshire 
attended the launch of the newly formed Cheshire 
Professional Institutes’ Network (CPIN). The Network 
currently comprises the University alongside The 
Chartered Institute of Marketing, The Chartered Institute 

of Purchasing and Supply, the Institute of Leadership 
and Management, the Chartered Management 
Institute, and the Chartered Institute of Public 
Relations, with the opportunity of further participation 
from others. The keynote speaker was Damien Hughes, 
the founder of the consultancy and training business 
www.liquidthinker.com. Jane Harrad-Roberts, 
Managing Director, Marketing PRojects and Vice-Chair, 
Chartered Institute of Marketing in Cheshire, said: “On 
behalf of the Chartered Institute of Marketing, I’d really 
like to thank the University for bringing together so 
many professionals from different disciplines across the 
North West to enable us to share good practice. This 
will benefit students, businesses and the economy in 
the region.”

An International Social Work Day event was hosted 
by the Department of Social Work at the Warrington 
Campus. The theme was Social and Economic Crises – 
Social Work Solutions, and addressed global issues 

including human rights and inequalities and the 
challenges facing social work and social workers. 
Speakers included Dr David Jones, former President 
of the International Federation of Social Workers, 
and British Association of Social Workers activists Ian 
Johnston and Steve Lowrie.

The Department of Nutrition and Dietetics organised 
a range of activities and events for students, staff and 
the local community to coincide with National Eating 
Disorders Week, in partnership with the national 
charity BEAT (Beating Eating Disorders). 

The Department of Mental Health and Learning 
Disability worked with the Macmillan Learning 
Disability Project to run a seminar focusing on the 
needs of people with a learning disability who are 
experiencing cancer and end of life care. This was 
jointly facilitated by the lead nurse and a service user 
and University students and staff were joined by 

Bloodhound supersonic car. The Cheshire Professional Institutes’ Network. 
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health facilitators and learning disability lecturers 
from other universities. A cake sale raised nearly 
£100 for the project. 

The Faculty of Health and Social Care held its 4th 
Postgraduate Research Conference over two days 
and attracted over 50 participants. This conference 
allowed PhD and professional doctorate students to 
share experiences and gain constructive feedback 
on their research. 

Issues surrounding the controversial practice of 
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM), which according 

to the World Health Organization affects up to 140 
million women worldwide, was discussed at a one-
day symposium. ‘FGM: When “Tradition” Becomes 
Violation’ discussed the complex issues around the 
practice. The keynote presentations were given by 
Dorcas Akeju OBE, and Dexter Dias QC. 

A new interdisciplinary conference on Contest and 
Collaboration: Chester Conference on the March of 
Wales was organised by the Department of History 
and Archaeology. A free public lecture by Professor 
Howard Williams explored the archaeology and 
history of the area that was to become the border 

between England and Wales between the fifth and 
eleventh centuries AD. Other speakers considered 
many aspects of this much contested northern 
border of medieval England and Wales.

The Society of Church Archaeology’s Annual 
Conference was held in Chester and showcased new 
research from across the county. With sponsorship 
by the Department of History and Archaeology, the 
conference delegates had the opportunity to visit 
many of the region’s most important sites of early 
Christian archaeology as well as hearing presentations 
on many aspects of church archaeology.

Leading experts and advisers on areas of equality 
and diversity spoke at the University’s 10th annual 
Diversity Festival. The theme was ‘Equality Through 
the Ages’ and it featured more than 30 thought-
provoking, engaging and interactive events. The 
Festival was launched by the Baroness of Bow, Oona 
King, who as well as being a member of the House 
of Lords, is a Diversity Executive at Channel 4 and 
was previously Senior Policy Advisor to the Prime 
Minister on Equalities and Diversity. Her talk was 
entitled ‘The Changing Face of British Equality’ and 
other contributors included Sylvia Lancaster OBE 
speaking about the Sophie Lancaster Foundation, as 
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well as conferences, talks and seminars on disability, 
transgenderism, hate crime, living with Tourette’s, 
sexuality, creative writing, LGBT issues, inspirational 
women, mental health, improving gender equality in 
the workplace and performances from the Manchester 
Lesbian and Gay Chorus and performance poet, Jacq 
Applebee. The Festival aims to challenge perceptions of 
the University community and introduce the public to 
the many aspects that make up the University’s work 
and research in the field of diversity.

Aspects of intersectional violence were explored by a 
seminar for the Violence Against Women Study Group of 
the British Sociological Association. This formed part of 
the Diversity Festival and attracted students, researchers, 
academics and practitioners. Sessions highlighted the 
issue of power within ethnic communities and the white 
dominant culture, which can lead to women being 
marginalised through notions of honour, purity and 
family responsibilities in their own communities and 

in wider society. The event received support from the 
Rt Hon Theresa May MP, Home Secretary, who passed 
on her best wishes via a letter from Christopher Ashley, 
Domestic Violence Policy Advisor.

International Early Years (IEY) collaborated with the 
University to bring its international conference to the 
Warrington Campus for the first time in the North 
West. ‘The Business of Early Childhood’ explored 
international perspectives on early childhood issues, 
bringing together leading thinkers, practitioners 
and academics from around the world. IEY offers 
professional support to early childhood learning, 
education and care leaders and practitioners working 
across early childhood services, both nationally 
and internationally. The keynote speaker was Dr 
Sara Watson, the National Director of the US-based 
organisation ReadyNation, which aims to improve the 
economy and business through effective investments 
in children and youth.

Female bodybuilding, AIDS, morbid curiosities and 
motherhood were just a few of the topics examined in 
depth at the Talking Bodies Conference organised by 
the Department of English. This second international, 
interdisciplinary conference brought together 
more than 130 scholars, practitioners, researchers 
and postgraduate students from a wide range of 
disciplines including art, performance, social history, 
literary criticism, theology, eco-feminism, political 
theory, medicine and more, with the human mind 
and body as its focus. 

The AGRH (Association Francophone de Gestion des 
Ressources Humaines) held its major international 
conference at the Parkgate Road Campus. It was the 
first time in its 25 years that it had been hosted in 
a non-French speaking country, which fitted in its 
theme of examining ‘Models of the Francophone HRM 
in the Global Context: Visions and Perspectives for the 
21st century’. AGRH is a leading French organisation 

concerned with human resource management and 
has members in 21 countries including France, 
Canada, Belgium, Algeria, Gabon, Cameroon, 
Morocco, Tunisia, Senegal and Switzerland.

Departments based at the Warrington Campus 
had the opportunity to showcase some of their 
latest research and present new ideas for discussion 
at the fifth annual Warrington’s Works Research 
Festival. A series of presentations were given on 
areas of Teaching and Learning, Intergenerational 
Developments and Community and Collaboration, 
all of which demonstrated the academic breadth 
and depth of the provision at Warrington. Professor 
Peter Harrop, Provost of the Warrington Campus 
said: “Our commitment to scholarship, research and 
publication and to disciplinary subject networking – 
our knowledge of the sector – becomes more urgent 
as we strive to keep our knowledge and curriculum 
up to date. And that’s what we have to do to keep 

Manchester Lesbian and Gay Chorus. Intersectional Violence Seminar.Baroness Oona King.
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our vision going – ‘a Campus of applied learning’. 
Warrington’s Works is an annual opportunity to see 
what progress has been made.”

The fifth iJADE international conference for research 
into arts education was organised by RECAP 
(Research into Education, Creativity and Arts through 
Practice) with the support of the National Society 
for Education in Art and Design. It was held at Tate 
Liverpool and Liverpool Maritime Museum and 
attracted delegates from 17 countries. The theme 
was ‘Collaboration in the Field of Arts Education’ 
and aimed to explore ways that the Arts are being, 
and can be, used in organisational settings to solve 
complex problems. More than 60 presentations 
were delivered, in addition to a session on academic 
writing by the editors of iJADE and the use of a 
variety of arts-based methods, including process 
drama, performance and reflection, gallery work and 
cultural engagement. The keynote presenters were 

Kerry Thomas, Associate Professor in Education in 
the University of New South Wales; Jan Jogodzinski, 
Professor of Education at the University of Alberta, 
Canada and Janna Graham, curator and educator at 
the Serpentine Gallery in London.

The Valuing Cultural Education conference was held 
in partnership with Curious Minds and focused on 
the value of cultural education in the curriculum. 
Curious Minds is the Arts Council England bridge 
organisation between schools and cultural 
organisations in the North West, and their Specialist 
Leaders in Cultural Education (SLiCE) presented, 
together with postgraduate students from the 
Faculty of Education and Children’s Services. SLiCE 
fellows promote collaborative working between 
schools and cultural organisations to improve pupil 
engagement with the Arts. The event also featured 
an exhibition from the Manchester Camerata Schools 
Partnership – Music into Art. This aimed to evaluate 

the impact of making music in learning art through 
activity in Year 9 or 10 art classes, and involved 
a Camerata composer and musician working in 
four schools across the region. This exhibition was 
attended by pupils, teachers and parents from the 
schools involved, as well as conference delegates and 
TV chef Ainsley Harriott. 

Empowering Teachers Through Outstanding 
Coaching and Mentoring was the focus of the 
Faculty of Education and Children’s Services annual 
Partnership Conference at the Warrington Campus. 
The keynote speaker was Julie Starr who talked 
about ‘Empowering Teaching Through Coaching’ 
and she led practical coaching workshops with 
delegates. Seminars were run by people such as 
John Haines from Newcastle University and the 
event concluded with the celebration of the work of 
school partnership staff, with awards for outstanding 
mentors and schools. 

An Intellectual Speed Dating Event focused on 
Pedagogy and Pedagogical Research and was a 
chance for staff across the University to showcase 
creative approaches to teaching, learning and student 
engagement in practice, together with research. Five-
minute speaker slots were followed by discussions 
which raised the profile of work carried out across the 
faculties and the cross fertilisation of ideas to promote 
a positive student experience in this challenging and 
fast moving sector. 

The Business of Early Childhood Conference was 
a joint venture between the Faculty of Education 
and Children’s Services and International Early 
Years (IEY) which provided the opportunity for 
the business and the early childhood communities 
to develop their understanding of how their two 
worlds are linked. Delegates heard a range of 
other speakers including June O’Sullivan from the 
London Early Years Foundation, Lesley Curtis from 

The Business of Early Childhood Conference.
Empowering Teachers Through Outstanding 
Coaching and Mentoring awards.iJADE Conference.
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Everton Children’s Centre, and other researchers 
and consultants for International Early Years. 
Practitioners, managers and leaders went away 
with renewed enthusiasm and confidence to 
engage in research, training and reflection to ensure 
continuous development of the quality of provision 
for young children. 

An event aimed at promoting the benefits of standing 
at work was held at the University and UK companies 
attended to find out more about this new approach 
for employees. Speakers included Dr Katherine 
Metters, an ergonomist for Posturite, Deborah Sheath, 
health and safety business partner, Virgin Media and 
University staff. HR Management and Payroll Services 
at the University is running a pilot scheme with 10 
employees trying new height-adjustable desks.

The Social Work History Network focused on the 
historical development of social work with older 
people in a seminar at the Riverside Campus. 
Participants included current practitioners, retired 
social workers and university lecturers from 
around the country. Professor Robin Means from 
the University of the West of England covered 
the period from the 1930s to 1970 and Professor 
Malcolm Carey, Head of Social Work, took the story 
through to the present day. 

The Textile Stories/Quilt Stories study day was held 
as part of Professor Deborah Wynne’s Textile Stories 
Project, and focused on the ways in which quilts 
can tell stories, whether those of individual lives, 
historical events, or communities. Speakers included 

Claire Smith from the Victoria and Albert Museum, 
artist Christine Garwood, teacher Pat Salt, and Fiona 
Roberts and Liz Johnson, two of the stitchers of the 
University’s 175th anniversary quilt. 

A further output from the Textile Stories Project was 
the conference Dressing/Undressing the Victorians: 
Reading Clothes in Victorian and Neo-Victorian 
Contexts. This explored how contemporary 
understandings of the Victorians are shaped by 
representations of clothing and costume. The event 
was organised by the Department of English and 
interrogated the cultural afterlives of the Victorian 
body, both clothed and unclothed. It explored issues 
such as how contemporary culture employs costume 
to shape ideas of Victorian people and what traces 
of Victorian design have emerged in the clothing 
cultures of the 20th and 21st centuries. Keynote 
speaker was Dr Rachel Carroll, Principal Lecturer in 
English from Teeside University.

The UK Deans of Science (UKDS), an organisation 
that promotes science among higher education 
institutions, held its annual conference and AGM at 
the Riverside Innovation Centre. Opened by UKDS 
Chair Professor Helen Griffiths, Dean of Life and Health 
Sciences at Aston University, the two-day event was 
attended by around 30 Deans of Science, who met 
to discuss current issues facing science departments 
and scientists, and share experiences and information. 
Speakers included Professor George Feiger, Executive 
Dean at Aston University, former MP Andrew 
Miller and Professor Paul Hooper from Manchester 
Metropolitan University.

University’s pilot study of standing desks.

Deans of Science conference.

This interdisciplinary conference seeks to explore how contemporary 
understandings of  the Victorians are shaped by representations of  
clothing and costume. It will interrogate the cultural afterlives of  the 
Victorian body, both clothed and unclothed. 

How does contemporary culture, 
whether literature, art, film, and 
television, employ costume to 
shape ideas of Victorian people? 
What traces of Victorian design 
have emerged in the clothing 
cultures of the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries, and 
what meanings are generated 
by these? Does neo-Victorian 
fiction rewrite the Victorian body 
and its clothing in radical ways? 
How does costume function in 
theatrical contexts in presenting 
the Victorians on stage/screen or in performance? Do fashion historians think about Victorians 
differently to scholars engaging in literary analysis? What ‘newly discovered’ Victorians have 
emerged in contemporary culture, and how are they dressed?

Please send 250-word abstracts to:  
dressingvictorians@gmail.com by 19th December 2014

Conference organisers: Professor Deborah Wynne,  
Dr Louisa Yates and Dr Sarah Heaton (English Department)

Dressing/UnDressing the Victorians:Reading Clothes in Victorian 
and Neo-Victorian Contexts

CALL FOR PAPERSSATURDAY 28TH MARCH 2015

Papers of  20-minutes length are invited 
which address these and related questions. 

For more information, visit the conference website: 
http://dressingvictorians.blogspot.co.uk/

Textile Stories Project.
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Guests 
External speakers are an integral part of the University’s 
academic community and the many opportunities for staff, 
students and members of the public to listen to experts 
ensures that all can share in the latest knowledge. 

Essar Chester Literature Festival
• Andrew Lincoln – Professor of New Testament 

at the University of Gloucestershire – ‘Conceiving 
Jesus: Re-Examining Jesus’ Conception in Canon, 
Christology and Creed’. 

• Alex Preston, author and journalist – ‘How to 
Research Your Novel’. 

• Suzannah Dunn, author – ‘The May Bride’.
• John Lahr, drama critic and author – Tennessee 

Williams with screening of A Streetcar Named Desire. 
• Molly Naylor, author and performer and Iain Ross, 

musician – IDST. 

Haygarth Public Health Lectures for Cheshire
• Dame Carol Black – Principal of Newnham College 

Cambridge, Adviser on Work and Health at the 
Department of Health, England, Chair of the 
Nuffield Trust, and Chair of the Governance Board, 
Centre for Workforce Intelligence – ‘Workforce 
Health Investment – Worthwhile?’

• Richard Wilkinson, Emeritus Professor of Social 
Epidemiology, University of Nottingham Medical 
School – ‘Inequality: the Enemy Between Us’.

Department of Social Work Lectures 
• Dr Ken McLaughlin, Manchester Metropolitan 

University − ‘Community Treatment Orders: 
Politics and Psychiatry in a Culture of Fear’. 

• Professor Paul Kingston – ‘Safeguarding in Life 
Stages or Across the Life Course’. 

• Dr Steph Petrie, University of Liverpool – 
‘Children as Commodities? Child Protection in the 
Age of Austerity’.

• Professor Stephen Webb, Glasgow Caledonian 
University, ‘Against Diversity and Difference in 
Social Work’. 

Faculty of Health and Social Care 
Historical Society
• Katie Taylor, House and Collections Manager, 

Dunham Massey Hall – ‘Sanctuary from the 
Trenches: Dunham Massey is the Stamford 
Military Hospital’.

• Dr Claire Chatterton, Staff Tutor, The Open 
University in the North West – ‘Nursing Men with 
Psychological Trauma During the First World War’.

• Professor Christine Hallett, Professor of Nursing 
History, University of Manchester and Chair of the 
UK Association for the History of Nursing – ‘Veiled 
Warriors: Allied Nurses of the First World War’.

• Dr Jane Brooks, Lecturer, School of Nursing, 
Midwifery and Social Work, University of 

Manchester – ‘“What we had not got was nurses, 
doctors, beds, bedding … bedpans or any of the 
essentials of medical treatment”: The Importance 
of Trained Nurses in Managing the Liberated 
Inmates of Bergen-Belsen, Spring 1945’.

• Dr Stuart Wildman RGN, University of 
Birmingham – ‘Nursing on the Home Front in the 
First World War’.

• Truus Huisman, Vice President, Sustainable 
Business and Communications Europe, Unilever – 
‘The New Paradigm of Corporate Affairs in a 
Resource-Constrained, Hyper-Connected and 

Fast-Moving World’ – 2015 ICCPAR (International 
Centre for Corporate and Public Affairs Research) 
keynote lecture.

• Professor Kelly Wilson, University of Mississippi, 
co-developer of Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy and director of the Mississippi Center 
for Contextual Psychology – ‘Hack Your Life for 
Optimal Mental Health and an Abundant Life’.

• Jane Harrad-Roberts, award-winning founder 
and Managing Director of Marketing PRojects, 
consultancy – talk on her experiences to Business 
School students. 

Dame Carol Black (second right).
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• Bill Gallagher, screenwriter, BAFTA and RTS award 
winner − an insight into his career and the 
writing process for the Department of English.

• Asta Philpott, disabled filmmaker; Russell Cottier, 
music producer; Simon Poole, music journalist; 
Paul Fairclough, radio programme-maker; Mike 
Spencer, TV producer; Jill Adam, music writer; 
Lee Jeffries, photographer; and three successful 
graduates of the Department: Aisha Singleton, 
freelance journalist; John Longbottom, News 
and Online Editor of Kerrang!; and Dave Powell, 
Chester Chronicle journalist – Department of 
Media visiting speakers for students.

• The Rt Hon William Hague MP, Leader of the 
House of Commons – Question and Answer 
session with Politics students and staff. 

• The Rt Hon Hilary Benn MP, Shadow 
Secretary of State for Communities and Local 

Government − Question and Answer session 
with staff and students.

• Rt Hon Alison McGovern, MP for Wirral South, 
Shadow Minister for Children and Families, – 
Question and Answer session for Education 
Studies students and staff.

• Professor Jean Kristeller, Clinical and Research 
Psychologist, Center for Mindful Eating – 
‘Mindful Eating, Wise Eating: Discovering Your 
Inner Gourmet’ – Inaugural Public Lecture of 
the Chester Research Unit for the Psychology of 
Health (CRUPH).

• Dr Joe Mills, Consultant Interventional Cardiologist 
at Liverpool Heart and Chest Hospital − ‘Expert 
Seminar: The Latest in Treating Heart Attacks’ – 
hosted by the Department of Clinical Sciences 
and Nutrition.

The Rt Hon William Hague with former Chester MP Stephen Mosley, staff, visitors and students. 

The Rt Hon Hilary Benn MP with Chester MP Chris Matheson, staff, visitors and students.Professor Jean Kristeller (centre).
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Pioneering courses 
The need to adapt to the rapid changing landscape of 
higher education and industry means that courses are 
constantly being developed to meet the requirements of 
students and employers. This is exemplified by the portfolio 
of courses at the Thornton Science Park and other new 
developments across the institution.

Industry partners have played a crucial role in the 
development of the new programmes in Chemical 
Engineering, Electronic and Electrical Engineering, 
Mechanical Engineering, and Natural Sciences at the 
Thornton Science Park (TSP). The investment of the 
£7.1m of HEFCE Catalyst funding has meant that the 
Faculty of Science and Engineering is embedded into 
the existing research and innovation ecosystem of 
TSP. Delivering teaching, research and knowledge-
transfer activities in close partnership with 
companies operating on site means that the Faculty 
allows close mutual relationships between academia 
and industry, and students also have the opportunity 
for work-based experience at TSP. 

The University is the first in the North West to 
offer a software development course that will 
boost students’ employability in the fast-growing 
technology sector. Software development is a vital 
discipline in the current technological revolution 
and highly skilled people are needed to design 
future systems, as well as maintaining legacy 
systems. Taught at the Thornton Science Park, the 
new Software Development for Business course 

offers a valuable blend of industry experience and 
academic learning for students looking to enhance 
their technology skills. Hosted by the Department 
of Computer Science and accredited by the Tech 
Partnership – formerly e-skills UK – the course has 
been co-ordinated by major industry employers, 
such as BT, HP, Oracle, Microsoft, HSBC, the BBC 
and IBM. Students will undertake a number of 
academic modules, multiple work-based learning 
opportunities and a year in industry during its 
four-year duration. Tech Partnership’s Christina Cole, 
said: “At a time when the University is growing its 
technology-related programmes, we look forward 
to connecting Chester to our large network of 
employers, academics and students. We’ll work 
collaboratively to create a pipeline of talented of 
students with employer-desired skills and experience 
to enter a technology-led graduate market.”

The University has secured funding to deliver 
a unique programme that will boost research 
into the global challenges around future food 
security. The new Institute of Food Science and 
Innovation is developing a course that will lead to Software Development for Business course in the Informatics Centre. 
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a Postgraduate Certificate in Food Integrity and 
Innovation. A grant from the Biotechnology and 
Biological Sciences Research Council is funding 
its development and validation costs for the first 
three modules of the seven-module course, which 
are Food Nanotechnology, Functional Foods and 
Bioactive Ingredients, and Packaging Innovation and 
Future Developments. The course aims to provide 
participants with the knowledge and skills to enable 
them, as managers and leaders, to make informed, 
higher-level decisions that will ultimately enhance 
competitiveness, innovation and new market 
opportunities, while responding to consumer need. 
The modules can either be studied individually, or 
as a group resulting in a recognised postgraduate 
qualification. Delivered accessibly and combined 
with learning support and assessment procedures, 
participants will be encouraged to make use of 
knowledge and skills gained in the workplace or 
returning to higher-level study.

The part-time (BA Hons) Childhood and Youth 
Professional Studies course has now been extended 
to include delivery at both the Warrington Campus 
and University Centre Shrewsbury. The programme 
appeals to anyone working with children and young 
people in a paid or voluntary position who does 
not have a degree. It provides the opportunity 
for practitioners to develop their knowledge and 
understanding of how they can make a difference 
to children and young people’s lives. Practitioners 
gain confidence in what they do already and consider 
how theory and research can help them to improve 
practice with children and their families. Student 
Munyaradzi Tobaiwa said: “The course has been 
amazing so far, it has given me the opportunity 
to meet different people and talk about different 
aspects of working with young people. It has opened 
my eyes to opportunities and it gave me confidence 
to apply for a job that I really wanted to do. My new 
employers were really interested in the course when I 

told them about it during my interview and it helped 
me to get the job.” 

Following recent reports suggesting that the 
UK is facing a digital skills gap, the University is 
working with a leading digital agency to develop 
specialist programmes, tailored to meet the needs 
of employers. Developed in conjunction with UK 
agency Blue Leaf, the courses are accredited by the 
Institute of Digital and Direct Marketing (IDM) with 
a number of postgraduate qualifications available, 
ranging from a Certificate in Digital Marketing to 
a Master’s programme. The course is delivered in 
two-day intensive workshop sessions, so that it 
can be studied full or part time, whilst students are 
working, and fits around employers’ needs. 

The University has joined forces with nuclear fuel 
company URENCO UK to offer the work-based 
Chester Business Master’s programme, which allows 

students to earn a salary worth more than the cost of 
their training, while gaining practical and academic 
business skills. During the programme – which is 
one of the first business courses of its type in the 
UK – students complete two 20-week periods of 
paid placements in some of the North West’s top 
companies, accounting for two thirds of the Master’s 
degree assessment. URENCO UK is sponsoring four 
graduates who will complete a consultancy project 
for 20 weeks in various UK departments of the 
company, which runs uranium enrichment plants in 
the UK, Germany, the Netherlands and United States.

Steve Ball, Head of Human Resources at URENCO 
UK, said: “Our first experience of the programme 
was such a huge success that it was an easy 
decision to increase our level of support. We are 
delighted to play our part in helping the students 
gain real work experience whilst progressing their 
academic studies.”

Staff involved with the Postgraduate Certificate in Food Integrity and Innovation.MSc in Digital Marketing.
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The Faculty of Health and Social Care is now offering 
key courses across new sites and has attracted 
praise for the programmes and the teams involved 
in their delivery. The Master of Public Health 
programme is now being taught at the University 
Centre Shrewsbury and three courses are being 
delivered in Jersey: the Graduate Certificate and 
Postgraduate Certificate in Critical Care, and the 
MSc Advanced Practice (Clinical Practice Pathway). 
Health Education North West also commissioned 
six local Higher Education Institutions to provide a 
foundation course to prepare registered nurses to 
become practice nurses through the development 
and delivery of a new work-based module. 

The Faculty of Education and Children’s Services 
continues to grow and develop its work with alumni, 
including support in finding jobs in conjunction with 
the University careers service and opportunities to 
engage in professional development and further 

study. With a focus on supporting teachers and 
education professionals throughout their career, 
there has been a significant development in work 
to support teachers in the transition from initial 
training to teaching in schools through a programme 
of conferences focusing on aspects of teaching 
and learning. At these, excellent practitioners from 
partner schools share their expertise on a range of 
subjects with Newly Qualified Teachers, together 
with the provision of practice workshops, useful 
resources and advice and support.

To help to tackle the ever-growing challenges 
faced by flood management and risk practitioners, 
the Department of Geography and Development 
Studies, supported by funding from the Research 
and Knowledge Transfer Office, has developed a 
suite of CPD (Continuing Professional Development) 
courses in Flood Risk Management and Resilience. 
These are: Building a Flood Resilient Society; 

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS); Introduction 
to GIS and Remote Sensing for Flood Risk 
Assessment; Introduction to Flood Modelling and 
Model Calibration, Validation and Evaluation. The 
team is also working with the National Flood Forum 
to create Surveying for Property Level Protection 
(PLP), aimed at the training needs of flood risk 
assessors and surveyors. 

The BSc Accounting and Finance programme, which 
recently achieved 98% for student satisfaction 
in the 2015 National Student Survey, has been 
awarded the maximum number of exemptions from 
exams of the following key professional accounting 
bodies: the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
for England and Wales, Association of Chartered 
Certified Accountants and the Chartered Institute of 
Management Accountants. Exemptions from exams 
are also now available with the Chartered Institute 
of Public Finance and Accountancy. This means 

that students have fewer professional accounting 
exams to sit before they become fully qualified 
professional accountants. 

The first students have started on the new MA 
in Entrepreneurial Leadership for Global Business 
(WBIS), developed by the Centre for Work Related 
Studies, in partnership with the Mountbatten 
Institute. This course involves high level internships 
for recent graduates, typically in the City of London 
and New York, with leading corporates, including 
major banking and asset management firms. The 
programme brings together taught input from 
leading academics and work based experiential 
learning in a unique blend, with significant numbers 
of students already enrolled at both locations.

Flood Risk Management and Resilience. Placement students at URENCO UK. 
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New facilities
The continued strategic development of the Thornton 
Science Park, the official opening of the North West 
Food Research Development (NoWFOOD) Centre and the 
acquisition of the impressive fourth Chester Campus at 
Queen’s Park are only a part of the considerable investment 
in facilities across the University.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, The Rt Hon George 
Osborne MP, officially opened the Thornton Science 
Park (TSP), a major research and innovation hub for 
the North West that blends academic excellence with 
commercial enterprise. The Vice-Chancellor showed  
the Chancellor the latest laboratories being used by 
students and industrial partners, and talked about 
the ambitious plans for an integrated approach to 
academic and commercial developments to support 
economic developments in the North West.

The Chancellor also met with Matt Tuck, the 
Managing Director of Mdecon, a newly formed SME 
working in the Park, which increased turnover by 25% 
following Government investment. The company 
has world-class problem solving capability across 
sectors and is currently working on ground breaking 
technology for metals surface decontamination. This 
will result in significant reductions in environmental 
impact and waste generation and is suitable for oil 
and gas, nuclear and other global sectors.

George Osborne, Chancellor of the Exchequer, said: 
“Thornton Science Park’s cutting edge research 

exemplifies what makes the UK’s scientific and 
industrial base great. Research hubs like Thornton 
create jobs, contribute to the economy and support 
Britain’s businesses, which is why they are key to 
the Government’s long-term economic plan across 
the country, and to creating a Northern Powerhouse. 
That’s why I’m delighted that Thornton will be 
receiving a share of Government funding to create a 
new centre of energy technology excellence as part of 
our drive to create a Northern Powerhouse.”

The Chancellor’s visit highlighted the progress of 
TSP in 2014–15, which began with the Faculty of 
Science and Engineering welcoming its first cohort 
of students. The Faculty is committed to promoting 
high-calibre research that is responsive to industry 
needs and it has active research collaborations 
with partners which feed into undergraduate and 
postgraduate teaching. Utilising £453,171 of Higher 
Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) 
funding, the STEM Capital Teaching project is being 
used to provide new and upgraded multidisciplinary 
teaching facilities at the Faculty. As a former 
industrial site, TSP boasts a wealth of facilities and 

The Rt Hon George Osborne MP, Chancellor of the Exchequer.

The Rt Hon George Osborne MP with MPs Graham Evans and Andrew Miller, staff and visitors at 
Thornton Science Park.
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equipment, and this offers students the experience 
of academic learning in an professional environment. 
By reconfiguring laboratory space, a demonstration 
space in between two laboratories will be created 
to facilitate teaching activity. In combination with 
a new Mobile Atmospheric Science Laboratory and 
customised PEM Fuel Cell Rig, this project accelerates 
the ongoing conversion of TSP’s industrial facilities 
into a nationally recognised centre for science and 
engineering education.

Building upon the UK’s world-leading offshore 
heritage, and jointly funded by the Department for 
Business, Innovation and Skills, and the onshore oil 
and gas industry, the National College for Onshore 
Oil and Gas will help the UK become an international 
centre of excellence for onshore operations. Its aim 
is to train the next generation of onshore oil and gas 
engineers and other specialists, providing first class 
qualifications and career opportunities for young 
people. Operating in a hub and spoke model, TSP’s 
Faculty of Science and Engineering provides a higher 
level skills focus alongside the complementary 
expertise of Blackpool and Fylde College (hub), 
Highbury College, Portsmouth, Redcar and Cleveland 
College, and the University of Strathclyde. 

The Minister for Universities, Science and Cities, Greg 
Clark, visited Thornton Science Park to formally sign 
a deal to bring £158m of investment to Cheshire 
and Warrington to create up to 12,000 jobs and 
5,000 new homes. The deal will support world-class 
scientific research and innovation across Cheshire 
and Warrington as well as providing significantly 

improved transport infrastructure. MPs joined 
representatives from the University and the Local 
Enterprise Partnership Board to take part in the 
signing ceremony. Thornton Science Park is one of 
the beneficiaries, receiving £6.8m of investment for 
an Energy Demonstrator as well as a share of £31m 
announced in the Autumn Statement for an Energy 
Security and Innovation Observing System. 

Greg Clark, Minister for Universities, Science and 
Cities, said: “I am delighted to be in Thornton Science 
Park today on this historic day for the area’s economy. 
The Cheshire and Warrington Growth Deal is a vital 
part of the Government’s long-term economic plan 
for this area − putting real power in the hands of 
local councils and businesses to drive growth and 
job creation for years into the future. The economic 
potential in Cheshire and Warrington is among 
the most exciting and vibrant in the country. The 
projects to invest in the science corridor, improve 
local transport infrastructure and boost skills in 
engineering will ensure that potential is met.”

The Intelligent Energy Systems Demonstrator at 
TSP provides a flexible platform for research and 
development, focusing on new and emerging 
technologies across all aspects of energy systems 
and smart grids. With the Local Growth Fund (LGF) 
support of £6.8m towards a project total of £16.8m, 
the Demonstrator forms part of a wider aspiration 
to develop Thornton as a focus for a Cheshire and 
Warrington energy cluster. Collaborative research 
with SMEs and the wider energy industry will 
focus on energy technologies, storage, networks 

and distribution, economics and integrated energy 
systems; additionally, energy asset management, 
and skills and training for the future energy sector 
workforce will be included. The University’s portion 
of the funding forms part of the Government and 
the Cheshire and Warrington LEP’s commitment to 
support the expansion of science and innovation. It 
adds value to the projects already being developed on 
site and supports the next stage of the vision, which 
should see the University engage with the upcoming 
energy systems catapult development (a ‘catapult’ is 
a technology and innovation centre where the very 
best of the UK’s businesses, scientists and engineers 

can work side by side on research and development, 
transforming ideas into new products and services 
to generate economic growth). Additionally, the 
potential to utilise some of the assets at Thornton 
as part of an International Centre of Excellence for 
Low Carbon Fuels, with collaborative University and 
industry partners is also being explored. 

The Energy and the Subsurface Innovation and 
Observing System (ESIOS) project is funded by the 
Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) and 
delivered in collaboration with the British Geological 
Survey (BGS). The £31m grant will create a world 

The Rt Hon Greg Clark MP with Christine Gaskell MBE. 
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class research facility for the subsurface, partly 
based at Thornton Science Park. The research led 
by NERC and BGS will address questions related 
to environmental and safety issues to support the 
development of secure energy solutions. ESIOS will 
advise government, regulators, and the industry 
by supporting informed decisions on the future 
management of the industry.

The High Growth Centre at TSP offers a unique blend 
of industry, innovation and academia and is home to 
companies such as MDecon and MedtechtoMarket. 
Co-funded by the University and £4.4m from the 

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), 
the High Growth Centre gives SMEs (Small and 
Medium-sized Enterprises) and new start-up 
businesses valuable support and advice around new 
product development, supply chain and export, 
and how to protect Intellectual Property rights. The 
facilities include 41 newly refurbished incubator 
spaces and six fully serviced flexi space laboratories, 
office, laboratory and industrial workspaces for 
rent, plus meeting and communal breakout spaces. 
The location means that businesses can benefit 
from collaboration with the Faculty of Science and 
Engineering, which has technical facilities including: 

X-ray Photoelectric Spectroscopy, X-ray Diffraction, 
Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy, 
Mass Spectrometry, and also facilities for modifying 
surfaces using lasers through joint research projects. 
It can also provide well trained industry-ready 
graduates for paid and unpaid work placements or 
internships. The Faculty’s Informatics Centre also 
designs and develops a range of bespoke software 
solutions from websites to mobile applications with 
a team of three full-time practitioners, supported by 
graduates and talented students for project work. As 
part of the growing commercial provision at Thornton 
Science Park, the Centre enables new and growing 
businesses to work alongside academic expertise and 
large, international industry players.

Newton Biochemicals, operating from the Thornton 
Science Park, is working to develop a sustainable 
biofuel based on algae with the aim of producing a 
sustainable fuel source to replace petroleum-based 
raw materials. A pilot demonstration has been set 
up to cultivate, produce and research algal biomass 
products before taking them to market. It is through 
the contact with the High Growth Centre that 
Newton Biochemicals has been able to set up its 
biorefinery and progress activity. Andrew Queenan, 
Chief Executive Officer at Newton Biochemicals said: 
“The support from the High Growth Centre and the 
University teams has been invaluable to us and the 
events run by the High Growth Centre have given 
access to high level management training that I would 
not have been able to access alone. The focus of the 
High Growth Centre and Thornton Science Park is 
to encourage innovation, which makes a refreshing 

change from a purely financial motive and creates an 
energised environment in which to work.”

Utilising £5m of funding from the Regional Growth 
Fund 4, the Catalyst for Growth project delivered a 
grants scheme for North West chemical companies, 
delivered in partnership with the Cheshire and 
Warrington Local Enterprise Partnership, UKTI, C-Tech 
Innovation Ltd and the North West Universities 
European Unit. The project delivered a competitive 
grant scheme, enabling the creation and safeguarding 
of jobs in the North West of England’s chemical sector 
through funding contributions from £5,000 up to 
£500,000, to encourage increased investment in the 
industry. This was achieved through undertaking 
industrial research and development activities, 
exploiting opportunities for new customers, products 
and services and ultimately increasing employment 
and turnover. The project allowed 43 North West 
based companies in the chemical and related sectors 
to help successful private sector companies to grow 
and is estimated to have created 208 new jobs and 
safeguarded a further 69. Key to the funding offer was 
the link to the University’s Thornton Science Park and 
a number of applicant companies are now exploring 
the option of a move to the site or looking to make 
use of the facilities available, as well as exploiting the 
links with academia and the higher education sector. 

Award-winning TV food expert and honorary 
graduate, Dr Loyd Grossman OBE, formally opened 
the doors of the University’s state-of-the-art North 
West Food Research Development (NoWFOOD) 
Centre to the region’s food producers and a host of 

Newton Biochemicals.
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honoured guests. In addition, key people involved 
in the development and planning of the new £5.1m 
building, which is also home to the Northwest Human 
Milk Bank, were there to welcome guests to the official 
opening. University staff Dr Chris Haslam, Pro-Vice-
Chancellor, Professor Graham Bonwick, and Maud 
Duthie-van der Venne all took part in an open Question 
and Answer session to explain the importance of the 
new Centre and the vital role it will play in the food 
and drink industry for the North West of England. 
In his speech, Dr Grossman said: “NoWFOOD is an 
extraordinary achievement, flawlessly executed. The 
most exciting aspect of this project is that it embraces 

and encourages the entrepreneurial spirit of passionate 
independent food and drink producers. So many 
innovative food businesses will be created as a result of 
this wonderful facility.”

The NoWFOOD Centre has become a regular venue 
for television producers wanting credible experts 
and state-of-the-art backdrops for documentary-
style programmes. For example, a TV crew filmed 
a segment for an episode of BBC2’S Trust Me, I’m a 
Doctor looking into the science behind the differences 
between organic and non-organic foods. Professor 
Graham Bonwick worked on camera with real-life GP 

and television presenter Dr Chris van Tulleken, filming 
in Chester before shooting footage of NoWFOOD’s 
research into the Vitamin C content of fresh 
versus four-day-old apples, carrots, potatoes and 
tomatoes. NoWFOOD also featured on BBC consumer 
programme Rip Off Britain, exploring UK meat imports 
and sandwich content.

One of the University’s first SMEs to base a food 
business at NoWFOOD launched a range of natural 
and flavoured peanut butter. Julian Campbell’s The 
Funky Nut Company focuses on natural ingredients 
and exciting flavours and he hopes to expand the 

range to include other nut-based products in the 
future. Julian said: “It’s great being at the Centre. All 
the facilities are on-hand, and I’m in an environment 
where everyone is focused on excellence in food 
development. My business is evolving into something 
bigger and better. I’m really happy to be here and be a 
part of something new and innovative.”

Another company, based at the University’s NoWFOOD 
Centre, has won three globally recognised accolades 
at the World’s Original Marmalade Festival. Find 
Inspiration In Food (FIIF) was primarily a hobby until 
former police officer and trained chef, Mike Morton, 

NoWFOOD Centre launch with Dr Lloyd Grossman. Filming Trust Me, I’m A Doctor.
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turned the venture into a profitable food production 
operation. His luxury preserves, made primarily from 
fruits and vegetables grown in and around Cheshire, 
won an Artisan Gold award for lemon marmalade and 
two Artisan Silver awards for its orange and whisky 
and lime marmalades. Mike attended a series of 
business events and some workshops on commercial 
food production and was able to receive 12 hours of 
assistance at NoWFOOD thanks to ERDF funding. He 
has received science and technology assistance as 
well as valuable business advice and is now based 
in one of the incubation units at the centre. This has 
allowed him to refine his product range, develop his 
knowledge about food production and testing, grow 
his operation and connect with other food businesses.

Queen’s Park Campus in Handbridge, Chester is the 
University’s sixth campus, which now houses the 
Faculty of Business and Management. Situated on 
the banks of the River Dee a short distance from the 
city centre, it offers two large lecture theatres and 
seminar rooms, open access PC suites, a dedicated 
business library, catering outlets including a top-
floor Brasserie-style dining room and formal gardens 
and walkways down to the river. The neo-Georgian 
Churchill House building, completed in 1937, was 
the Army’s Western Command Headquarters 
and controlled its forces from Hadrian’s Wall 
on the Scottish border, down to Tewkesbury in 
Gloucestershire. The modern Bridge House was built 
in 1997 and its most recent occupant was Lloyds 
Banking Group. Both buildings had been empty 
since 2009, but were refurbished for the 2015−16 
academic year.

Churchill House at the Queen’s Park Campus.

Queen’s Park Campus Business Library.

“The University of Chester 
Business School is a 
world class provider of 
business and management 
professional programmes, 
not only in the UK but 
also in Singapore, China, 
Malta, Brunei, Malaysia, 
USA (New York) and 
other world destinations 
where we currently run 
our Chester Business 
programmes. This 
impressive new site 
enhances our provision 
and further demonstrates 
our commitment to 
developing the business 
leaders of the future.”

Professor Ruth Ashford, 
Executive Dean, University of 
Chester Business School
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Sustainability
The University’s Sustainability Unit seeks to improve 
environmental performance by implementing policies 
and processes through the EcoCampus Environmental 
Management System approach and by setting targets and 
objectives to minimise the impact of the institution on 
the environment.

The University was ranked 33 out of 151 universities 
in the People & Planet University League 2015 – 
the UK’s only comprehensive and independent 
green ranking of universities. This annual rating 
by the national student campaign group assesses 
the environmental and ethical performance of 
all universities, and the University is one of 30 to 
achieve a 2:1 classification. To achieve this, it has 
made changes in how it monitors and measures 
energy use and is preparing to integrate alternative 
energy technologies into its campuses. This is a 
key component of planning and implementing its 
newly revised Carbon Management Plan and Scope 
3 Emissions Action Plan. In addition, the University 
recently signed an agreement with energy supplier 
SSE, to ensure that its annual electricity volume of 
9.21 GWh is sourced from renewable generators. The 
University’s new Sustainability Strategy 2020 sets out 
the institution’s vision and objectives for sustainability 
across the University and underpins the many 
engagement initiatives. Hannah Smith, compiler of 
the People & Planet University League, said: “The 
University is demonstrating great achievements in 
working with its students, staff and community 

to bring about a culture of change in social and 
environmental practice and working on sustainability 
across the board, from curriculum to catering.”

Green Chester is the campaign to give staff 
and students the opportunity to transform the 
environmental impact of working and learning at the 
University. As part of the Green Chester campaign, 
the team wanted to engage students and staff 
using technology to translate the concept of carbon 
reduction into optional actions. Focusing on The 
DoNation initiative, the aim was to raise awareness 
and to encourage staff and students to make small 
behaviour changes in their day-to-day lives to embed 
sustainability in the culture of the University. 

The Environment Award at the prestigious Educate 
North Awards was one of many accolades won by the 
Sustainability Unit and the DoNation Do Good for Uni 
scheme was one of the contributing factors to these 
achievements. Hermione Taylor, Founding Director 
of DoNation, said: “Chester was the first university to 
sign up to DoNation and has continued to impress us 
with its energy and dedication. I’m really happy to see 

the University being recognised for this and hope it 
paves the way for others to emulate its success.”

The Fix it Fair was run as part of the Sustainability 
Unit’s engagement strategy in partnership with 
the Students’ Union and Learning and Information 

Systems. This reflected the 2015 ‘Our Vintage 
Year’ theme for Green Chester and aimed to share 
skills, encourage the re-use and repair of objects, 
and highlight consumption and waste. Activities 
included the repair of bikes, increasing the memory in 
computers, how to grow vegetables in a pallet box, 

Head of Sustainability, Alice Elliott. 

Fix it Fair.
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donating goods to the British Heart Foundation and 
participating in the University Allotment scheme. 

Green Impact has been particularly successful at 
reaching out across departments as well as working 
with students. It highlights simple, achievable actions 
that can be completed leading to positive, meaningful 
change to each department’s environmental 
performance. Student volunteers audit the workbooks 
and award bronze, silver or gold and special awards 
for innovation, plus the best energy-saving idea and 
the environmental hero. This initiative culminates 
with the ‘Green Tie Awards’ prizegiving ceremony 
where the achievements of participants are celebrated 
at the end of the academic year.

The Catering Services team plays an integral part in 
the University’s campaign for a sustainable future 
and it has received recognition from a number of 
organisations for its performance. It won a gold star 
rating from the Sustainable Restaurant Association 
(SRA), one of the first universities in the North West. 
To achieve this, Catering Services was examined in 14 
key areas and provided detailed evidence across three 
main sustainability categories: Sourcing, Environment 
and Society. Overall, the Department aims to ensure 
that 95% of its food is homemade with locally 
sourced, fresh ingredients.

In keeping with its commitment to healthy eating 
and high standards of food hygiene, Catering 
Services received the Chester and District Eat 
Well Award. It is also proud to have Fairtrade 
status, supported by the University’s Sustainable 

Food Policy, for continued commitment to good 
quality. Other achievements include a Good Dairy 
Commendation for using higher welfare dairy 
systems for cows and calves in its supply chain and a 
Good Egg Award for sourcing cage-free eggs.

Finally, the Department won a Green Impact Silver 
Award at the University’s Green Gown Awards and 
the Innovation for Engagement special award, and the 
2015 Environmental Hero was Ian White, Domestic 
Bursar/Director of Hospitality and Residential Services. 
Ian said that he was “extremely proud” of how his 
staff have “embraced new policies to transform the 
Department into a more sustainable environment” 
and hopes to build on this in the future.

The University and Chester Students’ Union (CSU) were 
awarded the NUS Responsible Futures accreditation 
for their commitment to embedding sustainability and 
social responsibility across the formal and informal 
curriculum. The University, in partnership with the 
CSU was one of 13 UK institutions to take part in the 
Responsible Futures pilot, achieving full accreditation 
at the end of a two-day audit. NUS auditors said that: 
“Through the continuing success and growth of Green 
Chester, coupled with the leadership demonstrated 
by Chester Students’ Union, the team at Chester has 
sparked the beginning of a real transformation around 
embedding sustainability in the curriculum.” They 
added that “the Responsible Futures working group 
at Chester is a model of good practice for the sector. 
Furthermore, the truly student-led nature of the 
completion of many criteria was a distinguishing factor 
of Chester’s work.”

Catering Services.

NUS Responsible Futures.
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A year of celebration
As one of the earliest higher education institutions still in its original form, the University celebrated the 175-year 
anniversary of its foundation with a range of activities capturing many aspects of its long history.

Graduation by Thomas Plunkett PRWS.
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“I congratulate the 
University on such an 
important anniversary 
and look forward to my 
continued involvement for 
many years to come.”

The Duke of Westminster 
KG, CB, CVO, OBE, TD, CD, DL 
Chancellor of the University
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“Reaching the 175th year 
anniversary is such a great 
milestone for the students 
and staff. It shows the 
heritage that we have and 
how far we have come since 
the students had to be in 
bed by 10pm! I am now 
a postgraduate and staff 
member at the Warrington 
Campus, so I feel very 
privileged and grateful to 
have shared this incredible 
year with the University.”

Roberta Micci 
former Vice-President of Chester 
Students’ Union

The anniversary quilt.
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Some of the anniversary quilt makers.The anniversary quilt unveiling. 

Jenni Westcott with 175th anniversary gifts. Display of historic memorabilia. Zip wire at Bethesda.

Professor Peter Harrop and Bill Stothart.

The anniversary programme of events was officially 
launched with the unveiling of a handcrafted 
commemorative quilt, stitched by staff, alumnae and 
members of the community. The quilt was unveiled by 
the Lord Mayor of Chester, Cllr Bob Rudd, and the High 
Sheriff of Cheshire, Mrs Susan Sellers, in the presence of 

the Rt Rev Dr Peter Forster, Lord Bishop of Chester and 
Pro-Chancellor of the University Council, members of 
the sewing group, staff, alumni and invited guests. Each 
block from the two-metre square quilt was designed and 
crafted by one of 17 stitchers over a period of 12 months 
and depicted elements of the University’s history. The 

quilt has subsequently been taken out to a number of 
community events so that a wider audience can hear the 
stories behind its creation. 

As part of the charitable activities, two members of 
the University’s Senior Management team tackled the 

mile-long Big Zipper at Zip World Velocity at Bethesda in 
North Wales. Professor Peter Harrop, Pro-Vice-Chancellor 
(Academic) and Provost of the Warrington Campus and 
Chief Financial Officer, Bill Stothart, travelled at speeds 
nearing 100mph over the quarry to raise money for 
Families United Warrington and Cancer Research UK.
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The procession through Chester.The Cathedrals Group Choirs’ Festival.

The University hosted a national gathering of choirs 
from fellow institutions in The Cathedrals Group for 
an evening of celebration in Chester Cathedral. Choirs 
representing 12 universities from across the country 
performed individually and then united to perform 
two dramatic choral works: Handel’s Zadok the Priest 
and Haydn’s Maria Theresa Mass. Despite having only 
practised together earlier that day, the united choir of 
around 300 voices provided an emotional experience 
for the audience of Vice-Chancellors, Principals and 
Chaplains from The Cathedrals Group institutions, 
together with students, staff and members of the 
local community.

A colourful procession of around 200 staff graced 
the city streets as part of the spring graduation 
ceremony. Staff in full graduation regalia joined 
Vice-Chancellor Professor Tim Wheeler, the High 
Sheriff of Cheshire, Mrs Susan Sellers, the Lord 
Mayor and Lady Mayoress of Chester, Councillor 
Bob Rudd and Mrs Sandra Rudd, the Lord 
Bishop of Chester, the Dean of Chester Cathedral, 
University Council members and guests of the 
University. The procession featured a proclamation 
from the Town Crier, the handing over of proof of 
the University’s Freedom of the City to the Lord 
Mayor and a trumpet fanfare at the Cathedral. 

“It has been a great delight to share in this anniversary 
celebration. The University has grown from strong local 
foundations to become an institution with global reach; 
and it stands as a reminder that intellectual excellence and 
religious commitment can and should work together for 
both local and global well-being.”

The Rt Rev and Rt Hon Dr Rowan Williams 
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Fanfare at the Cathedral.

“I first became involved with the new University when 
I was High Sheriff of Cheshire in 2006 and I was 
immediately impressed with the enthusiasm of all 
involved. Since then I have watched in awe as the 
University has expanded and flourished. Its success 
has played an enormous part in the success of the 
city of Chester and in the last 10 years in particular 
it has undoubtedly been one of the most important 
success stories in Cheshire. I was delighted to play a 
part in celebrating the 175th anniversary of the first 
dedicated Teacher Training College in the country and 
of course now, as then, training the next generation 
of inspirational teachers remains one of the most 
important aspects of our society. That it has grown from 
that beginning to open the new Faculty of Science and 
Engineering, which offers specialised training provided 
by very few universities in the 21st century, proves that 
it remains in touch with its roots, but is at the same time 
adapting to the needs of today.”

David Briggs MBE, KStJ
Lord-Lieutenant of Cheshire

High Sheriff of Cheshire, Mrs Susan Sellers, 
with organisers.University staff processing through the city.
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 “As a Chester graduate, 
I was absolutely 
delighted to be part of 
the 175th anniversary 
and to be asked to be 

‘artist in residence’ for 
the event was a real 
honour. I greatly enjoy 
the reportage element 
of working on large 
scale events, recording 
and visually distilling 
the scenes in ink and 
watercolour, so witnessing 
the pageantry of the 
procession through the 
beautiful architecture of 
the city of Chester was a 
real joy.”

Thomas Plunkett PRWS

The procession by Thomas Plunkett PRWS.
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The Founders’ Day dramatic presentation.

A special Founders’ Day service was held at Chester 
Cathedral to mark the rich history of the institution and 
recognise its Founders. The service was addressed by 
the Rt Rev and Rt Hon Dr Rowan Williams, Gladstone 
Professor of Literature and Theology at the University. 
Four former long-serving staff members received 

honorary degrees and staff gave a dramatic presentation 
of the original meeting of the Founders in Warrington. 
The service also featured readings from students, staff 
and governors, the first performance of two specially 
commissioned compositions for organ by Professor 
Darren Sproston and an exhibition of creative work.

More than 350 performers of all ages gathered at 
Chester Cathedral to take part in the debut of a 
spectacular mini opera On Chester On to tell the story 
of the University’s history. The Faculty of Education 
and Children’s Services works in partnership with 
Manchester Camerata, the Philip Barker Trust and 

The Rt Rev and Rt Hon Dr Rowan Williams.

A Founders’ Day reading. The University Choir at Founders’ Day.

“There was an incredible 
sense of immediacy when 
colleagues in period 
costume brought history 
dramatically into focus 
during a very special 
Founders’ Day. Hearing 
a verbatim account of 
the meeting of minds 
which gave rise to the 
organisation that has 
become the University was 
a wonderfully poignant 
reminder, both of the 
vision and pioneering 
spirit of those influential 
Victorians and of our 
evolution into today’s 
institution. If the 25 years 
between now and our 
bicentenary are half as 
productive as our first 
decade as the University of 
Chester, there will be much 
to celebrate in 2039.”
Jayne Dodgson, Director of 
Corporate Communications
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Cheshire schools on a series of projects and this was 
the most ambitious to date. On Chester On involved 
pupils from eight local primary and secondary 
schools, teacher training students, University staff 
and former students working with performance 
artists from Manchester Camerata. Their collective 

efforts culminated in the final spectacular 
performance to a rapt audience amid the splendour 
of  Chester Cathedral.

‘Turning Back the City’s Clock’ was a joint nostalgia 
event held to celebrate the Chester Grosvenor Hotel’s 

150th and the University’s 175th anniversaries. The 
day featured a public exhibition on the University 
and Grosvenor Hotel, afternoon tea and a series 
of local history talks from University staff and 
representatives from Chester Civic Trust, Big Heritage 
and the local community.

“On Chester On was an 
incredible experience 
from start to finish, not 
only did we get to learn 
creative teaching methods 
to apply to the classroom 
but we also got to be part 
of a once in a lifetime 
performance marking the 
175th anniversary of the 
University. Working with 
Camerata has truly been 
a memorable experience 
and I’ve thoroughly 
enjoyed it!”

Sarah Mather 
Teacher training student

‘Turning Back the City’s Clock’.Manchester Camerata.

On Chester On’s two vice-chancellors.On Chester On performance.
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“It has been an honour to 
play a part in celebrating 
the University of Chester’s 
175th anniversary, 
particularly the Faculty 
of Education − the 
founding Faculty within 
the first purpose-built 
teacher training college 
in England. Our 175-On 
Chester On project has 
been our most ambitious 
undertaking together 
and outwardly expresses 
our shared commitment 
to creative learning in 
schools.”

Nick Ponsillo, 
Manchester Camerata’s Head of 
Learning and Participation

Queen’s Park Campus.
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“For me the highlight of 
the anniversary year was 
the Snowdon walk. To be 
part of this in appalling 
weather with colleagues 
from across the University 
summed up this institution 
as a different place to work 
and be part of. On the 
day there was a mixture 
of senior management, 
lecturers, support staff, 
students, former students 
and families of colleagues, 
some with their children. 
Everyone had the same 
aim of reaching the top of 
Snowdon to celebrate the 
University’s 175 years of 
history and the sun finally 
came out on the descent to 
round off a memorable day 
for all concerned.”

Steve Bird, Head Porter
Snowdon Climb.
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The summit of one of the highest mountains in 
England and Wales was the stage as more than 
100 staff, students, families and friends scaled 
Snowdon’s 3,560 feet to mark the University’s 
anniversary year. Organised by University’s Staff 
Association, the event saw the participants 
succeed in the midst of poor weather and they 
collectively raised money for local mountain 
rescue teams who helped with the arrangements.

Other anniversary activities included the 
commissioning of a series of watercolour 
paintings by former student Thomas Plunkett, 
President of the Royal Watercolour Society, 
depicting the graduation ceremony and 
procession through the city; a range of charity 
and sporting events; performances by student 
bands; firework displays; the publication of On 
Chester On: A History of Chester College and the 
University of Chester by Professor Graeme White; 
the commissioning of a special University rose; 
a ‘University Yarns’ event, in conjunction with 
Chester Literature Festival, when anyone with 
a University connection was invited to bring 
their memories and artefacts for a wide-ranging 
discussion on the institution’s history; 
the anniversary-themed decoration of 
‘The Tree of Knowledge’ in Chester Cathedral 
cloisters, a runner-up in the annual Christmas 
Tree Festival; and the public professorial and 
inaugural lecture by the Rt Rev and Rt Hon Dr 
Rowan Williams in Chester Cathedral.

Mount Snowdon walk.

The Chapel by Thomas Plunkett PRWS. The University rose.

Professor Graeme White with On Chester On. Grounds and Gardens staff with the rose.
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The Tree of Knowledge. Queen’s Park Campus.

Decoration from the Tree of Knowledge.

Students from the Faculties of Health and Social 
Care and Education and Children’s Services joined 
staff and alumni to welcome His Royal Highness, 
The Earl of Wessex, when he visited the Riverside 
Campus. He saw training at first hand in the skills 
lab for Adult Nursing and Midwifery where students 
demonstrated their skills with interactive manikins. 
He viewed artefacts from the Faculty of Health and 
Social Care Riverside Museum, including a letter 
from Florence Nightingale, and learned about the 
work of Art Therapy students who explained about 
its use for those with mental health issues. He also 
saw a comprehensive display by the Faculty of 
Education of Children’s Services of 175 years of teacher 
education at the institution. The visit culminated in 
the performance of an excerpt from the Manchester 
Camerata’s On Chester On mini opera by pupils from St 
Werburgh’s and St Columba’s Catholic Primary School, 
who depicted the events leading to the building of 
the original College Chapel by its students in 1847. 

School performance for HRH The Earl of Wessex.

“Being a member of staff 
at the University during 
its 175th anniversary 
was a real honour. I am 
incredibly proud to 
have also been a student 
and a Students’ Union 
President of this amazing 
institution and being 
able to contribute to 
some of the festivities 
was a real pleasure. I am 
already looking forward 
to the University’s 200th 
anniversary and hopefully 
I will still be here to enjoy it 
again.” 

Gordon Reay, 
Sport Development Manager
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“It has been a year in which 
we have laughed, we have 
cried, we have been awed 
by what has been told 
through books, drama, 
song, exhibitions and so 
much more, a wealth of 
special shared memories. 
Throughout it all, what most 
strikes me is that however 
the University of Chester 
expands, wherever its steps 
lead, however huge and 
significant it becomes on 
a global academic stage, it 
still retains that unique 
atmosphere that we all 
remember with such pride 
and affection. To reiterate in 
the fitting title of Professor 
Graeme White’s splendid 
institutional history, what 
more can be said than On 
Chester On − Encore!!”
Pat Ransome (Salter),
student 1969−1972HRH The Earl of Wessex meets Midwifery students and staff.
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HRH The Earl of Wessex unveiling the commemorative plaque.

“It has been an incredible 
year throughout which we’ve 
been able to celebrate this 
anniversary with so many of 
the people who have helped to 
make the University what it is 
today. The Gala Dinner and 
Staff Balls formed a perfect 
end to a year in which we’ve 
seen so many diverse events 
and activities across the 
institution. It has been a real 
privilege to play a part in this 
landmark year and to create a 
legacy for future generations.”
Dr Anna Mackenzie, Project 
Co-ordinator for the 175th anniversary

The Gala Dinner.CSU team at the Gala Dinner.

The displays of 175 years of teacher education.

Staff at the Anniversary Ball.

The visit blended important elements from the 
original Diocesan Teacher Training College days to the 
modern University era as His Royal Highness shared in 
the year of celebration.

The University’s 175th anniversary year concluded with 
three grand finale events: a Gala Dinner for members of 
the communities in Chester, Warrington and Shrewsbury; 
and two Balls for staff members and their partners. The 
venue for these events was the Downes Sports Hall which 
was transformed with a marquee and dance floor and the 
Staff Balls enjoyed music from The Mersey Beatles.

Artefacts from the Faculty of Health and Social 
Care Riverside Museum.
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Outreach
The University’s strong commitment to widening 
participation continues through its engagement with 
groups of students which are under-represented in higher 
education. Outreach activities in the past year involved 
more than 14,000 students, extending from primary school 
pupils through to mature college students from across the 
region and beyond. 

The Widening Participation Team specifically 
develops and maintains relationships between the 
University and local schools and colleges through 
a range of targeted events. In 2014–15, more than 
4,700 students and participants were hosted at 
85 campus visits across the University’s sites. For 
primary aged groups, these focused on the key 
factors involved in the transition to a new educational 
environment, and developing important skills such 
as making new friends and learning new subjects. 
For secondary school groups, the emphasis is on 
reinforcing the importance of their option choices and 
the similarities between decisions made at 16 and for 
higher education. The activities encourage students 
to make informed decisions about their future and 
gain familiarity with higher education. In addition, 
a further 111 sessions were delivered within the 
schools and colleges themselves, attended by more 
than 6,200 students, across the North West, West 
Midlands, North Wales and further afield. 

The work with local primary school children 
specifically includes a series of transition workshops 

aimed at encouraging the students to think about 
their future ambitions, their progression into 
secondary education and increasing awareness of the 
benefits that higher education can provide. These 
events have increased dramatically and more than 
1,900 students visited the campuses for 31 events. 
These included interactive sessions delivered by 
the Pathways team, drama performances from the 
resident performance group 2engage, their own mini 
mock graduation ceremony and a practical activity 
allowing the school pupils to make their own mortar 
boards and identify their future aspirations. 

The work of the Schools and Colleges Liaison Team 
focuses on Post-16 students and its 18 campus visits 
involved around 950 students. The visits are tailored 
to help in the decision-making process and give an 
insight into particular subject areas. A further 33 talks 
and presentations were delivered by the team within 
the schools and colleges themselves, amounting to 
a combined audience of more than 2,800 attendees. 
They learn about the application process and gain a 
valuable insight into what the University can offer 

Preparing for a mock graduation.

The Design Team Challenge.
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them, such as sample undergraduate lectures and 
other campus activities. The following examples give 
an idea of the type of outreach activities held by the 
University for students of all ages. 

Year 12 students from Lymm and Birchwood 
Community High Schools took part in ‘The Design 
Team Challenge’ at the Warrington School of 
Management (WSM). The task was for students to 
design and bid for a new restaurant aimed at the 
teenage market. Working in teams, students had to 
consider account budgeting, conduct market research 
and design with logos and menus, before presenting 
their ideas to University staff. The overall prize went to 
the ‘5th Avenue’ team, who successfully pitched their 
idea for an American themed facility.

The University’s STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics) Outreach Programme 
organised a two-day, hands-on computer science 
workshop for more than 30 Key Stage 2 primary 
school children at Upton Heath CE Primary School in 
Chester. The workshop sessions given by Riverside 
Innovation Centre staff focused on introducing the 
children to computer programming. The aim was to 
write instructions in icon-based computer code in 
order to control robot machines they had assembled 
using Lego Mindstorms construction kits. The children 
worked in teams on similar programming tasks to 
those in the world of engineering and manufacturing. 
One participant said: “I loved it! It was so much fun. 
I really enjoyed working in a group to solve different 
challenges”, while Emma Howie, Upton Heath 
Primary School’s Computing Coordinator said: “It was 

an absolutely fantastic two days and I hope you can 
come back again soon.”

The Lego Mindstorms kits used in the STEM Outreach 
Programme allow primary school students to 
experience building and programming a robot to 
do simple tasks, while secondary school students 
can control and command their robot to do different 
operations with PC software and smart devices. The 
extended programmable options, using the sensors 
for colour, touch, infrared and ultraviolet, have also 
allowed the kits to become an educational tool for 
undergraduates for both the Faculty of Science and 
Engineering and Faculty of Education and Children’s 
Services. A new workshop is also in development 
for Year 12 and 13 students which will extend 
the programmable options to include industrial 
applications in the new Automation, Robotics and 
Control Laboratory at the Thornton Science Park.

Renowned space scientist Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock 
talked to pupils and prospective students from 
schools across Cheshire, Merseyside, North Wales and 
Shropshire to mark International Women’s Day. The 
STEM Conference, entitled Women in Science, was 
held at the Thornton Science Park to raise awareness 
of science and engineering as accessible study and 
career options. Other guest speakers included Kirsty 
Donovan, a process engineer at Sellafield in Cumbria, 
and Yasmin Ali, a development engineer for E.ON. 

Physicist and TV presenter Dr Helen Czerski explained 
the science of bubbles to school children at another 
STEM event hosted by the Faculty of Science and 

Geraint Lang with Upton Heath CE Primary School pupils.

Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock. Kirsty Donovan and Yasmin Ali.
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Engineering at Thornton Science Park. Dr Czerski, 
a Research Fellow in Oceanography at University 
College London, explained how bubbles in liquids 
are a fascinating and important part of our everyday 
world and spoke about how snails blow bubbles 
and why bubbles are a champagne connoisseur’s 
best friend.

A former local newspaper reporter turned cycling 
‘scientist’ hosted a two-day biking bonanza at the 
Thornton Science Park in a bid to encourage pedal 
power. Max Glaskin gave his lunchtime talk, ‘Cycling 
Science – the Ride’, to local school and University 
students covering the aerodynamics, technology 
and physiology of cycling, before leading a short ride 
around the Thornton Science Park. 

Through the Young Enterprise Company Programme, 
local Year 12 students were recruited to take part 
in the scheme to set up and run a business over 
the course of the academic year. They made all the 
decisions about their company with the support of a 

Business Adviser. The Young Enterprise Programme 
helps teachers to embed practical business skills 
and the Government’s statutory guidance on 
careers advice in the curriculum. For the first time, 
the scheme ran an Open Company based at the 
University’s Riverside Innovation Centre. This was for 
individual Year 12 students from Chester schools who 
were not already participating in a group and meant 
that more students could benefit from the experience 
with the benefit of tailored support.

More than 70 Year 8 students from Blacon High 
School visited the University to enjoy traditional 
cultural activities to celebrate Chinese New Year. 
These activities included paper folding, traditional 
singing, Chinese character writing and T’ai chi 
movement. The highlight was a performance 
based on the legend of the furious Chinese 
monster Nian and the origin of the Chinese New 
Year, which was devised by Chester Little Theatre 
and performed by current Chinese and non-
Chinese students at the University. 

Dr Helen Czerski at Thornton Science Park.

Campus visit.

Chinese New Year activities.Cycling Science.
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Educational partnerships 
The University continues to forge links with key educational 
and other institutions to make higher education available to 
a wider cross section of the community.

University Centre Shrewsbury has been established 
by the University and Shropshire Council to offer 
new educational, social, cultural and economic 
opportunities. The University Centre is a distinctive 
institution, focused on high-quality teaching and 
research, fostering entrepreneurship, contributing 
to the community and, ultimately, making a global 
impact. With both an impressive heritage and 
outstanding modern facilities, Shrewsbury provides an 
ideal setting to study undergraduate and postgraduate 
courses, as well as offering unique prospects for 
research and Continuing Professional Development.

The courses and wider experience at University Centre 
Shrewsbury are designed to ensure that students 
excel in their chosen field. They are extremely 
employable, highly innovative, enterprising, and 
benefit from practice-based experience, alongside 
academic rigour as part of every course. The 
curriculum has been developed with local businesses, 
and industry specialists are joining renowned 
academics, providing a personal approach to learning. 
A growing choice of undergraduate and postgraduate 
courses is being offered, within a non-traditional 
academic structure. Courses span the following four 
curriculum areas, which are aligned to local, regional 
and national needs:

• Medicine and Health;

• Sustainable Business and Community 
Development;

• Societal Innovation;

• Design, Heritage and the Built Environment.

University Centre Shrewsbury’s first students 
embarked on postgraduate courses in autumn 2014 
and undergraduate students were welcomed to the 
institution in autumn 2015. Nestled on the banks of 
the River Severn, the prominent Guildhall building, 
at Frankwell Quay, is University Centre Shrewsbury’s 
teaching and research base. Within a short walk of 
Guildhall, Mardol House offers high-quality student 
accommodation. The nearby Rowley’s House, 
one of the most well-known historical buildings 
in Shrewsbury, provides seminar spaces, general 
teaching spaces, and a University Centre helpdesk. 
University Centre Shrewsbury is being created with 
guidance from the University of Chester in its early 
days, and while links may be maintained in the long 
term, it will seek its own self-governing status and 
ultimately become an independent university. 

University Centre Shrewsbury tour.

Welcome talk at University Centre Shrewsbury.
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The September 2014 Midwifery intake includes 
three students from the States of Jersey Hospital 
who attend the Riverside Campus for the theory 
components of their three year BSc Midwifery 
programme. The students, Naomi Jelley, Stephanie 
Lopes and Lauren Sutherland, complete their block 
weeks of practice on Jersey and this arrangement 
reflects the developing partnership between the 
States of Jersey and the Department of Midwifery, 
Child and Reproductive Health. 

Tameside College is one of the University’s newer 
partner institutions and was recently the subject of 
an Integrated Quality Enhancement Review by the 
Quality Assurance Agency for its Higher Education 
provision. The review was very positive and the 
University’s Work Based and Integrative Studies 
(WBIS) programme was praised for its ability to 
provide relevant and flexible learning opportunities 
for practitioners in a range of vocational areas.

The University approved a new co-delivery 
partnership between the Centre for Work Related 
Studies and the PR Academy, based in Kent. This is 
the UK’s leading private training company in PR and 
communications and the partnership will operate 
within the University’s flagship WBIS framework, 
leading to a Postgraduate Certificate for professional 
practitioners in the field.

The Faculty of Education and Children’s Services 
and its Centre for Research in Early Childhood have 
been involved in developing a new partnership with 
the Severn Teaching School Alliance on an Early 

Years School Direct programme. This collaboration 
will lead to the development of a highly skilled, 
knowledgeable and effective Early Years teaching 
team and offers a new approach to partnership 
working with Schools Direct programmes. Further 
links with the Alliance have been established, with 
University staff presenting at the Telford NQT (Newly 
Qualified Teacher) Conference and the development 
of a qualification at Master’s level as a continuum 
from NQT and Recently Qualified Teacher (RQT) 
status. The Early Years network events are one way 
in which more partnership links can be established 
and the Faculty strives to offer a broader portfolio of 
placements which reflects the breadth of roles within 
Education and Children’s Services. These events also 
generate collaborative research ideas as well as the 
opportunity to interact and discuss contemporary 
issues and sector developments in an informal way. 

To tackle the issue of low recruitment of male 
students to teach in the primary sector, the Faculty 
of Education and Children’s Services created a video 
of BEd graduate, John Shipton, who works as a 
Reception teacher in one of the University’s partner 
schools, Wimboldsley Primary School. The video 
highlights the main benefits of a teaching career 
such as leadership possibilities, being significant 
contributors to the development of children and 
young people and attractive salary schemes. The 
video allowed the Faculty to build strong and positive 
relationships with the teachers, parents and children 
at the school and the video is now a key resource 
in the recruitment campaign for primary school 
teaching students. The September 2014 Midwifery students.

John Shipton at Wimboldsley Primary School. John Shipton.
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Beyond our boundaries 
The extent of the University’s contribution to the region 
and beyond is illustrated by a 2015 independent economic 
impact assessment report which estimated that it brings in 
£386m each year, in addition to its support of community, 
business and cultural initiatives.

Leading businesses from across Cheshire were 
honoured at the prestigious High Sheriff’s Awards for 
Enterprise. More than 200 guests gathered at Chester 
Town Hall to celebrate the Awards, hosted by the High 
Sheriff of Cheshire, Mrs Susan Sellers, and the Vice-
Chancellor, Professor Tim Wheeler. The guest speakers 
were Professor Phil Redmond CBE, who received an 
honorary Doctor of Letters from the University in 
2010, and his wife Alexis Redmond MBE. Chester Zoo 
received the overall prize, the High Sheriff’s Award 
for Enterprise, sponsored by MBNA, Oliver Valves and 
Click Consult for an organisation that had achieved 
outstanding commercial success and sustainable 
growth. The Mornflake Oats Award for Innovation was 
won by ESL Fuels Limited based at Stanlow. The High 
Sheriff’s Award for Corporate Social Responsibility, 
sponsored by O2, was won by Anthony’s Travel 
in Runcorn. The Roberts Bakery Family Award of 
Excellence went to Jane Lewis from Chester. The UKTI 
Award for Cheshire Business Exporter of the Year was 
Cogent Breeding Limited based near Chester. The 
Cheshire Business Leaders Award for the Cheshire and 
Warrington Young Entrepreneur went to co-founders 
of TechnoSpark, Josh Brown and Tom Haworth, both 
University students based in Chester. Alumnus Oliver 

Yeates, founder and CEO of Chester-based Clicky 
Media, triumphed in the Outstanding Cheshire and 
Warrington Business Leader Award.

Mark Elliott, Director of Corporate Affairs at MBNA, 
said: “As a Chester-based business, MBNA is glad to 
support the High Sheriff’s Awards, which are a tribute 
to the vibrant local business culture in Chester and 
Cheshire. It’s important to recognise the outstanding 
work that is being done to put both the city and the 
county on the map and to ensure future prosperity.”

The High Sheriff’s Cheshire Prize for Literature Awards 
featured Brian Cosgrove, who provided a unique insight 
into his long career. Awarded a Doctor of Letters by 
the University, he was co-founder of British animation 
studio Cosgrove Hall Films which became famous 
for many children’s programmes including Noddy, 
Count Duckula and Dangermouse. The competition, 
sponsored by MBNA, was for a piece of children’s 
literature and attracted scores of entries. The first 
prize of £2,000 was presented to Tanya Ravenswater 
for her poem ‘Badger’, which was read out by Dr 
Brian Cosgrove. The Cheshire Prize for Literature was 
launched in 2003 by the then High Sheriff of Cheshire, 

High Sheriff’s Awards for Enterprise –  
Chester Zoo.

Speakers Professor Phil and Alexis Redmond.

High Sheriff’s Awards for Enterprise –  
Jane Lewis.

High Sheriff’s Awards for Enterprise – 
Anthony’s Travel.

Dr Brian Cosgrove (left) at the High Sheriff’s Cheshire Prize for Literature Awards.
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John Richards OBE, DL and is now one of the North 
West’s leading writing competitions. Organised by the 
University, the competition is open to individuals who 
have lived, studied or worked in Cheshire.

Talented writers and poets gathered at the University 
for the launch of the Cheshire Prize for Literature 
anthology, which celebrated the publication of the 
2014 competition’s best entries. The 2014 competition 
was sponsored by MBNA and the selected poems and 
stories for children were published in Out of this Word: 
Stories and Poems for Children from the Cheshire Prize 
for Literature 2014, edited by competition judge and 
former Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of Education 
and Children’s Services, Jaki Brien. Each writer was 
presented with their copy of the book by the High 
Sheriff of Cheshire, Bill Holroyd, which features a 
cover design by Dr Brian Cosgrove. Tanya Ravenswater 
read her winning poem to the audience and also 
announced that she had signed a publishing contract.

The Warrington Campus celebrated its 65-year 
anniversary by opening up its doors to students and 
staff past and present, prospective students and the 
local community. The programme of events included 
a series of talks from academic departments, 
including the Warrington School of Management, 
Media, Nursing, Social Work, Sport and Community 
Engagement, Policing and Education, as well as giant 
inflatables and live music. Former members of the 
Padgate Old Students’ Association (POSA), together 
with former students and staff, were invited to enjoy 
a special ‘Alumni Afternoon Tea’ and reminisce, 
while an ‘Old Boys and Girls versus Current Students 
Sports Tournament’ saw the ‘old boys’ win all of 
their matches, while the current students triumphed 
in the girls’ matches. A highlight was a screening of 
‘Padgate Memories’, a film produced and directed 
by Senior Lecturer in Television Production and 
Broadcast Journalism, Wayne O’Brien, which 
documented the history of the Campus and featured 

interviews with alumni. A VIP dinner was held for 
distinguished guests and Professor Peter Harrop, 
Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Provost for the 
Warrington Campus said: “The day was a great 
opportunity to get together with so many former 
students, to share in their reminiscences and meet 
with current staff and students and members of the 
local community.” 

Introducing the University to local communities 
was the central motivation behind a community 
event staged by performance artist and curator, 
Mike Chavez-Dawson. Opened at the University’s 
Contemporary Arts Space Chester (CASC) at 
Kingsway, ‘Remixed Echoes: Voices of Chester, 
v1, 2015’ was the first part of an ongoing creative 
dialogue between the city’s residents and 
communities, and the University’s Faculty of Arts 
and Media. Chavez-Dawson ‘remixed’ material 
generated from two social engagement projects 

involving Hoole Community Centre, Chester Library 
and final year Art and Design students. The result 
was a multi-part event that included a theatre-
cum-construction site with concrete poetry-inspired 
artworks, alongside posters, video, audio and 
performances. 

An exhibition of contemporary art by two Master’s 
students opened at Chester Film Co-op. Entitled 
‘Loop’, the show featured the work of Fine Art 
students Maria Walker and Estelle Woolley, who 
create contemporary art through sculpture and 
installation, incorporating media such as textiles and 
sound art. The pair met during their postgraduate 
studies and decided to exhibit together to explore 
the overlap between their artwork. The Chester 
Film Co-op (part of RE:NEW – Transforming The 
Odeon project) provided the exhibition venue for 
‘Loop’ as part of its programme of pop-up art shows, 
alongside graduate film screenings. 

Warrington 65th anniversary celebrations.Warrington 65th anniversary sports. Estelle Woolley and Maria Walker.
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A public art exhibition that challenged assumptions 
on what it means to be human opened at the CASC 
Gallery. Combining their different experiences of 
disability, two artists – Lesley Halliwell, a Visiting 
Lecturer at the University and Jo Thorne, a Fine 
Art graduate – curated a group exhibition, which 
questioned the uncertain boundaries of physical and 
psychological identity. Supported by the Arts Council of 
England, ‘Slippage: The Unstable Nature of Difference’ 
brought together a group of national and international 
artists, who worked with a range of media. 

The work of Senior Lecturer Dr Cian Quayle was 
displayed at Chester’s Grosvenor Museum to address 
themes of identity and home, and incorporate 
references to cinema and literature. ‘Points of 
Departure’ featured artworks made in response to 
place and the spaces of transition which form part of 
this process. The carefully sequenced selection of 
works included recent photographic and video work 

as well as paintings and printmaking, together with 
found or appropriated images and prints from the 
Museum’s collection.

A travelling exhibition that explores Germany’s 
evolving response to the Holocaust visited the 
University as part of an outreach programme. 
Students, staff and visitors from the community 
saw how nations and individuals confront traumatic 
histories and why and how we remember the past. 
‘Germany’s Confrontation with the Holocaust in a 
Global Context’ told stories of those liberated from the 
camps, as well as those of perpetrators, bystanders 
and resisters. The initiative has been led by the 
German Department of the University of Leeds, with 
the South African Holocaust and Genocide Foundation 
and the UK National Holocaust Centre and Museum. 

Chester residents questioned candidates standing 
in the General Election at a hustings which took 

place at the University. Hosted by Chester Students’ 
Union and its political societies, four candidates 
discussed policies and took part in a debate. BBC 
North West Tonight presenter Annabel Tiffin 
chaired the proceedings which featured Stephen 
Mosley MP, Conservative; Chris Matheson, Labour; 
Stephen Ingram, UKIP and Councillor Bob 
Thompson, Liberal Democrat.

Nathalie Hendleman, a Midwifery graduate from 
Chester, received an Excellence in Clinical Practice 
award for helping more women in the region 
to consider giving birth at home. Despite recent 
evidence revealing that home birth is a safe 
option for healthy women with uncomplicated 
pregnancies, the home birth rate in the Chester 
region remains around the national average of 
2.5%. Nathalie was inspired to establish the Home 
Birth Group in Chester to enable expectant mothers 
to meet other couples in the area who have had a 

successful home birth, and so help them to make 
informed decisions. 

The University’s Institute of Policing was officially 
opened at an event attended by police staff, 
University employees and Policing students. Based 
at the Warrington Campus, the Institute of Policing 
has been established in partnership with Cheshire 
Constabulary and offers a number of courses for 
anyone contemplating a career in Policing. The 
courses aim to equip students with the skills, 
knowledge and vocational competence required to 
become a police officer. Detective Chief Inspector 
Brian Roberts, from Cheshire Constabulary, said: “I 
personally feel very proud to be associated with the 
University’s Institute of Policing. I have watched the 
development of this achievement over the last 10 
years and there have been some principal individuals 
who have been instrumental in making this happen. 
They can feel very proud of their work and I am 

‘Slippage’.
Dr Cian Quayle (centre) at the Grosvenor 
Museum. Institute of Policing launch.
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confident that we will all see it thrive in the coming 
years. Cheshire Constabulary is keen to be a key 
stakeholder in the Institute as we want to have the 
most professional workforce to enable us to provide 
the best service to the communities across Cheshire 
– working together with the University’s Institute of 
Policing will support this aim.”

The spirit and optimism of those leaving loved ones 
behind to go and serve their country in the First 
World War were captured in a special performance 
from a local theatre company as part of a preview 
of the University’s Faculty of Health and Social Care 
Riverside Museum exhibition: ‘The First World War: 
Returning Home’. The event featured an extract 
from the Theatre in the Quarter’s ‘Over By Christmas’ 
tour, which performed words and songs of the Great 
War at railway stations across Cheshire and beyond. 
Guests also visited the Faculty’s Riverside Museum 
exhibition, which provides an insight into what a 
soldier invalided back from the Front would have 
experienced on his return to Cheshire, including 
volunteer nurses, a doctor’s country practice, 
home life, and social welfare. ‘Returning Home’ 
complements the Museum’s permanent collection 
of curiosities from the world of medicine, nursing, 
midwifery and social work. 

Student and staff volunteers from the University, 
together with community volunteers and staff from 
Vintage Blacon, have enabled elderly service users 
at the day-care centre to take a trip down memory 
lane, by securing funding to supply them with new 
technology and allowing them to re-visit their past. 

Staff members Alan Smith and Becky Maitland-
Titterton successfully secured community funding of 
£3,000 from The Santander Foundation Community 
Plus Scheme for Vintage Blacon. Some of the money 
has been used to buy three iPads for the centre’s users 
to help its elderly residents, many of whom suffer 
with memory loss, with learning and memory tasks 
through specific iPad apps. Student volunteer Sophie 
Ball said: “I enjoy every minute of volunteering at the 
centre and I believe that the introduction of the iPads 
to the service has already resulted in some drastic 
changes, as seeing a person remembering the past 
when a video or song is being played is incredible, 
and for those few short moments you are re-living 
their past life with them. It shows that technology like 
this is really useful in helping people to reminisce.”

Adult nursing students from the Clatterbridge and 
Riverside Campuses took part in a ‘Stroke awareness 
day’, to encourage members of the public to learn 
about the dangers of this condition. Working in 
association with the Rotary Club of Chester, the 
students measured the blood pressures of the public 
at the Forum (Chester) branch of Boots the Chemist. 
Alistair Jones, the Chair of their Community and 
Vocational Committee, paid tribute to the students, 
describing them as “an excellent bunch, who 
demonstrated professional behaviour and excellent 
communication skills”. 

The Frodsham Goods Shed is a local consultancy 
project, currently in its second phase, which is using 
arts-based initiatives to help residents and local 
businesses to explore possible uses for an abandoned 

‘Over by Christmas’.

The ‘Returning Home’ exhibition.

‘Over by Christmas’.

University and Santander staff at Vintage Blacon.
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Railway Goods Shed next to Frodsham Station. 
Seven focus groups were held to gather information 
on the themes of Impact, Sustainability, Creativity, 
Hospitality, Building, Tourism and Social for this 
community asset and an evocative report summarised 
the findings.

In order to raise awareness of dyslexia, Tracey Jones, 
Senior Lecturer in Community Health and Wellbeing, 
and Pam Moss, Academic Skills Tutor, joined Tracy 
Barker, Practice Education Facilitator at the Countess 
of Chester Hospital NHS Foundation Trust to plan 
and host a series of events. This demonstrates 
the collaborative work between the institutions 
in supporting mentors and student nurses in the 
clinical environment. The team is working towards 
a session for clinical staff where advice can be given 
on support for students with dyslexia relating to 
the Equality Act, reasonable adjustments and the 
expectations of professional bodies.

Untold stories about minority groups in Cheshire 
during the First World War have been collected 
for the specially commissioned ‘Diverse Narratives’ 
website by staff members in the Department of 
History and Archaeology. Dr Tim Grady, Deputy Head, 
and Dr Hannah Ewence, Senior Lecturer, together 
with co-ordinator Dr Jessica Van Horssen, have been 
encouraging local heritage groups and historians to 
contribute memories, images and artefacts to the 
website, to engage with and support communities. 
This research forms part of the Gateways to the First 
World War network and the Hidden Histories WW1 
network, which were both established by the Arts 

and Humanities Research Council (AHRC). Additional 
AHRC funding has now been secured for Tim Grady’s 
continuing research on the Handforth POW Camp 
and Hannah Ewence’s ongoing exploration of 
experiences of Belgian refugees in the county, all of 
which will contribute to the significant body of work 
commemorating the centenary of the conflict and its 
effect on Cheshire.

The University received a ‘High Impact’ Award 
from the organisers of the Global Entrepreneurship 
Week (GEW), for the third year running. GEW is the 
world’s largest celebration of the innovators and 
job creators, who launch start-ups that bring ideas 
to life, drive economic growth and expand human 
welfare. To achieve this Award, the University hosted 
a number of events to promote entrepreneurship and 
enterprise activities, including a business breakfast in 
partnership with Cheshire West and Chester Council, 
to encourage entrepreneurs to ‘Get Connected’. 
Speakers included Stephen Mosley MP, Simon 
Sandford, Director of Healthbox CIC (Community 
Interest Company) and Jonathan Ortmans, President 
of Global Entrepreneurship Week, who joined by 
video link. CWaC introduced its initiative to drive 
connectivity: ‘FindIt in Cheshire and Warrington’ and 
explored Connecting Cheshire’s fibreoptic broadband 
rollout. A Meet the Entrepreneurs’ Panel was held 
at the RIC in which local business people inspired 
students and offered advice through a Question and 
Answer session, with sponsorship from Michael 
Scott, Founder of International University Sports 
Scholarships, Alex Franklin (A M Custom Clothing) 
and Hannah and Beki McGee (HALF-AN-EGG). 

“Diverse Narratives 
is a virtual meeting 
place for those who are 
interested, a place where 
we can shed light on the 
forgotten histories of 
the region, build a more 
comprehensive picture of 
life in Cheshire during the 
First World War and share 
this research with the 
wider public.”
Dr Jessica Van Horssen

First World War Australian munitions workers 
in Cheshire.

Dyslexia awareness at the Countess of 
Chester Hospital.

First World War Belgian refugees in Cheshire.
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Chinese New Year celebrations in Chester saw 
increased participation from University students and 
the Chester Youth Theatre Club. The Wah Lei Chinese 
Association event attracted a crowd of just under 
2,000 to the public parade and was rounded off by a 
Chester Youth Theatre Group performance describing 
the story of the Lion and its significance within 
Chinese New Year. A drama based on an ancient 
Chinese story was another creation of the Chester 
Little Theatre’s Youth Club, together with students 
studying Chinese. The Lady at the Long Wall was the 
result of a year-long project exploring the differences 
and similarities of Western and Eastern theatre 
techniques. Following successful performances of the 
play at Garden Lane Methodist Church and Whitby 
Hall, the Youth Theatre actors finished at Theatr 
Clwyd Cymru where one member of the audience told 
the young people that their performance had “moved 
her to tears”.

Chinese New Year celebrations.Chinese New Year.
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Amanda Derbyshire
Being a busy working mother-of-three hasn’t stopped Amanda Derbyshire achieving her 
goals as a mature student studying for a Health and Social Care Foundation degree at 
the University. 

As well as looking after Dylan, 9, Chloe, 7, and five-year-old Aimee, 
Amanda works as a support, time and recovery worker with the Halton 
and Warrington Early Intervention Team at the 5 Boroughs Partnership 
NHS Foundation Trust, which provides local mental health services. 
And while fitting in her studies means her days are pretty “full-on”, she 
relishes the opportunity to learn something new every day. 

Amanda, from Runcorn, said: “I’m lucky to have a family I adore and a 
job that gives me a great deal of satisfaction. Studying at the University 
has added a new dimension to my life and my tutors and fellow students 
have been so welcoming and helpful. Nothing is too much trouble, and 
they make it easier for me to fit my studies around my work and home 
commitments. My experience at Chester has been fantastic.”

Working in her local community, Amanda’s innovative approach to 
improving physical health services for people with mental health 
problems has won national acclaim – she was awarded the Royal College 
of Nursing (RCN) Health Practitioner Award at the 2015 Nursing Standard 
Nurse Awards, and judges described her work as ‘amazing’. She realised 
that GPs often did not know details of their mental health patients’ 
physical health needs and an initial audit showed that assessment 
among mental health patients was poor – with only 6% having received 
comprehensive health screening, falling to just 3% at the two-year stage 
of their treatment. 

In response to the findings, Amanda developed and established a unique 
physical health and well-being pathway for patients with mental illness, 
calling on the knowledge and skills she acquired on her University course. 
She said: “Chester offers an excellent programme and I was able to use 
what I learned to make a real difference to my patients’ well-being.” She 
credits her success to sheer hard work, backed by the unfailing support 
of University staff. She said: “Being local to the area, I had seen some of 
the outstanding opportunities the University had to offer, so when I was 
considering study options, I was more than happy to enrol at Chester.” 

“My tutors were fundamental in encouraging me to complete the course. 
They made themselves available to answer questions and support 
me with my studies and within my workplace. The course not only 
developed my learning and personal skills, but also opened my eyes to 
the world around me, building my confidence to a point where I can now 
confidently speak and present to others – a real achievement and a key 
skill that will always be useful.” 

Amanda, 34, was awarded the Faculty of Health and Social Care Special 
Recognition Award at the Valedictory Service and is continuing her 
studies at Chester to top up her degree. She said: “Hopefully I can carry 
on successfully managing my work and home life balance, so that I can 
develop my current job role and work towards becoming a physical 
health lead. By further improving my skills, I’ll be able to provide the best 
possible outcomes in whatever career pathway I take.” 
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Global impact 
The University’s global influence continues to grow with key partnerships forged with 
overseas institutions and academics, 14% more international students welcomed to study 
at the University, UK students travelling to study abroad and the establishment of both the 
new dedicated International Centre and the China Centre in Chester.

The International Centre at Temperance Hall on 
George Street, was officially opened by the Chinese 
Consul General Li Yongsheng in the presence of 
guests such as Councillor Bob Rudd, the Lord Mayor 
of Chester, and Sandra Rudd, Lady Mayoress. The 
new facility houses the University’s International 
Marketing, Recruitment and Admissions, the Study 
Abroad and the English for Academic Purposes teams. 
Its aim is to create a ‘one-stop shop’ to meet the 
needs of international students, with University staff 
available in a single location to help to answer queries 
and to make them feel more at home during their 

studies. As well as providing offices for staff working 
with international students, the building also includes 
a ‘Student Zone’ lounge area and a flat for visiting 
international lecturers. 

The China Centre is an arts, education and research 
outreach entity within the Faculty of Humanities 
and is the latest phase of the University’s drive to 
facilitate academic, cultural and business exchanges 
and development between Chester and China. The 
Centre launched its first summer school on the theme 
of Culture and the Creative Economy, with academic 

staff and undergraduate and postgraduate students 
from key Chinese universities visiting the University 
for a one-month programme. The summer school 
received full support and collaboration from the 
University and the wider Chester community. The 
visitors experienced themed lectures from individual 
academic specialists, discussed educational and 
cultural differences between the UK and China and 
participated in field trips. The China Centre was set up 
as a research and community outreach entity. It will 
deliver postgraduate and PhD programmes, as well 
as hosting a number of Visiting Fellows from Chinese 

universities and research institutes, with a specific 
focus on Culture and the Creative Economy. The Centre 
is launching a range of academic seminars, as well as 
Confucius Institute language and cultural classes, from 
its new base of Gateway House in Chester city centre, 
and these events are open to the general public. For 
example, a series of events was held by the China 
Centre to celebrate the 2015 Chinese Lunar Calendar 
New Year including hosting the Sichuan Acrobatic 
Company who provided traditional Chinese New Year 
celebrations for the community.

The University is working in partnership with 
a leading Chinese university to develop an 
Entrepreneurship Education Research Centre in the 
coastal city of Xiamen in Southern China. Academics 
from Chester have been working on the venture with 

The Lord Mayor, Chinese Consul General Li Yongsheng and the Vice-Chancellor. The China Centre Summer School.
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the Xiamen University of Technology which is in one 
of the key Chinese economic zones of China opposite 
Taiwan. The new Centre will focus on developing 
entrepreneurship, enhancing the international 
influence of the two universities in entrepreneurship 
education and research, encouraging the 
development of a future generation of entrepreneurs, 
supporting entrepreneurship in the Xiamen area and 
sharing ideas and trade with Chester. 

A Qatari Marketing student was invited to meet the 
King of Qatar, His Highness the Emir Sheikh Tamim 
bin Hamad Al-Thani, with a group of other Qatari 
scholarship students in London. Layla Aladhab met 
the Emir and listened to his motivational speech 
which stressed the state’s keenness to provide higher 
learning opportunities to students and the need for 
them to be goodwill ambassadors for their homeland. 
He encouraged them to make the most of their 
learning experience in the UK, reminded them of 

how their expertise would contribute towards Qatar’s 
future development and awarded each student a 
gift of £10,000 as thanks for their role as positive 
representatives of the country.

PhD student Chris Crosby presented his research 
findings to a church congregation in Binalonan, in the 
Philippines, on the theme of ‘Valuing Creation and 
Understanding Stewardship’. After completing a year-
long ethnographic study of Christian groups in North 
Wales and 40 in-depth interviews, Chris consolidated 
some of his findings for his presentation to local 
people at Casubiduan Church of the Nazarene and 
his central theme was how Biblical interpretation can 
lead to positive engagement with caring for creation. 
Chris concluded: “We should not underestimate 
the importance of life-long learning and how new 
knowledge can literally have an impact upon peoples’ 
lives many thousands of miles away.”     

The Faculty of Education and Children’s Services sent 
28 second-year BA (Qualified Teacher Status) students 
on placements to Finland, Sweden, Belgium, Hungary, 
the United Arab Emirates and Australia. The students 
gained valuable experience by teaching in a variety 
of different schools, as well as attending lectures at 
partner universities and exploring their host countries. 

Language student Alicia Crone spent her year abroad 
as a British Council English Language Assistant in a 
French high school in Normandy. This option meant 
that she received a salary, was eligible for a grant 
from the EU and could teach English. She received 
help from other teachers in the school and ended 
up teaching topics in English, such as working in the 
UK. She lived with other school language assistants, 
took the opportunity to join a local French choir and 
travelled around France. Alicia concluded: “I would 
definitely recommend a year abroad to any student, 
even if you’re not necessarily taking a language 

degree. I learned so much about myself and had to 
become so much more independent in every aspect 
of my daily life.”

The Creative Pedagogies in Palestinian and English 
Schools project is funded by the British Academy 
and explores the values, attitudes and perceptions of 
teacher educators and student teachers to creative 
teaching theory/methods. It has been hampered by 
travel difficulties in the Middle East, but is proceeding 
remotely towards completion.

The Drama Connecting People project is funded 
by EU Grundtvig LLP and links adult educators, 
performing artists and the adults they work with 
through intercultural participatory drama approaches. 
In order to meet the specific local challenges in 
the UK, Germany, Finland and Estonia, this project 
brings together an experienced international team 
of drama practitioners with professionals already 

Layla Aladhab. Chris Crosby. Alicia Crone.
Professor Phil Harris at Xiamen University  
of Technology.
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working with marginalised groups. In order to 
ensure the sustainability of these working methods, 
guidance and support is provided to freelance adult 
educators and performing artists in developing 
specific entrepreneurial and team-working skills. 
Students and staff from Chester travelled to Estonia, 
Germany and Finland to complete the final stages of 
the project.

The Arts Based Initiatives in Organisations is a 
programme of international work and consultancy 
helping organisations to use creative methods 
to understand relationships, structures and 
processes. Links are being developed with a 
number of organisations across Europe, including 
Police University College, Finland, Chester Zoo and 
the Frodsham Foundation. These collaborations 
encourage people in organisations to enhance their 
own thinking and creativity through the ideas and 
methods of the arts, to generate a creative buzz and 
new ways of innovating. 

The Faculty of Education and Children’s Services has 
developed a long-term working relationship with 
Linköping University and its highly rated Faculty 
of Teacher Education. The Chester-based Youth 
Literature project has extended this collaboration by 
allowing its best teacher education students, with 
expertise in mythology and a passion for literature, 
to spend two weeks in Cheshire to enrich their 
understanding of learning and teaching in English. 
After a week in the University, receiving theoretical 
and pedagogical input, the Swedish students spent a 
week in partner schools across the region, supporting 

teaching staff and learning about the British school 
system. Students reported learning a great deal about 
UK schools and felt they had gained good ideas that 
would influence their practice in Sweden.

Students from Tokyo University of Technology, 
Japan visited as part of the Intercultural Applied 
Drama Project, to raise their intercultural awareness 
through participation in drama workshops. These 
drew on drama pre-texts and UK and Japanese 
traditions to generate shared understandings and 
the role of drama. Years 10 to 13 students from 
partner schools also participated in the workshops, 
giving them insights into Japanese culture, selected 
theatre traditions, language and applied drama and 
dramatised narrative. A reciprocal visit by Professor 
Allan Owens led to work at Fukushima with Taichi-
Kikaku Theatre, Naomi Green and Yukie Kanazawa 
to stage performances and workshops to support 
Tsunami and Nuclear Volunteer Groups. 

Gill Miller, Senior Lecturer in Geography and 
International Studies, travelled to Tanzania with 
a small team of volunteers and trustees from Five 
Talents (FT), to find out more about the work of the 
Mama Bahati Foundation (MBF). FT is the main donor 
for MBF, which gives loans to more than 5,000 very 
poor and marginalised women in isolated rural areas 
and small towns. The women value MBF because 
of the accompanying training in book-keeping and 
running a business and they start with very small 
loans, becoming eligible for greater amounts as 
they save and repay them. MBF is led by banker 
and businessman, Japhet Macau, supported by Professor Allan Owens in Fukushima.
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Bishop Donald, and has helped people like Sohakina 
Wisiko. She has been able to send her children to 
school, improve their living conditions and create a 
sustainable business. A highlight of the visit was the 
opening of the new MBF centre in Mafinga, which 
featured on Tanzanian TV and highlighted how these 
projects allow women to develop their business 
talents and empower them to improve the livelihoods 
of families and households in some of the poorest and 
most vulnerable communities in Tanzania. 

The University Law School is building links with 
the Law programme at Hochschule Pforzheim in 
Germany, through a successful educational exchange. 
Pforzheim students visited Chester for lectures, court 
visits and social activity and 12 Chester Law students 
then returned to Pforzheim for lectures and group 
work at the University. Students saw the Federal Court 
of Justice in Karlsruhe, the Parliament in Stuttgart, 
the Struthof Concentration Camp in France, the 
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg and 
afterwards had a Question and Answer session with 
a human rights lawyer representing the UK. Research 
collaboration with Hochschule Pforzheim is being 
planned and the first of its German exchange students 
has enrolled in the LLM Law in Contemporary Legal 
Studies at Chester. 

Professor Ewan Wilkinson from the Department of 
Community Health and Wellbeing visited Ethiopia 
to teach on an operational research course and to 
visit Mekelle University. The course was organised by 
Médecins Sans Frontières and endorsed by the World 
Health Organization so that the resulting research can 

feed into local and national policy. Students produced 
research papers on topics such as the use of lab 
results to support treatment of HIV-infected patients 
in Uganda and increasing food security in Rwanda, 
and these were submitted to peer-reviewed journals. 
The possibility of links with Mekelle University were 
also explored to help with the publication of its 
research. Similarly, Professor Wilkinson travelled 
to Kathmandu as part of the operational research 
capacity development programme for the Asia 
course with students from India, Pakistan, Bhutan, 
Myanmar, Singapore and Vietnam. Their research 
projects included screening for diabetes in TB patients 
in India and the epidemiology of road traffic injuries 
in Bhutan.

A visit to the Indian Institute of Health Management 
and Research University in Jaipur was undertaken 
by Vimal Sharma, Professor of International Health 
Development. This was to develop a qualitative 
research programme with the Faculty of Health and 
Social Care and to work on a bid to provide mental 
health training to frontline health workers using the 
Global Mental Health Assessment Tool. This would 
build upon upon the successful UK-India Education 
and Research Initiative bids and give the opportunity 
to collaborate on public health, mental health and 
nurse education. 

Basma Ellahi (Professor of Public Health Nutrition) 
helped to organise and facilitate a workshop on 
‘Nutrition Policy to Practice in Pakistan – Exploring 
the Challenges and Research Opportunities’, held in 
Islamabad. The four-day workshop, funded by the 

Tanzanian recipients of Five Talents microfunding (Image courtesy of Adam Dickens Photography).

Professor Ewan Wilkinson (second left) in Kathmandu.
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British Council’s Researcher Links programme and 
Pakistan’s Higher Education Commission, was a joint 
venture between UK universities and the Khyber 
Medical University in Peshawar. Basma delivered a 
plenary lecture on ‘Capacity Building in Nutrition: 
A Focus on University Training’, and the event 
stimulated a number of international collaborations. 
She was also invited to Istanbul’s Okan University 
where she was made an Honorary Visiting Professor 
in the Faculty of Health Sciences, spoke at a Nutrition 
and Dietetics graduation ceremony and continues to 
collaborate on research with the institution.

Support for three Erasmus students from the 
Netherlands, Cagliari (Sardinia) and Austria has 
been provided by Dr Orla Flannery, Professor Lynne 
Kennedy, Dr Aly Woodall and Chris Wolfendale from 
the Department of Clinical Sciences. The students 
are developing innovative approaches to addressing 
obesity in cross-cultural settings.

Representatives from Georgia, Azerbaijan, Lithuania, 
Belarus, France, Portugal, Italy and Greece were 
hosted by Dr June Keeling from the Faculty of 
Health and Social Care for the second selection 
committee of the MEDical UnivErsities Alliance 
(MEDEA) project. This is an Erasmus Mundus Action 
2 initiative financed by the European Commission’s 
Education, Audiovisual and Culture Agency. It 
finances 208 mobility exchanges at all levels of 
studies (undergraduate through to postdoctoral) 
and academic and administrative staff. Staff from 
all participating countries had the opportunity to 
benefit from a one-month exchange in an overseas 

university in order to develop cooperation, curricula, 
knowledge and research. 

Dr Krishna Duhan, a Commonwealth Fellow from 
India, was based at the University for three months 
to explore the concept of inclusion through visiting 
settings, conducting research to investigate the 
perceptions of inclusion of teacher trainees and 
meeting with academics from the University 
of Birmingham, Liverpool Hope and Edge Hill 
Universities for discussions on the research. Dr Duhan 
gave joint presentations at the Forum for Research 
in Equality and Diversity (FRED) and in the Faculty of 
Education and Children’s Services. 

The Centre for Work Related Studies (CWRS) has 
been leading on an EU-funded Tempus project, 
concerned with the Recognition of Prior Learning 
(RPL). Working with other institutions with a 
vocational focus, such as Danube University Krems, 
CWRS staff have been working to disseminate and 
embed RPL practice within Russian universities. The 
Centre hosted a conference on this theme at Chester 
which was attended by a variety of academics from 
across Europe and staff have visited a number of 
Russian higher education institutions to disseminate 
practices developed within Chester’s Work Based and 
Integrative Studies framework.

International students in the Chester Business 
School became business leaders when they set 
up their own kite making company as part of a 
practical work experience initiative. The second-
year students from Business Management, Global 

Business Management and Entrepreneurship, 
International Business Management and Accounting 
and Finance got to grips with market research and 
writing business plans, which culminated in the 
flying of prototype kites and a presentation. Over 
the five-week period, they developed skills in team 
working with improved language skills and practical 
work experience.

The International Centre has continued to work 
with overseas institutions, such as the established 
partnerships with Mount Ida College and Global 
College Malta, communication with Shanghai 
International Studies University, Beijing Foreign 
Studies University and Xian International Studies 
University over possible collaborations, and renewed 
articulations with Wuhan University and Renmin 
University of China. There has been an expansion 
of activities in the US market with attendance at 
the NAFSA: Association of International Educators 
conference, and visits to the University of New 
Hampshire and Antioch University to establish 
study abroad/student exchange opportunities. The 
University has approval from the US Department of 
Education for American students to receive federal aid 
to study at Chester, and from private lender Sallie Mae 
for US students to receive loans while studying at the 
Mountbatten Institute. 

The University welcomed the first cohort of Scottish 
Qualifications Authority (SQA) HND students from 
China, who progressed on to undergraduate business 
programmes. The first international alumni event in 
Malaysia was held with trusted local representative Dr Krishna Duhan (left).

Professor Basma Ellahi in Pakistan.
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PD-VL Overseas Advisory, which gave prospective 
students the opportunity to hear first hand about 
studying at Chester. 

The Chester Students’ Union has seen the 
establishment of new international societies as part 
of its thriving list of activity groups for students. 
The most successful of these has been Chester 
International Student Society, having gained nearly 60 
members in its first year and provided opportunities 
for International students to meet and participate. 
This achievement was recognised by the Chester 
Students’ Union Best New Society Award.

The English for Academic Purposes team taught 
more students on the pre-sessional English course 
than ever before and also provided, and continued to 
provide, comprehensive in-sessional English language 
support to a greater number of international students. 

International student Adeeb Mohammed chose to 
study Chemical Engineering at the Thornton Science 
Park because of the outstanding facilities available 
there and the opportunity for a year’s placement. 
Engineering runs in his family and he believes that 
the University “has done a really good job of linking 
studies with work-based opportunities”. In addition, 
he said: “It’s great to be able to get so much hands-on 
experience with industry standard equipment.” He 
has found that university life has made him “more 
independent” and he has “met some really great 
friends and really great people”. He has managed 
to keep in touch with friends and family in Dubai, 
India and China through Skype and social media and 

thoroughly enjoys living at the heart of the Parkgate 
Road Campus in Chester.

A Commonwealth Shared Scholarship allowed 
Tanzila Sharmin to undertake a Master’s degree in 
Oncology at the University. Her first degree was at 
Dhaka University in Bangladesh and in preparation 
for overseas study she enrolled on International 
English Language Testing System classes, to improve 
her English language skills. She applied to all eight 
UK universities which offered a scholarship for 
her course and accepted an offer for Chester. She 
felt that the University supported her throughout 
the admission process and made the transition as 
smooth as possible, especially as she had never 
left Bangladesh. Tanzila has been able to focus on 
her studies because all her costs are covered by the 
scholarship and, despite differences in the way of 
studying in the UK, she found support mechanisms 
in place and developed new skills. Highlights of the 
experience have been the gains in personal maturity 
and empowerment, plus making new friends and 
meeting people from all over the world.

Emma-Jayne Cox has made the most of her 
International Business Management studies 
by winning the prize for ‘Most Outstanding 
Undergraduate’ in the University of Chester 
Business School. She also travelled to Costa Rica 
for her experiential learning placement where she 
experienced different cultures and the country’s 
heritage, improved her language skills and undertook 
conservation work. Emma-Jayne spent her year 
abroad in the United States, where she attended 

Central Michigan University, giving her additional 
credits on top of her degree from the American 
Council of Education, and worked “for an amazing 
company”. She felt that the staff on her course 
at Chester “have been absolutely amazing”. She 

concluded that she would not have been able to 
achieve all that she has “if it wasn’t for International 
Business at the University” and that the University 
gave her “a community feeling where you’re ‘a valued 
and respected person’”. 

Tanzila Sharmin.
Chester Students’ Union Best New  
Society Award.

Chester International Student Society.
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Amanda Forni
When American Amanda Forni chose to study in Chester, she’d done her homework, knew what to expect 
and was determined to make the most of every opportunity both inside and outside the lecture room. 

The 22-year-old’s rigorous research paid off and by her own admission, studying 
and living in Chester has been a “truly meaningful opportunity and experience”. 
Due to graduate in 2016 after a three-year BA in Geography and International 
Development Studies, Amanda said: “Studying and living in Chester far 
exceeded my expectations. I’ve truly fallen in love with life here. I feel that all the 
opportunities available to me here at the University and in the wider community 
have enabled me to put in my best effort, which will set me in good stead for 
whatever my future holds.”

Amanda has known since an early age that she wanted to study abroad, 
eventually deciding that a minimal language barrier in the UK would be optimal 
for university study. The reasonable cost of an education at Chester also played a 
huge part in her choice. Said Amanda: “I looked at many universities in the UK, 
and the cost and choice of courses at Chester were among the best.

“I was impressed with the fact that the University of Chester didn’t charge 
significantly more for international students. And I found my ideal course, 
International Development Studies, in Chester − I’ve always been interested in 
cultural differences and political interactions, particularly in regards to developing 
countries.” 

Amanda, who is from a small town about an hour outside Chicago, visited 
Chester in 2012. “That was when I was really sold. The University’s campus 
was so impressive and the city itself incredible and after a tour of both, I knew 
that it was definitely where I wanted to study.” Positive and motivational 
relationships with her tutors have helped Amanda succeed in her studies. “I’ve 
received lots of academic support, and feedback for bettering assignments is 

always specific and achievable. The University really shines through its student 
support services – for example, the Careers and Employability team offers 
many training opportunities and I’ve gained useful skills. I feel I’m making 
meaningful progress towards a career, and with such an uncertain job market, 
this can only help.”

With abundant opportunities for extracurricular activities, Amanda’s confidence 
has soared, too. “There’s a genuine sense of community around the campus 
and staff and students are so friendly, it’s easy to get involved.” A staunch 
environmentalist and firm supporter of organic sustainability, Amanda’s 
volunteering work with the Green Chester initiative has been a source of 
inspiration. She spends many hours working in Nature’s Garden, the University’s 
student-run allotment, and even won an external community grant to kick-start 
the project. She is also Secretary of the University’s Green Party Society, a Waste 
Reduction Ambassador with the national Keep Britain Tidy campaign, and the 
2015 winner of the NUS Green Impact Student Leadership Award.

Amanda said: “Nature’s Garden is an excellent opportunity for students, as it 
allows those with no garden at their student residence to continue their hobbies, 
while creating the opportunity for novices to take up an activity that is both good 
for the earth and the individual. It also provides the chance to cross the student–
staff barrier and come together as a University.” 

She concluded: “It’s hard to pinpoint exactly what I love most about studying 
in Chester. I’ve gained skills, connections and opportunities that I feel will 
seriously help to make my career ambitions a reality.”
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Honorary graduates
The impressive graduation ceremonies in Chester Cathedral are enhanced by honouring the contributions of prominent 
figures in local, national and international contexts who are welcomed into the University community.

Dame Patricia Bacon DBE 
Doctor of Letters

Dame Patricia Bacon worked in retail management 
before becoming a Lecturer at Cauldon College, 
Stoke-on-Trent, which was the start of a highly 
successful further education career spanning more 
than 30 years. As a teacher, her experience of 
curriculum development, teaching and learning, 
and her passion for ensuring that work related 
learning is in the curriculum have all informed Pat’s 
outstanding work as a leader within education. She 
was awarded a DBE for services to local and national 
education in 2011.

Yvan Besnard 
Master of Arts

Yvan Besnard was the founder and President of the 
Cestrian French Society and in 1986 was appointed 
French Honorary Consul for Chester and North Wales. 
He was the founding member of the Chester Twinning 
Committee, has links with the Normandy Veteran 
Association in Chester/Ellesmere Port and acted as 
French interpreter and translator for Magistrates Courts, 
the Town Hall and other agencies. Since 2001 he has 
been President of the UK ‘Association of French Honorary 
Consuls’ and recently retired as Chester’s Honorary 
Consul for France. His awards include the ‘Palmes 
Académiques’ in 2001, ‘Ordre National du Mérite’ in 2005 
and ‘Officer’ in the ‘Ordre National du Mérite’ in 2013. 

Gyles Brandreth 
Doctor of Letters 

Gyles Brandreth is an English writer, broadcaster, 
actor and former Conservative MP, representing the 
City of Chester from 1992 to 1997. He has appeared 
on many television shows including Countdown, TV-
am, QI and Have I Got News For You and presented 
programmes on London’s LBC radio and BBC Radio 4. 
He has written various books about Scrabble®, words, 
puzzles and jokes for children and adults, as well as 
television scripts and books on the Royal Family.

Brian Cosgrove  
Doctor of Letters

Brian Cosgrove began his career at Granada Television 
in design, before Stop Frame Animations provided 
an opportunity for Brian to work with Mark Hall. 
In 1975 they set up Cosgrove Hall Productions and 
created many children’s programmes including: 
Dangermouse, Count Duckula and The BFG. He has 
been awarded six British Academy Awards, the 
British Academy Lifetime Achievement Award, three 
International Emmy Awards, eight Royal Television 
Society Awards, the Royal Television Society Lifetime 
Achievement Award, the Prix Jeunesse, the Prix 
Danube and a BAFTA Special Award for ‘Outstanding 
Creative Contribution’. 
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Professor Alan Emery 
Doctor of Science

Professor Alan Emery was a student at Chester 
College in the 1940s and then opted for a career 
in medicine and neuromuscular science. His many 
awards include: the Lifetime Achievement Awards of 
the World Federation of Neurology and the Muscular 
Dystrophy Campaign of Great Britain; Cockcroft 
Medal and Doubleday Awards from the University 
of Manchester; National Foundation March of Dimes 
Award for Research, USA; and the International Award 
for Excellence in Human Genetics Education of the 
American Society of Human Genetics. 

David Evans  
Doctor of Science

David Evans joined Chester College as a Science 
Lecturer in 1972 and became Acting Head of Clinical 
Sciences and Nutrition, then Emeritus Professor of 
Biology on his retirement. His many public roles 
have included: Councillor for Upton-by-Chester; Lord 
Mayor of Chester; Leader of Chester City Council; 
Member of the Executive Board of the North West 
Regional Assembly; Honorary Alderman and Honorary 
Freeman of the City of Chester; Chairman of Upton-
Arradon Community Links and Chester Civic Trust. 

The Very Rev Vivienne Faull 
Doctor of Letters 

Vivienne Frances Faull was educated at The Queen’s 
School, Chester and St Hilda’s College, Oxford. After 
teaching with the Church Mission Society in India 
and youth work in Everton, she trained for ministry at 
St John’s College, Nottingham and the University of 
Nottingham. She served as a Deaconess in the Diocese 
of Liverpool, moving to become Chaplain, then 
Fellow, of Clare College, Cambridge and Deacon in the 
Diocese of Ely. She has been at the forefront of the 
role of women in the church, was ordained in 1994 
and is now Dean of York.

Sir Ranulph Fiennes OBE 
Doctor of Science

Sir Ranulph Fiennes is an English adventurer, 
described by the Guinness Book of Records as ‘the 
world’s greatest living explorer’. He has broken 
many world records, including travel by riverboat, 
hovercraft, manhaul sledge, skidoo, Land Rover and 
ski, and has led many expeditions to remote regions. 
He has written numerous books about his army 
service, his expeditions and Captain Scott, and his 
total fundraising for charitable causes is estimated to 
be in excess of £16m.
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David (D V) Hughes  
Doctor of Science 

D V Hughes read Mathematics at the University of 
Wales, Bangor, before teaching at secondary level. 
He then became a Lecturer, Senior Lecturer and 
Head of Mathematics at Chester College. He has an 
MSc in Pure Mathematics from the University of 
Wales, Aberystwyth, is a Chartered Mathematician 
and a Fellow of the Institute of Mathematics and 
its Applications. He became Dean of Students 
in 1986 and on his retirement co-ordinated the 
alumni activities for the institution, finally stepping 
down in 2007.

Stanley (Stan) France 
Doctor of Science

Stan France trained as a teacher at York St John, 
gained an advanced Diploma in Education and a 
Diploma in Mathematics from the University of 
Liverpool and a Master’s in Education from the 
University of Manchester. He joined the Education 
Department of Chester College in 1967 and is still 
Secretary of the Alumni Association. Stan effectively 
began the University’s International Office through 
overseas trips to places such as Hong Kong, Sweden 
and the USA, including a one-year tutor exchange at 
California State University. 

Professor Michael Hoey 
Doctor of Letters 

Professor Hoey is a British linguist and Baines 
Professor of English Language at the University 
of Liverpool and Pro-Vice-Chancellor for 
Internationalisation. He has lectured in Applied 
Linguistics worldwide, achieved success as an author 
and won many awards, including a Lifetime Award at 
the Liverpool Annual Student Guild Awards. Michael 
also served a member of the University Council at 
Chester for 14 years. 

William (Bill) Hughes 
Doctor of Letters 

Bill Hughes studied at the University of Wales, Bangor 
and joined the Department of English at Chester 
College in 1967. He became Principal Lecturer and 
Deputy Head of Department, having also acted as a 
Governor and the College ‘Information Officer’. He 
made an outstanding contribution to the University 
and received an Honorary Fellowship in English in 
2007. Bill has been significantly involved with the 
cultural life of the city of Chester, particularly with the 
Literature and Music Festivals and through his role as 
Vice-Chair of Chester Performs.
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Penny Hughes CBE 
Master of Business Administration

Penny Hughes joined Coca-Cola as brand manager, 
oversaw the merger with Schweppes and was 
appointed Commercial Director. She was President 
of the UK and Ireland for Coca-Cola for three years 
and since then has held many posts such as Director 
for The Body Shop, GAP, Next and Reuters, Non-
Executive Director for Royal Bank of Scotland Group 
and Morrisons, Trustee of the British Museum and 
President of the Advertising Association.

Robert McAlpine 
Doctor of Engineering 

Bobby is the great-grandson of Alfred McAlpine 
who founded the family global engineering firm. He 
joined the business at 18 as a junior engineer, was 
appointed Deputy Chairman of the company in the 
mid-1960s and Chairman from 1983 to 1992. During 
his 44 years with the company, he was involved 
in the road and house building boom and built 
stretches of the M6 and M5. 

Robert Mee DL 
Doctor of Business Administration 

Robert Mee is the Chairman of Ellesmere Port 
Development Board. His Chester career started 
with Capital Bank plc, where he ultimately became 
Managing Director, working in partnership with some 
of the UK’s largest businesses including Centrica, 
Sainsbury’s and the AA. Robert is a Council Member 
of the North of England Zoological Society, where 
he chairs the Business and Commercial Operations 
and Finance Committee. He was also appointed a 
Deputy Lieutenant for Cheshire in recognition of his 
outstanding public service. 

Andrew Miller MP 
Doctor of Science

Andrew Miller was the Labour Party MP for Ellesmere 
Port and Neston from 1992 until 2015. In Parliament, 
he served on numerous select committees and 
served for four years from 2001 supporting ministers 
at the Department of Trade and Industry. In 2010 
he was confirmed as the first Chair of the House of 
Commons Science and Technology Select Committee 
and in 2005 as Chairman of the House of Commons 
Regulatory Reform Committee.
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John Newton-Jones 
Doctor of Business Administration

John Newton-Jones is Managing Director and one 
of the founders of Snowdonia Cheese, which was 
established in 2001 by a group of dairy farmers. The 
Rhyl-based company supplies more than 2,000 UK 
outlets and 15 countries worldwide, including many 
gourmet restaurants and a number of the world’s 
leading airline carriers and premier travel operators.

Major Phil Packer MBE 
Master of Arts

Phil Packer MBE is a former British Provost Officer 
who suffered severe injuries to his spinal cord during 
operational duty in Iraq in 2008. Despite being 
told that he would never walk again, he has since 
undertaken a number of physical challenges for 
charity, including walking the London Marathon over 
14 days. His fundraising efforts have raised more than 
£1m and he has since founded the British Inspiration 
Trust (BRIT), which aims to support young people 
facing adversity.

Dame Esther Rantzen OBE 
Doctor of Letters 

Esther Rantzen is a well-known TV personality, 
charity patron and founder of Childline and The Silver 
Line for the elderly. She has received a number of 
awards including the OBE for services to broadcasting 
and the CBE for services to children. She was made a 
Dame in the 2015 New Year Honours list.

Amrit and Rabindra Singh MBE 
Doctor of Fine Arts 

The Singh Twins are contemporary British artists 
of international standing, whose award-winning 
paintings have been acknowledged as constituting 
a unique genre in British Art and for initiating a new 
movement in the revival of the Indian miniature 
tradition within modern art practice. In recognition, 
they each received an MBE in the Queen’s Birthday 
Honours. The Singh Twins’ more recent projects 
include a portrait of Maharaja Duleep Singh for 
Museums of Scotland and a collaboration with Indian 
fashion designer, Tarun Tahiliani.
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Chris Lynch.

Alumni 
Former students follow many different directions after 
graduation and these examples show how alumni have been 
able to pursue their interests and capitalise on their student 
experience within their chosen careers.

Ten years after meeting at the University, Tom 
Whitley, Sam Cooper and Matt Smee now run 
their own Cheshire-based sustainable business 
growing natural produce and educating children 
on the importance of eating real food. The trio had 
followed different career paths after their studies, 
as Tom was working in finance in London, Matt had 
returned from international aid work in Burma and 
Sam had been working in education with autistic 
children. They discovered that they all shared the 
same concerns about the country’s food supply 
chain, common ideals, an enthusiasm for positive 
social change and a desire to promote sustainability 
and respect for the environment. They decided to 
make their ideals a reality and so ‘The Natural Veg 
Men’ was born. The company aims to implement 
positive change across food production, education 
and health in Cheshire by growing the highest quality 
produce using low impact, organic techniques. To 
help with local brand awareness and engagement, 
the trio spent time working in the local communities, 
built their own website and used social media to 
connect with other local like-minded people and 
businesses. The Veg Men work actively within 
education and believe that every child should leave 
school with a comprehensive understanding of food. 

They work with and support the local community 
in a sustainable manner and have managed to 
grow their business organically through personal 
recommendation. Sam said: “Through education we 
want to help young people better understand food 
and empower them to make informed, healthier 
decisions about what they eat, both for themselves 
and for the planet. We try to tailor our programmes 
to meet the needs of the individual school and offer 
cookery workshops, or a working market garden for 
pupils to build and manage.”

Journalism graduate John Longbottom visited the 
Department of Media at the Warrington Campus 
to talk to students about his successful career as 
a designer, photographer and journalist on one of 
Britain’s biggest-selling music magazines. John’s 
career since he left in 2009 has seen him working 
with big brands such as EMI, Jack Daniel’s, BT, 
Microsoft, O2 and the artist Professor Green. His last 
role was News and Online Editor of the best-selling 
weekly rock magazine, Kerrang!  which saw him 
attending music festivals, meeting some of the 
biggest bands, including Foo Fighters and Mötley 
Crüe, and interviewing Ozzy Osbourne in Beverley 
Hills. John was responsible for filling six pages of the 

The Natural Veg Men (Image courtesy of Andrea Ellison Photography).

Keith Mitchell (Image courtesy of Leaderboard 
Photography).
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magazine each week as well as ensuring the Kerrang! 
website was kept up to date with all the latest news 
in the rock music industry.

Accounting and Finance student Catherine Broadhurst 
achieved the distinction of a First Class honours 
degree, the highest results on her course and the 
Liverpool Society of Chartered Accountants Award 
for excellence in accounting. Catherine’s employers 
Murray Smith Chartered Accountants, based in 
Northwich, employed Catherine on a summer 
internship in the second year of her degree and were 
so impressed with her work that they offered her 
graduate employment on completion of her degree. 
Catherine said of her academic success: “This is by far 
my greatest achievement to date and has proved to 
me that hard work can get you to where you want to 
be. Also, studying at the University and having such 
wonderful tutors throughout my time there pushed 
me to look for an internship during my second year, 
which has subsequently enabled me to secure a 
position in accountancy.”

A Psychology graduate has received an award from 
the national charity Rethink Mental Illness, for his 
work to improve mental health services. Chris Lynch 
was awarded the Janey Antoniou award for his 
passion and commitment to changing mental health 
services, and supporting other people affected by 
mental illness. Chris himself battles with anxiety 
and depression, and the award was presented to 
him in recognition of his work as a service-user 
representative for many organisations, including 
Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Foundation 

Trust and the British Psychological Society. As well 
as working full time, the tireless campaigner has also 
launched two Rethink Mental Illness peer-support 
groups in Chester, run by people with personal 
experience of mental illness. The Janey Antoniou 
award, set up by Rethink Mental Illness in 2013, is 
named after a well-known mental health campaigner 
and researcher and Chris received a prize of £1,000 
from her family.

A 1964 teacher training graduate, Keith Mitchell, was 
honoured in England Golf’s Volunteers of the Year 
Awards with the ‘Lifetime Achievement Award for 
Services to Golf’. He has been a volunteer in the sport 
in Essex since he retired from teaching in 1998 and 
through his dedication has encouraged more than 
2,000 boys and girls to play golf. He was particularly 
proud that the Essex team won the England 
Under-18 Championship on the same day that he was 
organising 100 under-14 boys and girls of all abilities 
back in Essex and said: “I want them to get as much 
satisfaction as I have from the game.”

Exploring the original meaning of chivalry helped 
History graduate Georgina Briggs to gain a First 
Class honours degree. Although she has dyslexia, 
Georgina never found this to be a barrier to learning 
during her degree and instead adapted different 
ways of learning to her studies. She focused 
on chivalry within the context of the Hundred 
Years War (1337–1453) for her dissertation, 
having discovered that its definition is still being 
deliberated amongst historians. 

John Longbottom with Ozzy Osbourne.

Michelle Ponting (right) with her Independent 
Radio News Award. Georgina Briggs.
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Georgina’s academic success has resulted in her 
gaining a scholarship to study at the University of York 
for an MA in Medieval Studies.

Media graduates have achieved much success with 
Michelle Ponting, who studied Radio Production, 
clinching top spot in the Best Interview category 
at the national Independent Radio News Awards. 
Michelle, who teaches in the Department as well as 
working for Key 103, was also one of two graduates 
to be nominated for an O2 Media Award in 2014. Liz 
Ahye, a Commercial Music Production graduate, was 
named by Music Week as one of its prestigious 30 
Under 30, a list of young music executives who have 
already ‘achieved great things’ and who ‘look set for 
even brighter futures’. She gained a First Class BA 
(Hons) degree in Music Production, went on a work 
experience placement at Metropolis Studios, where 

she was quickly promoted to the position of product 
manager and is now Label Manager for Warner 
Music’s ADA.

Catherine Ross not only received her BSc (Hons) 
Specialist Practice Community (District Nursing) 
at graduation, she was also awarded the Philip 
Goodeve-Docker Memorial Prize from the Queen’s 
Nursing Institute for ‘Outstanding Achievement’ as a 
District Nursing student’. Cath was offered the chance 
of secondment for study at Chester by her employer 
and she seized the opportunity. She said: “I was 
honoured to be chosen to receive the Queen’s Nursing 
Institute Award. The opportunity to be sponsored to 
attend university and gain further qualifications was 
one I did not want to waste and tried to make the 
most out of the experience.” Cath now works as a 
District Nurse with the Congleton community nursing 

team, part of East Cheshire NHS Trust, a job she 
secured as a direct result of her success on the course. 

A dream job working with the Great British 
Paralympic Swimming Team was secured by 
Matthew Milligan, just a few months after graduating 
from the MSc Sports Sciences (Performance Analysis 
Programme). Matthew beat fierce competition to 
secure the position as Performance Statistician with 
the GB Paralympic Swimming squad and the role 
will allow Matthew to put his skills into practice 
by collecting data on all aspects of a Paralympic 
swimmer’s development and feeding the analysis 
back to coaches and sports scientists. 

A young brain tumour patient, who beat the odds 
to complete her teaching degree at the University, 
took centre stage at the Brilliant Minds Symposium, 

organised by the Brain Tumour Charity, which saw 
world-renowned scientists gather together to 
drive forward the search for a cure. Hannah Jones, 
a BA Education graduate, described how she was 
diagnosed with a brain tumour at the age of 15 when 
she was studying for her GCSEs. She underwent three 
major brain operations and gruelling radiotherapy 
after her first tumour was diagnosed in 2008, but less 
than a year later had to receive life-saving surgery to 
remove a recurring tumour. As a result she suffered 
a stroke, leaving her unable to walk or feed herself. 
Hannah went on to make an astonishing recovery and 
won awards for her courage and fundraising efforts 
for The Brain Tumour Charity − a cause for which 
she has raised more than £200,000 to help fund its 
pioneering research.

Catherine Ross. Hannah Jones.
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Senior staff
Senior Management

Vice-Chancellor and Principal 
Canon Professor Timothy Wheeler DL 
BA, PhD (Wales), FE Teachers’ Cert, CPsychol, CSci,  
AFPBsS, FSS, FRSA, MCIPR, MIOSH, MIIRSM, CCMI

Senior Pro-Vice Chancellor (Academic)  
and Provost (Warrington) 
Professor Peter Harrop 
BEd, PhD (Leeds), FHEA

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Corporate  
Development and the Student Experience) 
Dr Chris Haslam 
BSc (Newcastle), PhD (Southampton), DMS (Open)

Senior Pro-Vice-Chancellor, University 
Secretary and Director of Legal Services 
Mr Adrian Lee 
MA (Oxon), LLM (Staffordshire)

Chief Financial Officer/Bursar and  
Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Finance) 
Mr Bill Stothart 
BA (Oxon), MBA (Henley), FCA

Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Academic)  
− until 31-8-2014 
Professor Michael Thomas 
BNurs (Manchester), MA (Liverpool John Moores), PhD 
(Nottingham), RMN, RNT, Cert Ed, ENB655 (Professional 
Qualification in Psychotherapy), FRSA, FHEA, MBPsS

Deans of support departments

Academic Quality and Enhancement 
Dr Karen Willis 
BA (Dunelm), PGCE, MA (Open), EdD (Bristol) 

Chapel 
The Rev Canon Dr Peter Jenner 
MA, PhD (Cantab), Dip Theo (Nottingham),  
DPS (St John’s College, Nottingham)

International Office and Executive Director  
of Commercial Development 
Professor Alexis McLean − until 31-5-2015 
BA (Queen’s College Glasgow), MSc (Strathclyde),  
PhD (Paisley)

Head of the International Office (from 1-6-2015)
Jonathan Pritchard
LLB (Keele), LPC (University of Law)

(Senior Executive), Research,  
Postgraduate and Knowledge Transfer 
Professor Neville Ford 
MA (Oxon), MSc (Manchester), PhD (Liverpool),  
FIMA, FHEA

Student Support and Guidance 
The Rev Dr Lesley Cooke 
Cert Ed, BEd (Cantab), MA, PhD (Leeds),  
DipTheo (Cardiff), AFBPsS, FHEA

Executive Deans of Faculties

Applied Sciences − until 30-6-2015 
Professor Sarah Andrew 
BSc (London), PhD (Nottingham)

Arts and Media 
Mr Brendan O’Sullivan 
GMus (Huddersfield), PGCE (Manchester Metropolitan), 
MA (Liverpool), FHEA

Business, Enterprise and Lifelong Learning 
− from 1-9-2014 
Professor Ruth Ashford 
BEd (Manchester Metropolitan), PhD (Lancaster), FCIM, 
MCIPR, Chartered Marketer, FHEA

Education and Children’s Services 
Professor Anna Sutton 
Cert Ed, BEd, MEd (Wales), FRSA

Health and Social Care 
Professor Annette McIntosh-Scott 
BSc, PhD (Edinburgh Napier), Dip CNE (Queen Margaret, 
Edinburgh), Cert Ed (Jordanhill College, Glasgow), RN, 
SCM, RCNT, RNT, FHEA

Humanities 
Professor Robert Warner 
BA, MA (York), MA (Oxon),  
PhD (King’s College, London), FRSA

Science and Engineering 
Professor Nick Avis 
BSc (Reading), PhD (Sheffield)

Social Science (and Acting Dean for 
Business, Enterprise and Lifelong 
Learning − until 31-8-2014) 
Professor David Balsamo 
BA (Middlesex), MSc (London), MSc (Oxon),  
DSocSci (Bristol), CQSW
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Senior staff
Directors of services

(Senior Executive), Strategic 
Projects Office 
Mr Charles Woodcock 
BA, BSc (Lancaster), PGCE (Keele)

(Executive), Business Research 
Institute  
Professor Phil Harris  
BA (York), Cert Ed, PhD (Manchester 
Metropolitan), FAM, FAMS, FCIM, FCIPR, FRSA, 
Chartered Marketer

Careers and Employability 
Mr Paul Gaunt − until 6-3-2015 
BA (Hull), DipCG (Nottingham Trent),  
MBA (Liverpool)

Dr Kate Daubney − from 13-7-2015 
BSc (Leeds), MA (York), PhD, PGCLTHE (Leeds)

Catering Services 
Mr Ian White

(Senior Executive), Commercial 
Operations and Chief Executive, 
Thornton Science Park 
Mr Paul Vernon 
BSc (Manchester)

Corporate Communications 
Ms Jayne Dodgson 
BA (London)

Corporate Planning and Special 
Projects − until 1-1-2015 and 
Deputy Provost Shrewsbury −  
from 2-1-2015 
Mr Paul Kirkbright 
BA (Reading)

Facilities 
Mr Jared Allen  
BSc (UCLan), LLB (Liverpool John Moores), PGC 
(Lancaster), MBA (Manchester), MBIFM

Finance (seconded to University of 
Chester Academies Trust) 
Mr Edward Austin 
BSc (Salford), ACMA

Human Resource Management 
Services 
Mrs Julie Dagnall 
BA, MA (Liverpool John Moores), FCIPD

Learning and Information Services 
and Chief Information Officer 
Mr Brian Fitzpatrick 
BSc, MBA (Open)

Marketing, Recruitment and 
Admissions 
Ms Lynette Bailey – until 30-9-14 
BA (Montreal)

Head of MRA − from 20-12-2014 
Mr Richard Bengree  
BA (Lancaster); MA (Liverpool John Moores)

Research Policy  
Dr Elizabeth A Christopher 
BSc, PhD (Durham), MRSC

Registrar 
Mr Jonathan Moores 
BSc (Imperial College), MSc (Dundee), ARCS

Deputy Bursar 
Mr Richard Waddington 
BA (Newcastle), MBA (Chester), ACMA

Members of the University Council 2014−15

President – The Rt Rev the Lord Bishop of Chester, Dr Peter Forster

Deputy President – Canon Jeff Turnbull

Secretary to the University Council – Mr Adrian Lee

Mrs Christine Allen BEM

Mr Francis Ball

Mr Colin Daniels

His Honour Judge Elgan Edwards DL

Mr John Evans

Professor John Fisher 

Ms Karen Fisher – Staff

Professor Neville Ford – Staff 

Professor Dean Garratt – Staff  
(from 01-09-14)

Mr Jonathan Harper – Chester 
Students’ Union

Mr Nick Jenkins (from 01-12-14)

Professor Tony McEnery (from 01-12-14)

Dr Keith McLay – Staff (to 31-08-14)

The Very Rev Professor Gordon McPhate

Mrs Cathy Maddaford

Mr David Munt

Mrs Marion Needham

Mrs Sandra Rudd

Dr Liane Smith

Mrs Margaret Steward 

Professor Anna Sutton 

Mrs Sandra Verity

Councillor Adrian Walmsley 

Canon Professor Tim Wheeler DL, 
Vice-Chancellor
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Financial Results 2014 – 15

Funding council grants 12,285,568

Tuition fees and support grants 85,863,137

Research grants and contracts 874,194

Other operating income 20,451,687

Interest receivable 479,789

Total income 119,954,375

*For 12 months ending 31-07-15

Staff costs 60,623,364

Other operating expense 42,860,214

Depreciation 5,342,948

Interest payable 2,106,381

Total expenditure 110,932,907

 
Retained surplus on continuing  
operations for the year  9,021,468

 10.24%  54.65%

 71.58%  38.63%

 0.73%  4.82%

 17.05%  1.90%

 0.40%

Expenditure
2014–15

Income
2014–15*



Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ 
Tel: 01244 511000 • Fax: 01244 511300  
Email: enquiries@chester.ac.uk  
www.chester.ac.uk/annual-review 

Facebook.com/uochester

Twitter.com/uochester

YouTube.com/uochester

Instagram.com/uochester

“What an absolutely fabulous year! This last 12-month period 
has seen the University mark its 175th anniversary with a 
series of events across all our sites, involving our students, 
staff and a wide range of stakeholders. One thing that 
stood out clearly for me was the continuing strong sense of 
friendship, community and ‘can do’ attitude that actively 

pervades every aspect of the institution’s activities. Having worked in many 
organisations during my career I’ve never experienced anything quite like it, it’s like 
being part of a family. Unique? Very possibly. Here’s to the next 175 years of success 
for the University of Chester and a massive thanks to all our staff, students and 
alumni who continue to make this place so special!”

Dr Chris Haslam, Pro-Vice-Chancellor
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OUR MISSION SINCE 1839

FOUNDED  IN  FAITH

OUR FOUNDATIONAL 
VALUES RECOGNISE:

• The dignity and worth of every individual 
• The vital role of education in the service of society 

• The inherent value of the pursuit of truth 
and freedom of enquiry 

In humility, we honour these values and hold 
ourselves accountable to them. Ce
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